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Abstract
Wearable technologies provide users with actionable insights regarding personal health information because of their ability to capture and analyze data continuously and in-the-moment
through their rich set of sensors. While these technologies offer the advantages of conveniently
capturing personal health data and behaviors outside of a clinical setting, they pose significant privacy challenges. Wearables continuously collect and store sensitive personal information about the
wearer. In some instances, personal information amassed by a wearable may be shared without user
awareness. In addition to the privacy-invasive risks posed by wearable technologies, executing usable
privacy control directly on wearables poses an even greater challenge due to lack of input space and
constrained interaction. Most privacy controls options for wearables are separate from the device
itself, which prevents the user from having integrated and in-the-moment control over the data they
are producing.
In light of the privacy risks and challenges for usable privacy-enhanced design for wearables, this dissertation uses a human-centered approach to advance the design space for usable and
effective privacy control mechanisms. In particular, this research focuses on understanding how
to develop privacy control mechanisms that provide adopters and potential adopters of wearables
with integrated, in-the-moment control over personal information collected by wearables. This is
accomplished through four user studies.
In the first study, I investigate the preferences of adopters and potential adopters of wearable health technologies as they relate to privacy and sharing of extra-clinical health information
generated from a wearable. This study also examines whether individual preferences vary based on
the recipient, type, and valence (e.g., positive or negative rating) of health information. I found that
the recipient and valence of data predicted privacy and sharing preferences for extra-clinical data
generated by wearables. Participants were more willing to share extra-clinical data with healthcare
ii

providers, family, and friends compared to their employer or broader social network. Participants
were also less willing to share negatively valenced data.
Applying the knowledge that users have granular preferences for sharing data from wearables, the second study evaluates the impact of the location of privacy control and decision timing for
privacy control on wearables. I designed four privacy interfaces that provide different combinations of
location (e.g., integrated versus decoupled) and decision timing (e.g., in-the-moment/synchronous
versus a priori/asynchronous) of privacy control. To evaluate the interfaces, I conducted a 2x2
between-subjects experiment where different groups of participants interacted with each interface
and assessed the ease of use, perceived privacy control, and perceived oversharing threat for the
assigned interface. The results show that only the location of control significantly influences the
overall ease of use of the privacy interface. In further exploratory analyses, I find that intentions to
adopt a settings interface are influenced by the timing of when privacy decisions can be executed,
if it is easy to manage those decisions, and if the privacy settings interface reduces the threat of
oversharing personal information.
Adding more detail to understanding user preferences for privacy controls for wearables, the
third study is an interaction-elicitation study that identifies a set of device-independent interactions
that allow integrated and in-the-moment privacy control over data from a wearable. I found differences in the types of interactions people produced for situations requiring more versus less subtlety.
In this study, I also establish a taxonomy that organizes interactions based on interaction mapping
and physical characteristics of the interaction.
In the final study, I extend the findings of the interaction-elicitation study by further exploring the identified interactions in terms of their noticeability. This is done to determine a set of
additional interactions wearers could adopt when they need to provide input to their device privately
without being noticed. The results from this study produce a set of interactions(e.g., teeth click,
single head nod) that are subtle enough to be used with any existing or emerging invisible wearable
device.
The overall findings of this dissertation offer privacy researchers and designers of wearable
technologies insight into the future development of wearables. The findings of this dissertation also
present hardware and software considerations to designers as they design interfaces that provide a
usable and effective means for adopters and potential adopters to maintain their privacy over data
produced by wearables.
iii
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Problem Motivation
Wearable technologies are a class of devices that are small enough to be worn directly on the

body or kept within close proximity to the body and integrate computational sensing capabilities to
offer specific features to wearers [123, 210, 232]. The evolution of wearables has led to a paradigm
shift in healthcare [21, 40] and fitness [83, 106, 117, 132]. A great deal of change has been that
data formerly collected inside a clinical setting, can now be collected outside of a clinical setting
[95, 346, 367] while still providing innovative methods to provide users with actionable insights
regarding the quality of health and well being [96, 225, 316]. Wearable technologies have also
become valuable to other application domains, industries, and services, including workplace safety,
gaming, consumer financial applications, security, and entertainment[211, 276].
While the benefits of wearable technologies seem evident [123], critical issues concerning
the management of information privacy associated with the collection and retention of sensitive
information still exist, mainly because the data collected is personal to the wearer [377]. These
issues pose unfavorable privacy risks for adopters and potential adopters [202, 321].
The privacy issues associated with the use of wearable technologies span from the unintended
misuse of personal health information [202, 265, 275] to ineffective privacy control mechanisms
that fail to imperfectly enable individuals’ control over personal information [296]. Additionally,
wearables are equipped with high-quality sensors that allow adversaries to make behavioral inferences
(e.g., location, demographics, health status, and physiological/emotional behaviors) about a wearer
1

without their awareness or consent [178, 181, 281, 373]. An even more concerning issue is that
most wearable users are not always aware of the threats, risks, and implications posed by the use
of these devices [139]. In other instances, wearers may have explicit misconceptions about privacy
implications associated with the usage of these devices or may feel they have no other choice than to
sacrifice their privacy [202, 329]. These misconceptions of the privacy implications associated with
wearables, the lack of knowledge of privacy-related threats among users, along with lack of adequate
privacy mechanisms to control personal information could have an adverse impact on existing, and
potential adopter’s in the future [202].
Consequently, unless wearable technologies are carefully designed to minimize inherent privacy risks by affording the wearer control over their personal information, their adoption may reduce
the level of individual privacy afforded during and beyond the use of the device [202].

1.2

Research Motivation
A number of research approaches have been explored by the HCI community to understand

privacy perceptions about the adoption of wearable technologies. Several works have highlighted
different user concerns based on the type of data collected, the type of sensor used, and the purpose
of the wearable device [91, 202, 221, 221, 234, 266, 275].
For example, Motti et al. [234] analyzed users’ privacy concerns about wearable devices
using qualitative data from various sources such as e-commerce websites, forums, and social media
where users expressed their concerns about the privacy of wearables. As a result, concerns were
categorized into three categories: whether the concern was related to the physical device or the
associated application, sensor-specific, or user’s data. Findings suggest that privacy concerns toward
wearables are similar, but some instances are more specific than privacy concerns related to mobile
devices. Results also show that users possess a keen awareness of impending privacy implications
of wearables, but primarily during data collection and sharing. This work also claims that users’
lack of concern arises from a lack of awareness of how privacy can be threatened when organizations
collect granular data about users over a long time. While this work offered valuable contributions
to research on wearable privacy and provided general insights on users’ concerns about it, this work
collected data anonymously from online comments, and we do not know much about the profiles or
demographics of the people contributing data to this study. Also, the methods in this study that
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collect and analyzed online data employ a relatively new research approach that is both exploratory
and empirical and does not have a well-established and validated protocol concerning data collection
and analysis.

1.3

Research Motivation
A number of research approaches have been explored by the HCI community to understand

privacy perceptions about the adoption of wearable technologies. Several works have highlighted
different user concerns based on the type of data collected, the type of sensor used and the purpose
of the wearable device [91, 202, 221, 221, 234, 266, 275].
For example, Motti et al. [234] analyzed users’ privacy concerns about wearable devices
using qualitative data from various sources such as e-commerce websites, forums, and social media
where users expressed their concerns about the privacy of wearables. As a result, concerns were
categorized into three categories: whether the concern was related to the physical device or the
associated application, sensor-specific, or user’s data. Findings suggest that privacy concerns toward
wearables are similar, but some instances are more specific than privacy concerns related to mobile
devices. Results also show that users possess a keen awareness of impending privacy implications
of wearables, but primarily during data collection and sharing. This work also claims that users’
lack of concern arises from a lack of awareness of how privacy can be threatened when organizations
collect granular data about users over a long time. While this work offered valuable contributions
to research on wearable privacy and provided general insights on users’ concerns about it, this work
collected data anonymously from online comments, and we do not know much about the profiles or
demographics of the people contributing data to this study. Also, the methods in this study that
collect and analyzed online data employ a relatively new research approach that is both exploratory
and empirical and does not have a well-established and validated protocol concerning data collection
and analysis.
Prasad et al. [274] investigated users’ willingness to share personal information, collected
using wearables with a given set of recipients. Results from this study show that user preferences
for sharing data from wearables are granular and suggest that designers create flexible controls that
allow granular sharing preferences. This work also suggest that when designing privacy controls for
wearables designers should consider privacy controls that are usable so that users understand what
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choices they have and know how to execute those choices. However, we are now aware of any work
that has applied these recommendations and empirically evaluated the recommendations using a
user-centered approach.
To address these research gaps, in my doctoral thesis, I leverage the behavioral privacy
model [51] to inform my research, gain understanding of privacy parameters, and examine privacy
protection methods to inform the design of usable privacy mechanisms for wearable devices.

1.4

Research Objectives
The behavioral privacy model describes three everyday behavioral mechanisms associated

with use of technology to regulate privacy that include: avoidance, modification and alleviation
[52]. Within this model two elements are also identified that could affect a users’ privacy - content
and recipient of information- when examined in combination [52]. Aiming at offering more effective privacy controls for wearables, I leverage this model to first understand the two parameters,
information type, and recipient of information. In addition to information type and recipient, I
also examine valence of information, which is the is the affective quality of intrinsic “good”-ness
or “bad”-ness of an “event, object, or situation” [116]. I further examine different privacy control
interfaces that would allow usable, and effective privacy control, and follow up this exploration by
evaluating alternative in-the moment privacy control mechanisms for wearables that afford a more
effective and usable means of privacy control by integrating sharing decisions with privacy interfaces
using user-defined input interactions. I also provide design guidelines for effective and usable privacy
protection mechanisms for wearable technologies.
To achieve this goal, I plan to answer the following research questions.
• Understand user preferences for sharing data from a wearable based on recipient, type, and
valence of information:
– RQ1: What types of health-related data generated by wearable technologies are users
willing to share or keep private? (Chapter 3)
– RQ2: With which potential recipients are users more willing to share their health-related
data generated by a wearable device? (Chapter 3)
– RQ3: Are users’ sharing preferences associated with the valence (e.g.positive/negative
rating) of the health-related information? (Chapter 3)
4

• Study and propose effective privacy control interfaces for wearables that allow granular sharing
preferences over data from wearables:
– RQ4: Does location of control, timing of control or the combination of the two impact
the user experience for users of wearable technologies (Chapter 4)
• Develop a set of device-independent user-defined interactions for in-the-moment privacy control
over data from a wearable:
– RQ7:What interactions do users propose to communicate privacy decisions about data
from a wearable?
– RQ8: Does social context (e.g., whether people are alone,with others or or in a situation where they need to be discreet) affect the type of interactions people propose to
communicate privacy decisions? (Chapter 5)
– RQ9: Are there differences in the types of interactions people propose for situations
requiring privacy(e.g., when they are around others, but need to be discreet) vs. situations
that require less privacy? (Chapter 5)
• An evaluation of noticeable and unobservable interactions for invisible input on wearables.
– RQ10: Which interactions proposed under a discreet social context are perceived as: an
action, an interaction with some technology, invisible to the naked eye, and deemed as
subtle when viewed by a second group of participants?

1.5

Overview and Summary of Studies
To answer the proposed research questions, we conducted four studies.
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Study 1: Understanding user preferences for sharing data from a wearable based
on recipient, type, and valence of information. Focusing on the behavioral theory of privacy,
controlling for type of data and recipient of data, we must know what type of data individuals
would be willing to share with a given recipient and if those sharing preferences vary based on
whether or not the type of data is deemed as positive or negative. In a 4 (type) x 4 (recipient) x
2 (valence) within-subjects repeated measures scenario-based experiment, I assessed adopters and
potential adopters of wearable technologies preferences for sharing extra-clinical health information
collected via a wearable device. Participants in this study completed two questionnaires and a
scenario-based experiment that elicited sharing preferences,
Study 2: Investigate the impact of the location of privacy controls and decision
timing for wearables. Based on the formative research I conducted to see what type of information users would be willing to share and with whom, I explore user perceptions toward making
privacy decisions over data from a wearable via four privacy interfaces. Using a 2x2 between-subjects
experimental design with location of privacy control and timing of privacy control being the between
subjects factors, four groups of participants were presented a privacy interface where privacy decisions were made (1)on the wearable in the moment, on the wearable, but not in the moment (e.g.,
before data collection),(2) off the wearable (e.g., via mobile phone) (3)in the moment, and (4)off
the device not in the moment (e.g., before data collection). The assessment focused on ease of use,
perceived privacy control, and perceived oversharing threat. Our results show that there was no interaction effect for location and privacy in terms of perceived ease of use, perceived privacy control,
and perceived oversharing threat, but there was a significant main effect for the location of control.
We also find that the ease of use, the timing of control, and perceived privacy threat impacts the
likelihood to adopt a given privacy interface
Study 3: Identifying a set of device-independent interactions that enable in-themoment privacy control for wearables. In study 3, we conducted an an open-ended elicitation
study [27, 361] with 32 participants, where we elicited intuitive interactions that imply binary
sharing preferences of some data collected by a wearable (e.g., activity data) with a given recipient
(e.g., social network) across three social contexts: alone, with others, and discreet. Results from
this study include an interaction taxonomy for in-the-moment privacy control on wearables that
describes the mapping and physical characteristics of the interactions, and a user-defined consensus
set of 20 device-independent interactions, along with criteria that were used to develop this set.
6

Figure 1.1. Illustration of different phases of the dissertation

Furthermore, we describe the implications of this work, including the need for discreet interactions,
the promise of symmetrical interactions, and hardware and software needs for the development of
device-independent interactions that give users control over personal information from a wearable.
Study 4: Invisible Input for Invisible Devices In study 3, we identified a set of userdefined interactions that could enable in-the-moment privacy control for wearables. We found that
when we asked participants to propose interactions for situations where they needed to be discreet,
there was very little consensus among interactions for that social context. In this study, I focused
exclusively on the subset of interactions that participants proposed where they were asked to be
discreet. In this study, I evaluated 50 interactions in terms of perceived action, the confidence of
perceived action, perceived interaction with a wearable, and confidence of that perceived action.
Results from this reveal a set of interactions that are subtle enough to allow a user to interact with
a wearable technology without being noticed or disrupting others around them.

7

Chapter 2

Literature Review
To acquire a broad understanding of the current state of literature about wearable technologies and privacy control mechanisms for wearables, I conducted a literature review of research
published in the ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, and Google Scholar. I used various search
queries and combinations to search both titles and abstracts within each database and limited the
search to conference proceedings and journals published between May 2000 to May 2020. During
the initial iteration of the search, I found a total of 112,263 articles within the ACM Digital Library
and a total of 71,757 within the IEEE XPlore Library (See Table 2.1). Because of the large number
of results (N=184,020) I decided not to search google scholar for any additional works that used the
terms in the 1st search iteration.
During the next iteration, I narrowed the search down to the search queries shown in table
2.2. After the initial search, I manually excluded articles that are duplicated and/or not directly
relevant to the scope of my research. For example, when searching on Google scholar using the
search term, “Wearable” AND “Privacy” several works were duplicate papers I initially found in
the ACM and IEEE Explore Library (N=38). After the additional screening, I found that of the
(N=63) that remained, (N=45) were not relevant to the context of this dissertation. For example,
several works mentioned security and authentication vulnerabilities on wearables. While these works
are important, our focus is more related to privacy for wearable technologies. After narrowing the
search to only relevant articles, I found a total of (N=18) articles that I did not come across on the
ACM or IEEE XPlore digital library for this search term.
After screening each article and removing duplicates not relevant to the scope of this work,
8

Search Queries
Wearable
Privacy
Wearable Privacy
Wearable Privacy Control
Total

ACM Digital Library
3,629
11,139
14,817
82,678
112,263

IEEE XPlore
24,240
46,658
735
124
71757

Table 2.1. Summary of Systematic Literature Review(1st Iteration)
Search Queries
"wearable" AND "privacy"
“wearable” AND “privacy” AND “control”
“gesture” AND “elicitation”
gesture AND wearable privacy
Gesture AND Wearable AND Privacy
Total

ACM Digital Library
Initial
After
Search
Screening
14
11
1
N/A
14
13
53
43
0
N/A
82
56

IEEE
Initial
Search
24
0
0
0
20
44

XPlore
After
Screening
16
N/A
N/A
N/A
19
35

Google
Initial
Search
101
0
18
0
0
119

Scholar
After
Screening
18
N/A
14
N/A
N/A
32

Table 2.2. Summary of Systematic Literature Review(2nd Iteration)
I identified a corpus of N=123 articles. In addition to the results of this literature review, please see
each chapter for a brief review of literature relevant to that study.

2.1

Wearable Privacy
Privacy is one of the most persistent social issues connected to information technology [243]

and is a complex concept that can take on various definitions in different contexts [300]; in the
scientific [89], industrial domains [187] and standardization bodies [71]. No privacy consensus exists
[187], as users perceive it differently, due to personal [52, 240], or cultural [330] aspects. Sharing information can be critical or trivial depending on individual perceptions and involving circumstances.
In the context of this dissertation, privacy refers to the ability to not exhibit information, to prevent
external access or observation by the society when unintended.
One important stream of privacy research is privacy for wearables. Wearable technologies
and their dynamic sensing capabilities are progressively popular among consumers [97, 134, 186, 341]
and have seen exponential growth within the last few years [186]. Market reports estimate that the
market for wearables (e.g., fitness trackers and smart watches) will increase from 27 billion in 2019
to 64 billion by 2024 [3]. Studies also demonstrate that the number of Americans who own wearables
has increased from 12% in 2015 to 25% in 2019 [4]. Historically, wearables have mostly appealed to
younger users, but recently there has been an increase in adoption across all age groups [368], with
ages 25-34 adoption rates increasing from 24% to 38%, ages 55-64 from 6.5% to 13.2% [368].
Wearable form factors such as head-mounted devices (HMDs) (e.g., devices worn above the
9

neck, in the ear, or on the face); and wrist-worn devices (WWDs), along with related applications and
services permit users to collect personalized data. This data may include details about physiological
parameters, including heart rate and blood pressure, location data, steps taken throughout the day,
food intake, and sleep patterns [158, 202, 236, 266]. Consumers are enthusiastic about how they
can visualize and analyze their health-related data, set and meet goals, and improve their overall
behavioral patterns and quality of life [14, 102, 178, 234, 255, 305]. These components give wearable
technologies increasing potential to improve the quality of healthcare and progress personal wellness
and pubic health for all through early detection of diseases and personalized treatment of medical
conditions [140, 178, 202, 246].
Despite the prevalent adoption and acceptance of wearable technologies [118, 124, 266]
several risks and concerns related to the collection and sharing of personal information exist and
continue to arise [118, 202, 322]. Scholars note privacy as a fundamental concern among adopters
of ubiquitous technologies [314, 349]. More recent scholars also note privacy as a key concern
for wearables [20, 118, 190, 232, 234, 266, 274]. Wearables collect and transmit large amounts of
physiological, and environmental data that some users consider harmless [202, 234, 246, 265, 281,
313]. Sensors on wearables facilitate in continuously collecting personal information about a user,
while processing and further aggregating this data [28, 118]. Wearables are not primarily designed
to address privacy related issues [379]. As a result, adoption may expose users to privacy-related
threats, often without their acknowledgment or consent [118, 190, 202]. Over time, this data can
disclose an accurate representation of an individual’s identity [118] possibly becoming what Lowens
et al. refer to as “a skeleton in the data closet”[202]. For example, the popular fitness application,
Strava unknowingly revealed the precise location of military personnel on active service, along with
their fitness activity and habits [311]. Other popular fitness trackers (e.g., Fitbit) has had several
privacy vulnerabilities associated with user personal health information. For example, in 2011 Fitbit
users found that named categories of identifiable data disclosing their activity data could be found
via a simple Google search [283]. In other instances, users may be aware of the privacy-related
risks posed by wearables, but may not be able to negotiate complex and unusable privacy settings
that meet their needs and preferences [202]. Though the concerns exist, issues relevant to privacy
and wearable technologies are still poorly understood by users [118, 202, 281] and not appropriately
addressed by stakeholders [84, 121, 202, 236]
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2.1.1

Theories on Privacy
There is a noticeable effort from previous literature on theories of privacy management that

treat privacy as a nuanced process. [23, 31, 252, 268, 353]. For example, Westin describes privacy
as an individual’s ability to control the conditions in which their personal information is collected
and used [353]. Other works focus on privacy based on the sensitivity of information [7, 249] while
others evaluate privacy as awareness and control over personal information [209]. Private information
belonging to an individual or a group of individuals should be protected and not disclosed to third
parties without that individual’s intention, and consent [114]. To ground my research within a
more recent theoretical framework of privacy, I looked to Contextual Integrity (CI) [41, 244], and
the behavioral privacy model [52] to situate our work within the larger theoretical work on privacy
particularly relevant to the experimental design I adopted in this dissertation.
In contrast to theories of privacy that define privacy as control over information about
oneself (e.g., Westin [353]), CI is a philosophical model of privacy that views privacy from the lens
of ethics. This model suggests that appropriate information flows are those that conform with
contextual information norms that evolve over time [244]. The concept of contextual integrity
[243] was introduced as an alternative benchmark for privacy, demanding that data collection and
distribution be suitable to that context and observe governing norms of distribution within it. Private
data should have a corresponding degree of confidentiality that aligns with specific user needs. When
considering privacy for personal health information (PHI) collected from wearables, this model may
not be suitable because the attribute can only be a type of information, and the subject is primarily
only the user themselves. Moreover, PHI from a wearable is an important parameter that is not
covered in the CI model. More recent theoretical analysis of privacy in computing systems has
posited the application of CI “is not ready for prime time” and that CI still needs to be sharpened
or expanded to be more actionable to computer scientists”[41]. Limitations in the application of
CI for computing systems indicate its dependence on the system architecture and also different
interpretations of “context” within the literature[41].
The psychological model of behavioral privacy [52] describes behaviors such as avoidance
(e.g., deciding to withhold data prior to collection due to concerns), modification (e.g., making a
privacy decision in-the-moment), and alleviation (e.g., making a privacy decision after some data is
collected). This model also identifies two elements that could affect a users’ privacy - content and
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recipient of information [52]. In the wearable privacy domain, recipient can be viewed as the receiver
of personal information (e.g., health care provider or employer) along with the type of information
which can be interpreted as sensitive or positively or negatively valenced. While we are informed by
all the theories previously mentioned, this dissertation is driven by Caine’s behavioral privacy model.
[52] Framing our work within Caine’s model suggests that we focused on participants’ binary decision
(e.g., share or withhold) over data from a wearable in the experimental design noted in Chapter 3.

2.1.2

Privacy Risks Unique to Wearable Technologies
Prior research in wearable computing has explored different aspects of users’ privacy includ-

ing, but not limited to user concerns, attitudes and behaviors about privacy [19, 54, 108, 118, 121,
131, 156, 185, 190, 217, 234, 274, 373]. In the section, I present and discuss related work, highlighting
privacy risk unique to wearable technologies and privacy regarding to health information.
Wearables provide users with feedback about location, fitness and activity levels, nutrition
habits, sleep habits, physiological indicators, and other vital signs [147]. Consequently, due to
interconnectedness and increased adoption of wearables by consumers and health care providers,
a complex challenge emerges concerning the protection of sensitive information and potential for
information leakages [111, 179]. Similar to mobile phones, wearables continuously collect personal
information about the wearer and their interaction with the device. Unlike mobile phones, wearables
are attached to the body of the wearer for extended periods of time [155]. Despite the advantages
of wearables and potential for societal benefits in terms of improved health [246], managing privacy
with these technologies is increasingly difficult, mainly because the data collected is personal to
the wearer [377]. Moreover, there is also the potential for behavioral inferences (e.g., location,
demographics, health status, emotional state) that could be made about the wearer without their
awareness or consent, which could pose a severe threat to their privacy [179, 181, 282].
Physiological and environmental data produced by wearables can comprise sensitive information that can be looked at as emergent medical records [140]. This data can insinuate records of
one’s activity levels that could be potentially used by a third party to evaluate an individual’s health
and well-being, possibly impacting insurance benefits, costs, or health premiums [140, 246, 313].
Wearable devices are also often synchronized with social media sites for sharing information, which
presents additional privacy risks [140]. Criminal actions may also be planned using location information collected by wearable devices shared on social media sites. For example, a thief may plan a
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robbery according to the analysis of displacement patterns of individual users [356]. Previous works
also identified privacy as a critical concern associated with wearable devices from the user perspective [190, 232, 314]. Because of these unique concerns, scholars have explored user perspectives and
concerns related to the privacy of wearables.

2.1.2.1

User Perceptions and Perspectives Over Data Generated By Wearables
Several studies have examined users’ perceptions and perspectives of sharing data from

wearables on different platforms and different recipients [132, 190, 234, 274, 356]. For example,
Prasad et al. [19, 118, 274] investigated users’ willingness to share personal information collected
via a wearable with family members, friends, third parties, and the public through a social experiment. During this study, participants wore a wearable that used accelerometer data to estimate
their calories burned, steps taken, and sleep quality. Following the study, participants were interviewed to understand their sharing behavior. This study suggests that participants have dynamic
sharing behavior when it comes to sharing data from a wearable. For example, study participants
prefer to share demographic information less than sensed information. This study also showed that
participants share personal information more with strangers than their family members and close
friends. The results suggest that flexible controls are needed to support individual preferences for
sharing. Thus, in chapter 3, I further explore user preferences for privacy and sharing of data generated from a wearable device based on recipient, type, and valence of data to understand what
types of data users are more willing to share and if that preference is contingent on the recipient of
the information. In Chapter 4 I further explore what interface mechanisms that would allow proper
privacy control over data from a wearable.
Lee et al. investigated the perception of the general public linked to the risk of information
disclosure associated with wearables through a survey of internet users [190]. The findings from this
work suggest that privacy and security are at the top of users’ overall concerns. The results from this
study also indicate that users’ self-reported privacy preferences correspond to how they may react,
even in situations they are unfamiliar with. While this work provides insight into user acceptability
about data disclosure and general user concerns about wearable devices, 83% of participants from
this study reported they did not own a wearable device. As the researchers mentioned, participants
may not have a clear sense of the technology and may be overestimating or underestimating the risk
associated with the use of wearable devices. Thus, I only recruited participants who owned wearable
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devices in studies mentioned in Chapters 3,4 and 5
Gorm and Shklovski [132] examined privacy about wearable health technologies in the workplace through an observational study. This work challenged the assumption that users are becoming
comfortable with perceived risks with wearable technologies. In this work, the scholars conducted a
study of a workplace health promotion campaign that depended on the use of step counting technologies and daily self-reporting of steps over three weeks. This research explored the types of
concerns employees express about disclosing step counts and how they change over time. Findings from this work suggest a difference in concerns toward data disclosure to organizations that
support health promotion campaigns between people who chose to participate in health promotion
campaigns versus those who do not. This study also illustrates that concerns over data disclosure
to employees, bosses, or friends change over time. Although these results offer insight into privacy
concerns toward wearable health technologies in the workplace, being held responsible for tracking
physical activity at work can be unwelcoming for users and may be quickly abandoned when the
intervention is complete [132].
Using a qualitative content analysis of online comments from wearable device users, Motti
and Caine [234] identified the privacy concerns of wearable users who commented online. Findings
from this work suggest that users’ privacy concerns about wearables are similar, but some cases
are more specific than privacy concerns for mobile devices in general. Findings from this work also
illustrate that users have perceptive awareness of impending privacy implications of wearable devices,
but mainly during data collection and sharing. This work also claims that users’ concerns about
wearable privacy cover different aspects of user interaction with wearables, and in some cases, users
are somewhat oblivious to potential privacy implications associated with using wearables. While this
work offered valuable contributions to research on wearable privacy and provided general insights
on users’ concerns about it, this work collected data anonymously from online comments and did
not know much about the user’s profiles and demographics from the study population sample. Also,
the methods in this study employ a relatively new research approach that is both exploratory and
empirical and does not have a well-established and validated protocol concerning data collection and
analysis.
To further understand why people use wearables despite the privacy risks Wieneke et al.
[356] conducted in-depth interviews with 22 wearable users in a qualitative study, that examined the
perceived values of wearables that drive individuals’ usage and disclosure of their data and the reasons
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why these values outweigh the privacy risk of wearable usage. The findings of this study reveal eight
values (e.g., social belonging, social acceptance, contentment, exploration, success, health, and selfoptimization, and quality of life) that individuals perceive through the use of wearable devices. The
results suggest that users are willing to disclose personal information if they expect the perceived
value of that information will outweigh the perceived risk.
In a qualitative study of wearable users, Alqhatani and Lipford [19] explored users’ sharing goals and practices, and privacy concerns associated with their wearable device. This study
also examined what users do to manage their privacy. Findings illustrate that users are primarily
concerned about acceptable norms and self-presentation [125] associated with their wearable data
and less concerned about the sensitivity of the data. Researchers believe this factor impacts what
types of information people are willing to share and with whom they are willing to share it with.
By examining user perspectives regarding sensitive information from wearables, findings show that
users do not perceived fitness data as sensitive similar to prior work [260]. This limited perspective
may lead to users not taking the appropriate actions to protect their data, leaving them exposed to
privacy-related threats.
As illustrated in prior works, people have different perceptions over data generated by
wearables. While some users are concerned about potential threats to privacy over data from
wearables [190], in some cases they may have a limited perception over the risk imposed by the
use of wearables [356] and may not be aware of the potential privacy implications associated with
using wearables [19, 234]. In the following section I further explore how lack of awareness over how
wearable data in handled poses an even greater threat to user privacy.

2.1.2.2

Lack of Awareness of Data Practices and Inferences Posed by Wearables
Several studies have examined users’ understanding about personal information collected

by wearables [15, 202, 280, 301, 341, 356]. Findings from these works suggest that users have a
limited understanding of the data practices of organizations that develop and distribute wearables
and are unaware of the potential inferences made based on the data collected by their wearable. For
example, in a qualitative study that explored why the perceived value of using wearables prevail over
privacy risk associated with their usage among wearable users, Wieneke et al. [356] illustrates that
users have limited knowledge about the privacy consequences of using a wearable device. This study
also demonstrates that many users do not want to invest the time and effort required to understand
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how their data can be used and potentially exploited by stakeholders. Participants in this study
also noted that the perceived risks of using wearables did not influence their decision process and
tended to ignore the likelihood of negative consequences.
Findings from a qualitative study by Lowens et al. [202] reveals that users have an incomplete understanding of privacy risks associated with wearables and, at the same time, their privacy
concerns vary, ranging from no concern to highly concerned. Those that were not concerned consider "daily activity" data not very sensitive. Participants also believed that the lack of a physical
keyboard on the device prevented them from entering and storing sensitive information, leading to a
false sense of privacy. Additionally, the authors found that the users often had no idea about what
type of data and how much data is being collected and stored by these wrist-worn devices. Those
concerned about their privacy were aware of risks associated with their data but were still willing to
give up confidentiality. Users were also worried about the lack of control they have over how their
data is used.
In an online survey of wearable users, Vitak et al. [341] investigated how users value personal
health information generated from wearables, how much they know about the data collection policies
of fitness tracking companies, and how their sharing behaviors compare to their overall privacy
concerns and protection strategies. Findings from this work reveal that users have a general lack of
knowledge of company data collection practices. Results also suggest that general privacy concerns
and data sensitivity play a significant role in how users value their personal information.
Radar and Slaker [280] conducted semi-structured interviews with current and former users
of wearable devices to investigate the impact of folk theories [120] about data collected by wearables. Before the interviews, participants completed a free list activity that elicited folk theories.
The findings from this study demonstrate that users’ folk theories about data from wearables are
contingent on the interactions between the users and their wearable. While these beliefs help users
speculate about the dependencies toward types of data wearables collect, participant folk theories
did not support their understanding of what additional information can be inferred from the data
collected by their wearable. For example, none of the participants in the study who mentioned the
data types GPS, location, or distance said their tracker could infer where they live. This lack of
understanding poses a threat to their privacy and does not allow them to make informed choices
regarding sensor-related data collection. We know from prior work [279] that people who have a
greater awareness of data aggregation techniques tend to have a greater understanding of concerns
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toward undesirable inferences and take action to mitigate these concerns.
To further explore users’ data practices and understandings related to wearable privacy,
Gabriele and Ciasson [118] explored users’ knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors related to privacy
associated with the use of their wearable through an online survey. Findings demonstrate that users
do not believe certain inferences can be made from data collected by their wearable. Results illustrate
that users are unaware of how easily wearable data can be manipulated and used negatively. Users
are also unaware of the potential threats posed by the collection of personal data from a wearable.
When presented with plausible risks scenarios based on sharing activities, participants believe threat
scenarios are possible, but they do not think they would occur. As a result, users do very little to
protect their personal information.
Schneegass et al. [301] also explored users’ understanding of inferences that can be made
from wearable sensor data. This study also assessed users’ willingness to share potentially private
information from a wearable when the data is collected on the sensor level. Findings demonstrate
that users’ understanding of the relationship between the data collected by the sensor and the
information that can be derived from sensor data is limited, especially among non-expert users.
Study participants underestimate the risk of using their wearable and are unaware of the types of
information inferred from their wearable. Findings also suggest that the type of derived information
impacts users’ willingness to share. Users seemingly prefer to share information that can be inferred
as positive (e.g., step count) compared to information that can be inferred as negative (e.g., stress).
In chapter 3, I further examine user sharing preferences over data from wearables to understand
if the valence of the data impacts their sharing preferences with a given recipient. We learn from
the review of this literature that designers of wearable technologies must consider granular control
options in their design of wearables [19, 118, 202, 274]. It is also crucial that designers educate
users on the potential privacy risk associated with personal information collected by a wearable
to encourage them to take control of their personal information to reduce privacy-related threats
[118, 279, 301].
While prior works have investigated and provided insight to these concepts, wearable computing faces dynamic changes and widespread adoption. There is a need to better understand
current users’ behaviors and concerns in regard privacy risks, concerns and wearable technologies
[49, 88, 121, 165, 356] which is the motivation behind this dissertation. In the next section, I discuss
some existing solutions that researchers have already proposed to mitigate privacy related risk posed
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by wearables.

2.1.3

Existing Solutions
Through our extensive review of the literature, I find that solutions to address issues with

wearable privacy vary. Prasad et al. [274] suggest that users have dynamic sharing behavior, and
flexible controls are needed to support preferences. Because users have dynamic sharing preferences,
data collected by wearables should be clearly presented to users, and the controls should be easy
to use. Lowens et al. also suggest that users should be aware of what type of data is collected
from wearables, how that data is collected, and when it is shared and with whom it is shared with
[202]. Results from this study also suggest that transparency can reduce the misuse of personal
health information from wearables and suggests that data collection and transmission should be
precise and reliable to reduce critical consequences from the mishandling of personal information,
and granular controls should be implemented on wearables to support dynamic sharing preferences
as noted by [274].
From a more practical standpoint, Epstein et al. [107] considers a value-sensitive design
approach [115] to consider whether and how users share step activity. Scholars suggest this type
of design as an opportunity to understand privacy and data sharing in Ubiquitous computing [53].
Using this approach, Epstein et al. [107] focuses on methods for transforming fine-grained activity
data before sharing. Authors also develop interface designs that provide users with unmodified data,
a high-level summary of the data, and the options to delete data prior to sharing. Considering these
factors, they develop a new approach to interactively transforming data that attempts to preserve
the benefits of sharing while giving people greater control over what they share. To evaluate their
approach, authors conducted in-person semi-structured interviews to understand how people respond
to fine-grained sharing methods. Findings illustrate that people have concerns about with whom
fine-grained data is being shared with. Based on these findings, researchers suggest the importance of
interface designs that allow people to share data in a usable way. While this work only explored step
data from wearables, authors suggest that sharing other data types may benefit from fine-grained
sharing.
In a study that evaluates the potential exposure of users’ identity caused by information
shared from personal fitness trackers, Aktypi et al. [15], develops an identity exposure tool that
models information shared by users and elaborates on how uses may be exposed to unwanted leakage
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of personal data from wearables. The tool identifies attributes that users might be expected to share
and automatically customizes these attributes based on users’ choices and builds a personalized list
of inferences and risks, and then filters data and clarifies the risk of exposure based on the data.
Results from the qualitative analysis show that users’ awareness concerning the risks encountered can
be classified as minimal. Furthermore, the authors suggest that by using the interactive tool, users
could better identify the risks associated with data exposure from wearables and adopt proposed
mitigation techniques to safeguard their privacy [15].
Adopting a user-centered approach to address user’s privacy concerns when using wearable
technologies, Wagner et al. [345] proposed a privacy awareness framework that assesses and improves
privacy aspects for users when using these technologies. In a research study, authors analyzed
privacy concerns that arose from collecting data from mobile applications and demonstrated how this
framework could be applied for wearables to communicate privacy-related threats and offer solutions
to reduce these threats. Authors suggest a systematic consideration of alerting and mitigation options
in which can improve user privacy among users of wearables while preserving the functionality of
the device and offering control over sensitive from these devices [345].
While many research efforts and solutions have been proposed relating to privacy challenges
associated with the usage of wearable technology, topics that focus on these concepts deserve more
attention [58] from a user-centered perspective. In the next section, I will discuss privacy controls
for wearables and the challenges associated with these controls.

2.2

Privacy Controls and their Challenges
Privacy controls are defined as “settings available within an app or an operating system that

allow users to make or revise choices offered in the general privacy policy about the collection of
their personally identifiable data” [141]. We know that when privacy controls are flexible and adequately designed, they help users become aware of data practices, alleviate potential privacy-related
threats and unwanted disclosures caused by technological systems, and allow users to make informed
decisions over their data [297, 327, 332]. However, privacy controls are historically ineffective at affording users control over their personal information [296]. One challenge that designers are faced
with is designing controls that are usable and effective for privacy management [296]. Even on large
devices, privacy management is complex [157]. Thus, it is not surprising that privacy controls on
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wearables have been challenging to design from a user interface perspective [202, 296, 298].
Privacy controls have been challenging to design for wearables because wearables have constrained interaction capabilities. Most wearables have very small visual displays or, in some instances, no visual display at all [265, 298]. For instances where there is no visual display most
information handling is decoupled from the device and relegated to an external mobile device or
manufacturer’s website [265, 298]. Because of the lack of input space and constrained interaction
capabilities available on wearables, privacy controls are often decoupled from the wearable device
[298]. For example, the Apple Watch uses the Apple health app to organize and manage data. To
adjust any permission, a user must have a smartphone, have the app, and have connectivity between
the watch and phone. While the app gives a user the option to disable permission, disconnect the
app, or entirely delete data, these all must be done proactively or retroactively. The app does not
give users any granular options for control.
Furthermore, if a user has concerns about what type of data is being shared, they must set
up activity sharing through the app and choose specific friends to ban from receiving future data.
For wearables that use the google fit app, users must also manage data sharing via a phone app.
Fitbit also requires a phone app for privacy management. Decoupling privacy management from
the wearable makes it difficult for people to maintain effective control over personal information on
wearables. Consequently, wearers have a difficult time making informed privacy decisions about the
data collected about them from their device [265]. Providing usable and effective mechanisms that
enable wearers this type of control can be challenging. Despite these challenges, wearables present
a feasible on-device method for input [27, 306], even though the input space is limited.
In this dissertation I look to discover interaction mechanisms that can enable usable control
over data from wearables. In the next section, I discuss different input modalities that can be used
for interaction with wearables.

2.2.1

Input Modalities for Interaction with Wearables
Interacting with wearables requires new types of interactions. Whereas a laptop has a

keyboard and mouse, and a smartphone has a touchscreen, wearables may not have any of these
user interfaces. Several studies have explored alternative and novel interaction techniques for devices
without a traditional graphical user interface [27, 248, 315, 358, 361]. Those techniques include: gaze
based interaction for hands-free interaction [109, 312], speech-based interaction for web-browsing
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using the Kinect [226], gesture-based interaction for interactive table tops [361], mobile phones [293],
large interactive displays [22] and smartwatches [27, 155, 169]. Supplementary studies [16, 58, 183,
334] have also explored alternative input techniques in the IoT domain for wearable technologies.
One interaction modality that has been commonly explored in this domain is using gestures as a
complementary input modality for wearable devices [27, 199, 270, 306]. Gestural interfaces offer a
more natural method of interaction than traditional input devices such as keyboards and mice and
promise to have many wide-reaching benefits [27, 222].
In the following section, I discuss prior works that have looked to gestural input as a mode
of interaction with a technological system and the methods that are used to come up with a set of
interactions.

2.3
2.3.0.1

Elicitation Studies for Input Interactions
Goals of Elicitation Studies
The elicitation method is a popular participatory design technique [164, 303] that is used

to understand an individual’s preference for providing input to some interactive technology [336,
361]. This method has been applied to the development of user-defined interactions for a wide
array of emerging interaction and sensing technologies including single-handed and bimanual gesture
interaction on tabletops [361], motion gestures for interaction with mobile devices[293], hand gestures
in augmented reality [270], ring gestures [122] interaction with a Kinect for TV web browsing [226],
interactive hats [92], gestures for mobile phone motion [293], non-touchscreen gestures for smartwatch
interaction [27], and gestures for pen-based interactions [113]. In an elicitation study, participants
are provided with the results or effect(s) of performing a task or action, which is termed the referent.
After receiving (e.g., hearing) the referent, they are asked to produce or “design” an interaction that
they feel best matches the result or effect. In addition to collecting elicited interactions, in some cases,
think-aloud data, semi-structured interview data, or Likert scale responses to behavioral questions
are also collected. The end goal of most elicitation studies is the development of a user-defined set
of interactions. Most end-user-defined sets of interactions are analyzed by using quantitative and
qualitative metrics.
The primary motivation for elicitation studies over other potential methods is that interaction sets derived using this method result are more learnable and preferred by users [201]. When
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comparing user-elicited and expert-elicited interaction sets, Morris et al. discovered that interactions
proposed by end-users are not only different from expert-elicited interactions but are indeed favored
over the expert elicited sets [228]. In terms of learnability, Nacenta et al. [238] identified that userdefined interactions produced during interaction elicitation studies were more practical and easier
to remember than predefined interactions. One possible reason elicitation studies may be better
than other methods is that system developers and designers may not share the same conceptual
models as the end-users [241]. Therefore, this method may provide interaction design practitioners
valuable information during the early design stages, conceivably shaping design decisions and product characteristics for more effective and efficient interaction with a given technology or application
[226, 334, 361].
Wobbrock et al. [360] introduced and popularized the user-elicitation method as a unified
approach to maximize and empirically evaluated the guessability of symbolic input to an interactive
system. In Wobbrock’s initial work [360] this approach was applied to increase the guessability of
the unistroke EdgeWrite alphabet [362]. In this study, participants were asked to draw an icon
representing a command that was classified as the referent, which was originally defined as the
results/effects of performing a task or action [218]. The icon participants drew classified as the
proposal for the given referent. Through the application of this participatory design technique [164],
Wobbrock contends that the learnability of a system can be improved, while guessability can be
quantified and compared for an existing character set or toward the design of a new set [360]. The
evaluation was facilitated by the computation of the level of agreement, which shows the level of
consensus among participants for a given referent [360].
As I’ve just described, evidence from prior elicitation studies demonstrates that elicitation
studies - as an emerging participatory design approach - may result in user-defined interactions that
are more memorable and discoverable than to interactions designed by experts. [228, 361]. The
outcome of the majority of these types of studies include quantitative and qualitative metrics, and
characterization of users’ input interaction behavior [344] containing useful information to guide
interaction designers toward understanding and developing effective interactions with a given application or interactive system [27, 344]. In the next section, I describe the metrics used in elicitation
studies.
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2.3.0.2

Metrics / Criteria Used In Elicitation Studies
To identify a non-conflicting gesture set, the most commonly proposed gestures are grouped

across participants for each referent by calculating an agreement score. Wobbrock et al.’s [361] level
of agreement metric has been applied as the method of quantitative evaluation in several elicitation
studies [93, 112, 293, 306, 309, 335, 337]. Level of agreement is used to examine consensus between
an individual’s interaction preferences using the formula shown in Equation 2.1. This equation 2.1,
Pr represents the set of all gestures proposed for referent r and Pi represents groups of similar
commands. The agreement rate Ar ranges from [|Pr |−1 ,1].
X  |Pi | 2
A(r) =
|Pr |

(2.1)

Pi ⊆Pr

Beyond level of agreement and agreement rate metrics, additional metrics in elicitation
studies include time of thinking (before proposing an interaction)[93, 152], consensus distinct ratio
[82, 226], and max-consensus ratio [82, 226]. To assess agreement and identify interactions that are
most common among all participants in the study mentioned in Chapter 5, I adopt Morris’s [226]
metric of consensus (max-consensus and consensus-distinct ratio) as this method accommodates an
arbitrary number of interactions proposed per referent [226].
The max-consensus ratio is equal to the percentage of participants that suggest the most
commonly proposed interaction for a referent using Equation 5.1, while consensus-distinct metric
is the percentage of distinct interactions proposed for a specified referent that achieved a specific
consensus threshold among participants [226].



|Pi |
M ax − Consensus = max ∀Pi ⊆Pr
|Pr |
2.3.0.3

(2.2)

Legacy Bias as a Limitation of the Elicitation Method and its Remedies
While the elicitation method has proven a useful method for understanding an individual’s

preference for providing input to some interactive technology, using this method does have its challenges and limitations [294]. During the study’s design, these limitations should be acknowledged
and addressed to avoid any pitfalls. One substantial limitation with elicitation studies is legacy bias
[227].
Legacy bias is the phenomenon in which end-users propose interactions based on experience
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and familiarity with how interfaces tend to function [42, 227, 228]. This bias could potentially limit
the production of interactions that take full advantage of the application domain, form factor, or
sensing capabilities of the interactive system. This type of bias could also be associated with the lack
of understanding of the fundamental capabilities of the technology in use. Legacy bias is a noted
pitfall of prior elicitation studies [27, 309, 361] since it may have limited the potential of that work
to develop interactions that take full advantage of the sensing modalities of emerging technologies.
Fortunately, legacy bias can be offset with the strategies proposed by Morris et al. [227].
Those strategies include production, partners, and priming. The production technique requires
participants to propose a variable number of interactions for each given referent and has been
demonstrated to increase the variety and creativity in output in other domains [227]. The partnering
technique suggests recruiting participants in groups rather than individually to leverage ideas in a
collaborative effort. The objective of the priming technique is to give the participants an idea of the
possibilities of interactions or gestures they might produce. I adopted these techniques in the study
mentioned in Chapter 5 to reduce legacy bias. Although legacy bias has been noted as a limitation in
prior elicitation studies, Köpsel and Bubalo [176] argue that legacy bias can also have some positive
effects. Their work implied that biased interactions have the advantage of being simple, learnable,
and more discoverable, resulting in higher agreement scores in such studies. In addition, legacy bias
may also be helpful toward introducing new forms of interaction for novel interfaces. [176].
While prior research has explored the potential of alternative interaction modalities with
wearable devices that can be done in the air, using one hand, using the head and shoulders or around
the device, using gestures [12, 122, 143, 344], these studies focus solely on interactions to execute
common navigational tasks. In this dissertation (Chapter 5), I propose using device-independent
interactions (e.g., gestures) as an input mechanism to enable usable privacy control over personal
information for wearables. More importantly, the decision to elicit any input modality is based on
the notion that our exploration of potential interactions should not be constrained to a single device
or existing sensors.

2.3.1

Summary of Literature Review.
To ground my work that aims to generate user-defined interaction set for privacy control

on wearables, I looked to prior work in wearable privacy and interaction elicitation. Prior work has
empirically investigated end-users perceptions, preferences, behaviors and concerns over personal
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information collected from wearables [38, 140, 202, 237, 274, 342]. Other work has developed gesture
sets for head-mounted devices and wrist-worn devices [27, 169, 248], two of the most common
categories of wearables [235].
Based on the literature review, I did not come across any prior work that has joined these
separate research streams of wearable privacy and novel interactions to produce usable privacy controls for wearable technologies. Thus, there are still many unanswered questions about interaction
design mechanisms that would enable individuals to have usable privacy control over personal information produced by wearables.
Henceforth, my research aims to address these limitations and propose a practical and usable
way for users to maintain control over personal information from wearables.
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Chapter 3

Study 1: Privacy and Sharing
Preferences for Health Information
Generated by Wearables
3.1

Introduction
Advancements in mobile and ubiquitous computing have enabled patients to engage in

their personal health and wellness. Often this engagement is facilitated by the use of wearable
technologies [105]. Wearable form factors such as HMDs, and WWDs have added a new dimension
to understanding human behavior as it relates to healthcare [21] and fitness [83, 106, 117, 132]
outside of a clinical setting.
Many medical devices can collect, store, and analyze data within a clinical facility (e.g.,
blood pressure, heart rate, etc.)[49]. Medical professionals can use extra-clinical data (ECD), which
is health data generated outside of a medical facility [49], to inform patient treatment [74] and
provide actionable insights about quality of health and well-being [96, 225, 317]. Often, ECD can
be collected without uncomfortable, or expensive clinical devices [271]. For example, conditions like
sleep apnea can be monitored and improved using WWDs [291] where heart rate, breathing, and
snoring are captured. ECD from other wearables can assist medical professionals with screening,
diagnosing and monitoring depression [367] by using sleep and physical activity data [271]. ECD
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from wearables is also useful for individuals interested in systematically tracking and analyzing
everyday health related behaviors[46, 320].
While the widespread collection and sharing of ECD from wearables [19] are useful for
medical professionals, and those interested in improving health-related outcomes, there are several
privacy risks associated with the disclosure of different types of ECD from wearables [15, 118, 140].

Types of Data The types of ECD collected by wearables include steps, activity data, heart
rate, stress levels, sleep patterns, and food intake[9, 118, 382]. While participants in prior studies
classify categories of ECD like exercise, steps and heart rate as unlikely to threaten their privacy
[39, 118, 237, 275], scholars suggest that some categories of ECD (e.g., mood, sleep quality, blood
pressure, stress levels) constitute sensitive information [140, 266, 274]. These types of information
can serve as a de facto health record [191] identical to the kind of information protected by HIPPA,
posing a significant threat to user privacy. This data could be used to impact a wearer’s insurance
benefits or health premiums, for example. [37, 74, 131, 181, 182, 205, 281, 292]. While there are
varying privacy concerns over types of ECD from wearables, any data gathered about an individual’s
health status is personal[49, 313]. The continuous collection and potential sharing of this ECD from
a wearable put the wearer at risk, especially without proper privacy controls available on these
devices to handle this information.

Valence of Data In addition to the data type (e.g., heart rate, food intake), data valence influences
disclosure decisions [19]. Valence is the affective quality of intrinsic “good”-ness or “bad”-ness of an
“event, object, or situation” [116]. For example, positively valenced data (e.g., you met your calorie
goal today) would be perceived as intrinsically good, whereas negatively valenced data (e.g., you did
not complete your step goal) would be perceived as bad.
In general, people prefer to share positive achievements over negative outcomes [19]. Being
able to control how others perceived them might be one reason people choose to manage sharing
decisions about data rather than sharing it automatically on social networks[19, 180].

Recipient of data Wearables further exacerbate privacy risk by allowing sensitive data to be
disclosed to a variety of potential recipients, potentially without the knowledge of the user about
who might receive such data [15, 63]. For example, social features on wearables enable wearers to
share data from wearables with health care providers [6],family members and close friends, followers
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on social media [133, 145, 239, 254, 256, 318, 325, 381], and employers[64, 99, 131, 202, 234]. While
some wearers are comfortable sharing ECD with health care providers, or close family members
[118, 275], they are less comfortable sharing ECD with employers, where sharing could leased to
unintended consequences [275] or compromise their privacy [37]. For example, researchers found
people are concerned their personal information might be used by others they did not intend to share
with, and people fear negative impacts on relationships with those who can access their data [275].
There is also concern that inferences made by certain recipient groups (e.g., employers, insurers,
creditors, retailers)about data from wearables may cause undesired outcomes that could disqualify
a wearer from employment, insurance benefits, and reasonable health premiums [140, 265].
As noted in Chapter 2, the behavioral privacy model identifies content and recipient as
potential factors that may influence privacy when used in combination [52]. While empirical evidence
suggests that type, valence, and recipient of ECD from a wearable may influence privacy and sharing
decisions and related privacy risks, [19, 118, 145, 202, 274, 275] there are no studies that I know
of that quantify preference level for those factors or examine them in combination. Leveraging
the behavioral privacy model [52], I investigate this topic from a Human-Centered perspective to
understand sharing behaviors based on type, recipient and valence of data. I believe examining these
factors will inform the design of effective privacy protection schemes for wearables that give users
effective and usable control over ECD generated by wearables.

3.2

Background and Significance
We already know the importance of studying privacy and control over data from an electronic

medical record(EMR)[50]. However, as the collection and sharing of health information become more
pervasive outside of a clinical setting, it is also important to understand privacy and control over
ECD collected by wearables. Any health information collected and gathered about an individual
should be kept private [49] and used only at the discretion of the producer of the information.
While most commercial wearables collect ECD similar to data collected within a clinical
setting (e.g., sleep patterns), such devices are not typically used for treating illness [313]. Because
health care providers do not typically use data from wearables for treatment, these devices are not
covered by federal privacy laws [37, 313] to treat an illness, such devices are not covered by federal
health privacy laws [37, 304, 313]. However, most users do not understand this distinction. People
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believe the privacy rules of HIPAA protect “all” types of health information [49]. As the collection
and sharing of health information becomes more pervasive outside of a clinical setting, it is essential
to understand people’s disclosure decisions over ECD collected by wearables. Any health information
gathered about an individual should remain private [49] and used only at the producer’s discretion.
HIPPA did not expect wearable technologies to pose threats th users privacy [37]. Current
regulations either do not entirely protect ECD from wearables or are antiquated and cannot keep
up with the increasing legal challenges created by wearables that collect ECD [15, 265]. Although
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is making efforts toward protecting the privacy of health
data [313], there are currently no regulatory guidelines to protect health data, specifically ECD
from wearables [149]. Sophisticated classification systems that aggregate ECD from wearables could
enable profiling and discrimination based on demographic disparities and medical conditions [184,
224]. Such analysis could impact not only individual consumers but also groups – especially those
already at risk – and society at large [224].
While empirical evidence suggests that patients want more control over access to data stored
in an (EMR) [50], the literature about ECD data is limited [118]. Key HCI questions that emerge
from the expansion of wearables and ECD collection are: What factors influence ECD disclosure
decisions from a wearable? Specifically, do the type, the potential recipient, and the valence of data
influence disclosure decisions respectively? To answer what factors influence privacy and sharing
decisions over ECD from wearables, I designed a study to elicit privacy decisions using a scenariobased experimental design, which used a combination of type, recipient, and data valence as stimuli
to explore disclosure decisions. The following section outlines the study’s methodology.

3.3

Method
In this portion of the dissertation, we assess privacy preferences for sharing ECD collected via

a wearable device. Using a 4 (type) x 4 (recipient) x 2 (valence) within-subjects repeated measures
scenario-based experiment we assess adopters(AD’s) and potential adopters (PAD’s) of wearable
technologies preferences for sharing extra-clinical health information collected via a wearable device.
Participants in this study completed two questionnaires and a scenario-based experiment that elicited
participants sharing preferences over data collected from a wearable.
The study protocol was approved by the Clemson University Institutional Review Board.
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3.3.1

Participants
Thirty-two participants were recruited via flyers posted around the Clemson University

campus (See Figure 1 in Appendix A). We targeted participants who owned at least one wearable
(ADs) or those who had na interest in owning a wearable (PADs). Because we are interested in
ECD collection from a wearable, we did not require participants to be current patients or fulfill any
specific health criteria. As such, beyond the requirement of being an AD or PAD, there were no
other inclusion or exclusion criteria. Upon expressing interest, potential participants were scheduled
for the experiment.

3.3.2

Materials

Questionnaires Participants completed a demographic questionnaire that included questions
about age, race, employment, and educational background. Additionally, we asked questions to
assess participant’s technology experience, wearable device ownership, and views on privacy .
Both questionnaires were implemented and administrated via Qualtrics. All questions are
reproduced in the Appendix A (See Figures 5-8).

Apparatus Participants received stimuli via two wearable devices: (1)WWD- an Apple Watch
Series 2 38mm (see Figure 3.1a) and (2) HMD -a pair of Aftershokz Bluez 2s Open-ear Wireless
Bone Conduction Headphones (see Figure 3.1b). Stimuli from the WWD was presented visually,
while auditory stimuli were presented via the HMD.

3.3.3

Experimental Design
We used a 4 (type) x 4 (recipient) x 2 (valence) within-subjects repeated measures scenario-

based experiment to assess the effects of the independent variables (recipient, type, and valence
of data) on the Dependent Variable (sharing preferences). The DV sharing preferences was operationilized as a binary yes/no sharing intention.

3.3.3.1

Predictor Variables

Type of Data

We identified four types of ECD to use as stimuli in our experiment(see Table 3.1):

activity (e.g., steps, workout summary)[136, 326, 363], sleep (e.g., sleep quality, hours slept)[81, 110,
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(a) Scenario
WWD

presented

(b) Scenario presented via HMD

Via

Figure 3.1. Stimuli presented to participants via two wearable devices. Fig. a shows the WWD,
and Fig. b shows the HMD
Independent Variable and Levels
Type of Data
Activity Data

Description

You Met Your Step Goal For Today (+)
You did not meet your step goal for the day (-)
During your working you spent over 45 mins in the Fat Burn Zone (+)
During your last workout you burned less calories than average (-)

Sleep Data

You met your sleep quality goal(+)
You did not meet your sleep quality goal (-)
Sleep goal met for the week (+)
Sleep goal not met for the week (+)

Physiological Data

Stress Levels Indicate you were calm today(+)
Stress levels indicate you were anxious today (-)
Your blood pressure was normal this week (+)
Your blood pressure was high this week (-)

Food Intake Data

Today
Today
Today
Today

Recipient of Data
Healthcare Provider
Family and Friends
Employer
Broader Social Network

you
you
you
you

met your calorie intake goal (+)
exceeded your calorie intake goal (-)
met your healthy eating goal (+)
did not meet your healthy eating goal (-)

Primary medical professional or doctor
A spouse, parent, sibling, close friends, and significant other
Organization you work for who provides income
People you may have connected with through social media
(e.g. Facebook, Linkedin), but do not know personally

Table 3.1. Independent Measures and Description (as provided to recipient)
Note: (+) or (-) indicates valence of scenario. (+) indicates positive valence and (-) indicates
negative valence
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159], physiological (e.g., blood pressure, stress levels)[269, 281, 319, 359, 363], and food intake data
(e.g., healthy eating goals, calorie consumption)[161, 216, 290]. Each type of data was operationalized
using two scenarios. Several studies suggest that wearers’ privacy concerns vary based on the type
of data collected by the device [118, 234, 274, 281]. For example, results from prior studies suggest
that people are more willing to share ECD collected from a wearable (e.g., steps calories, and sleep)
than their personal traits (e.g., age, gender, height, etc.)[274].

Recipient of Data

We investigated four categories of ECD recipients:healthcare providers, broader

social network, family and friends, and employers. We chose data recipient as an IV because several
studies demonstrate that people make disclosure decisions based on who the information is shared
with [51, 63, 64, 70, 133, 180, 239, 254, 274, 275, 318, 325, 357, 381]. People may share ECD with
a healthcare provider to help treat or monitor a health-related condition [274, 380], with family
members or close friends for accountability [202], with contacts on social media sites for emotional
support [133, 180, 234, 239, 254, 318, 325, 381] or even with an employer for insurance discount
programs [99], or health promotion campaigns and competitions [64, 131].

Valence of Data We also evaluated sharing preferences related to data valence (e.g., whether
data was positive or negative). We include valence as an IV because prior research suggests that
self-presentation influences how users make disclosure decions over wearable data [19] Participants
from this study desired to only share data that communicated a positive image about their health
and fitness [19]. To our knowledge, there is no prior work that has empirically evaluated how valence
affects ECD sharing preferences.

3.3.4

Scenario Design
We used a randomized fractional factorial design to create the scenario stimuli for the

experiment [135]. Each scenario described an instance where a wearable device collected some
ECD about the participant (see Figure 3.2). We randomly assigned each participant to a block of
12 experimental trials (See Table 3.2). The information shown in figure 3.2 was randomized per
participant. An example of the 12 scenarios a participant may have saw are shown in table 3.2.
The scenarios presented via the HMD included two of the four categories of data (e.g.,
activity, food intake), and the scenarios delivered via the WWD included the other two categories
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Scenario

Device

Type of
Data

Environmental
Context

Social
Context

Scenario

1

HMD

Physiological

at home

alone

2

HMD

Food Intake

at work

alone

3

HMD

Food Intake

at home

with others

Stress Levels Indicate you were
anxious today
Today you exceeded your calorie
intake goal
Today you met your calorie intake goal

4

HMD

Food Intake

in public

with others

Today you met your calorie intake goal

5

HMD

Physiological

at work

with others

6

HMD

Physiological

in public

alone

7

WWD

Sleep

in public

with others

8

WWD

Activity

at home

alone

You met your step goal for today

9

WWD

Activity

at work

with others

You did not meet your step goal
for today

10

WWD

Activity

in public

alone

You met your step goal for today

11

WWD

Sleep

at home

with others

12

WWD

Sleep

at work

alone

Stress Levels Indicate you were
calm today
Stress Levels Indicate you were
anxious today
You did not met your sleep
quality goal

You did not met your sleep quality
goal
You met your sleep quality goal

Recipient of Data
Employer
Broader Social
Network
Employer
Health Care
Provider
Broader Social
Network
Family and Friends
Health Care
Provider
Broader Social
Network
Family and Friends
Health Care
Provider
Employer
Family and Friends

Table 3.2. Experimental Trials Presented to Participants
of ECD (e.g., physiological, sleep). We assigned half of the participants to one of the two scenario
descriptions for each level of the factor type of data. For example, half of the participants received
the step goal description for the activity data condition, and the other half received the workout
summary description. Following the scenario for each experimental trial, we asked participants to
report their binary sharing decision for each recipient of data. To prevent carryover effects [307], we
used complete counterbalancing, meaning we arranged the experimental trials so that every possible
sequence of each IV level was presented to all participants once during the study.

Figure 3.2. An example scenario used as stimuli for the experiment.

3.3.5

Procedure
Before the experiment, participants provided informed consent and completed a question-

naire (See Appendix A Figures 2- 8). Upon arrival, the experimenter reaffirmed consent. Next,
the experimenter defined each potential recipient of data to participants, described the scenario
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presentation method, and instructed participants to provide a binary response of ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for
each decision. Participants received the first experimental scenarios via the HMD. After hearing the
audio for each scenario, the experimenter asked participants, “Would you be willing to share this
information with [recipient of data]?” The recipient factor was randomly drawn from one of the
levels of the recipient of data.
Following the completion of six scenarios using the HMD, the procedure was repeated on the
six scenarios via the WWD. The only change was that participants received a visual prompt rather
than an auditory prompt. After participants completed every scenario, we asked whether they had
any questions For participants who owned a wearable, we also interviewed them about their privacy
concerns with wearables. Then, participants completed a post-survey questionnaire (See Appendix
A Figures 9-12). Following the experiment, participants were remunerated with a $20 gift card. The
entire in-person session took approximately 30 minutes and the experimenter sat in the same room
as the participant for the entire session.

3.3.5.1

Analysis
To understand the effect of the independent variable (type, valence, and recipient) on the

dependent variable (sharing preferences) we used a generalized linear mixed-effects (glmer) multilevel
regression model with a random intercept to account for repeated measures. We conducted the
regression analysis in R [324] using a forward step-wise procedure, adding the strongest remaining
IV to the model at each step, and then comparing it against the previous model using ANOVA.

3.4

Results
The following sections report results of descriptive data gathered about participants’ demo-

graphics and sharing preferences regarding data recipient, type, and valence, and the results from
the main regression analysis.

3.4.1

Demographics
Table 3.3 shows participants’ demographic characteristics. We excluded data from three

participants because they did not meet the inclusion criteria of owning/being interested in adoption a wearable. The final sample size was 29 participants. Just over half of participants from our
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N = 29
Gender
Male
Female

13 (45%)
16 (55%)

18-24
25-34
35-44

19 (66%)
8 (28%)
2 (7%)

Age

Education
High school grad
Some College
Four Year College
Some postgraduate
Postgrad or Professional
Ethnicity
White
African American
Asian
Other
Technology Knowledge
Basic
Intermediate
Advanced
Professional
Wearable Device Ownership
Potential Adoptors
Adoptors
Own any Wearable
WWD
HMD
Both
Participant Views On Privacy
Being In control of who can get information about you.
Very important
Somewhat important
Not very important
Somewhat important
Being able to share confidential matters with someone you trust
Very important
Somewhat important
Not very important
Somewhat important
Controlling what information is collected about you
Very important
Somewhat important
Not very important
Somewhat important

4
6
9
3
7

(16%)
(19%)
(28%)
(9%)
(28%)

19 (66%)
4 (14%)
5 (17%)
1 (3%)
2 (7%)
12 (41%)
9 (31%)
6 (21%)
6 (21%)
23 (79%)
23 (79%)
21 (72%)
14 (48%)
18 (62%)
14 (48%)
14 (48%)
1 (3%)
0 (0%)
24 (21%)
5 (79%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
14 (48%)
14 (48%)
1 (3%)
0 (0%)

Table 3.3. Participant Demographics. Note that for wearable device ownership, the numbers do
not sum to 100 because participants can be counted in multiple categories.
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sample were women (55%, n=16), while slightly less than half (45%, n=13) were men. Participants
ages ranged from 18 to 44, with the majority of participants (66%) between 18 and 24 years old.
Participants were highly educated and also tech-savvy, with 66% having at least a four-year college
degree or higher and over half (51%) having advanced or professional-level technology knowledge.
Seventy-nine percent of participants were ADs, whereas 21% of participants were PADs. We also
collected data on participants’ views on privacy from three different privacy control perspectives:
recipient of information, type of information collected, and sharing confidential information with a
trustworthy person. To understand these three perspectives, we chose a questionnaire created by
The Pew Research Center that examined Americans attitudes about privacy, security, and surveillance[75]. Similar to findings by Pew, 87% of participants in our study reported that being in control
over who can get information about them is at least “important.” All participants reported being
able to share confidential matters with someone “very important.” Ninety-six percent of participants
reported controlling what information is collected about them as “important.”
As noted previously, nearly half of the participants in our study had advanced or professionallevel technology knowledge. Nearly 90% of participants from this group considered “being in control
over who can get information about them”, as important or very important. All participants with
advanced or professional-level technology consider “being able to share confidential maters with
someone they trust” as important or very important. Over 90% of participants considered “controlling what information is collected about them” as important or very important.

3.4.2

Would participants share everything with a given recipient?
Descriptive data was compiled to determine whether participants reported they would share

at least something(e.g., any single data point from the scenarios), everything(e.g., all data points
from the scenarios), or none(e.g., no single data point presented in the scenarios) of the data with a
given recipient across the scenarios. Each participant made 12 binary decisions indicating whether
they would prefer to share or keep private the information identified in the scenario.
Any Recipient
HealthCare Provider
Family and Friends
Employer
Broader Social Network

Something
83%
76%
55%
31%
34%

Everything
0%
34%
14%
0%
0%

Nothing
17%
24%
45%
69%
66%

Table 3.4. Percentage of participants who something, everything, or nothing
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Table 3.4 summarizes the percentage of participants who would share any data with a given
recipient across the 12 scenarios. We find that 83% of them would share at least something with
any given recipient, but none of the participants would be willing to share everything with all of
the recipients. Further, 17% of participants would not share at least something with any of the
recipients for all scenarios in the condition.

Figure 3.3. An overview of the differences between levels of the IV for the type of data, recipient,
and valence categories. **The red bar signifies percentage of instances people would be willing to
share at least some type of data (29% indicates overall instances of sharing)
The results reported in Table 3.4 also show that sharing preferences vary per recipient. For
example, 34% of participants would share everything presented in the healthcare provider scenarios,
yet only 14% would be willing to share everything with their family and friends and no participant
would share everything with an employer or member of their broader social network. While we
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see that slightly over one-third of participants would be willing to share everything with a healthcare provider, nearly one-fourth (24%) of participants would not share anything with a healthcare
provider.

3.4.3

Instances of Sharing Across Experimental Conditions

3.4.3.1

Instances of sharing across all independent variables
To further understand participant sharing preferences for each IV, we compiled additional

descriptive data to determine the percentage of instances across all trials participants chose to
disclose their ECD based on the type of data. We also examined the percentage of instances across
trials where participants chose to share something with a given recipient of data and the percentage
of instances where sharing was contingent on the valence of the data (Figure 3.3). Across all trials,
we find that participants are generally least likely to share ECD from a wearable regardless of type,
recipient or valence. Figure 3.3 shows that across all trials, participants would share data only 29%
of the time. Figure 3.3 also shows that participants slightly differentiate instances of sharing between
the types of data. Across all trials, participants are least likely to share activity data in contrast
to sleep, food intake, and physiological data. For the recipient of data category, participants most
likely share their data with a health care provider and family and friends across all trials and are
least likely to share data with an employer and someone from their broader social network. Across
all trials, participants are also more likely to share positively valenced data than negatively valenced
data.

3.4.3.2

Instances of recipient sharing based on the type of data
Table 3.4 shows the instances of sharing across all participants considering the type of data

shared with a given recipient. As we see from the descriptive statistics, participants are generally
more likely to share data with their health care provider and family and friends. When we consider
health care provider, there is not much difference between the types of data participants would share
with this recipient group (See Figure 3.4). We do see that participants were least likely to share
activity data compared to the other types of data with a health care provider. When we consider
family and friends, participants were more likely to share physiological data with this recipient group
in contrast to the other types of data. When considering someone from their broader social network
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and employer, participants were overall less willing to share personal information with these recipient
groups. Across both broader social network and employer recipient groups, we find that participants
were more willing to share food intake data in comparison to the other types of data.

Figure 3.4. An overview of the differences in sharing based on type and recipient of data

3.4.3.3

Instances of sharing based on type and valence of data
Figure 3.5 shows descriptive data for the instances of sharing based on type and valence

of data. As the graph shows, participants were least likely to share negative data, and more likely
to share positive data across all trials for each type of data. Figure 3.5 also shows there was not
much difference in sharing for positively and negatively valenced physiological data across trials.
Participants were least likely to share negative activity data in contrast to all the other types of
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Figure 3.5. An overview of the differences in sharing based on type and valence of data
data.

3.4.3.4

Instances of sharing based on recipient and valence of data
Table 3.6 illustrates differences in sharing for participants across all experimental conditions

considering the recipient of data and valence of data. Descriptive data show that participants were
generally more likely to share data regardless of valence when the data recipient is a health care
provider. For the family and friends recipient group, participants were more willing to share positive
data than negative data. Participants were generally least likely to share data with an employer or
member of their broader social network regardless of valence. When participants did choose to share
with members of these recipient groups, they more likely to share positive data than negative data.
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Figure 3.6. An overview of the differences in sharing based on recipient and valence of data
3.4.3.5

Factors that influence privacy disclosure preferences
Table 3.5 shows the effects of the IVs on the share/withhold decision. We find there were no

significant interaction effects present at either the two-way [type and recipient (p=0.870), type and
valence (p=0.524), or valence and recipient (p=0.657)] or the three-way (p=0.463) type, recipient,
and valence) levels. Given the lack of interaction effects, we examine the main effects and find that
all IVs had a significant effect, except type (p=0.2872 see Table 3.5).
To understand the effects of each IV on participants’ preference for sharing, we calculated
the odds ratio for each level of the IV that had a significant main effect. For the IV recipient,
the levels of family and friends, and healthcare provider had a significant effect on participants’
sharing preferences compared to the baseline recipient broader social network. This result shows
that participants are 6.63 times more likely to share ECD with family and friends (p <.001), and
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Model
sharing preferences ∼(1|pid)
+type
+recp
+valence
Interactions
+type:recipient
+type:valence
+valence:recipient
+type:valence:receipient

df

Chi.Sq.

p-value

3
3
1

3.77
69.90
9.76

0.287
<.001
<.001

9
3
3
24

4.57
2.23
1.61
23.97

0.870
0.525
0.658
0.463

Table 3.5. Effect of Sharing on each IV
23.58 times more likely to share ECD with a healthcare provider (p <.001), than with someone from
their broader social network. For the IV valence, there was a difference in sharing preferences for
the IV valence also. Odds of sharing positively valenced data were 2.63 more likely (p <.001) than
odds of sharing negatively valenced data. Figure 3.6 shows an overview of the differences between
levels of the IV.

3.5

Discussion
This study considered factors influencing sharing decisions over ECD from a wearable based

on the type, recipient, and valence of data. Indeed descriptive statistics show that type, potential recipient, and valence of information influence disclosure decisions, respectively. While our regression
analysis did not find a significant main effect on disclosure decisions for type of data, nor an interaction effect between the type of data and recipient of data, we see a significant main effect for the
recipient, and valence of data could be considered as type. These results demonstrate that privacy
behaviors of ADs and PADs fall within the avoidance category from the behavioral privacy model
[52]. This behavior refers to actions that people take to avoid undesired privacy disclosures before
they occur [52]. A solution to this behavior is to provide ADs and PADs more granular options over
ECD from wearables. Our findings further demonstrate that people desire granular control options
over ECD from wearables when they are available, similar to results from early studies investigating
the desire for control over information stored in an EMR [50] and Personal medical record (PMR)
[65]. The difference is that wearables are a novel class of health technologies that afford health data
collection outside of a clinical setting. Wearables are primarily unregulated to protect consumer
privacy, limiting privacy protections to the device policy [9]. While ECD from a wearable may im42

prove a person’s health, facilitate care, support the management of ongoing conditions, [39], or help
a wearer keep track of their health behaviors and status, health data generated by wearables is comprised of sensitive information. This sensitive information can impart itself as an emergent medical
record [140] as noted in Chapter 2. These factors present an increasing risk to users (e.g., privacy
misclosures [52]), oftentimes without their consent or knowledge [63, 118, 202, 219, 234, 329], These
implications demonstrate the need for more granular control options over ECD from wearables to
reduce privacy-related threats.

3.5.1

Sharing by recipient
Apart from understanding privacy preferences for ECD generated by wearables, we were

also interested in how preferences vary across potential recipients of this information. The primary
goal of this work was to understand users’ preferences for sharing ECD data with diverse recipients.
Our results demonstrate that the potential recipient of the information is the most critical factor
influencing participants’ choices, with 24 of the 29 willing to share at least something with a given
recipient. Moreover, we find that five participants were not willing to share anything with any
recipient. Our results illustrate that participants are selective in their sharing preferences, as noted
in the privacy behavioral model [52]. We find that none of our participants would share all the data
presented from the scenarios with each recipient completely, similar to previous work [50]. This
result reveals that AD’s and PAD’s privacy decisions are dynamic and that flexible and granular
controls [118, 274] should be available on emerging wearables that accommodate the wearer’s privacy
preferences for sharing data with a personalized recipient group. While some level of customized
sharing is available for specific types of data on some wearables, personalization choice for recipient
is limited [118]. For example, in the Fitbit privacy setting interface, the only options for recipients
are “Friends” or “Public.” Furthermore, only people who have a Fitbit account can be added as a
“Friend.” Qualitative results from prior works also show that participants express frustration with
the available methods to share data with a healthcare provider [19]. As a result, designers should
consider frameworks that allow centralized privacy control [19] over health data from a wearable
that is integrated with an EMR to share data with this recipient group if desired. This control
should be seamless and should not burden the wearer [118].
We evaluated the results of each data recipient independently because individuals’ preferences for sharing with their healthcare provider, family, and friends were significantly different from
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sharing with employers and members of a broader social network. This finding is in line with Caine’s
behavioral privacy model [52] that illustrates how the recipient of data is a factor that may influence
privacy decisions, and adjusting this factor may affect privacy.

3.5.1.1

Sharing by Health Care Professional
Compared to other recipients, most participants were more willing to share ECD with

a healthcare provider, regardless of the type of data, and 11 participants were willing to share
everything if the recipient was a healthcare provider. We know from prior work that people are more
comfortable sharing ECD with health care providers because it may help manage personal health
goals and result in positive health-related outcomes[19, 65, 202]. Prior works also demonstrate that
people are more comfortable sharing ECD with a health care provider because they believe a health
care provider will keep their information confidential [274]. While we did not find a significant
interaction effect between type and valence from our regression analysis, descriptive statistics (See
Table 3.6) show very little difference in sharing positive and negative data with a health care provider.
While prior research suggests that self-presentation influences privacy decision [19], we do not see
this as a concern for sharing with healthcare providers. While we did not provide any justification
to participants why their ECD would be shared with this recipient group, prior studies postulate
that a wearer’s intention to share ECD with healthcare providers is often associated with an ongoing
medical condition. Based on this context, individuals would be comfortable disclosing data to this
recipient group[19]. Despite most participants being likely to share information with healthcare
providers, seven participants were unwilling to share anything with a healthcare provider. One of
these participants reported that they stopped using their wearable device due to a lack of control over
their data (P12). This result corroborates the need for more seamless control that is not burdensome
to the wearer and gives them the option to share or withhold data from whom they prefer.

3.5.1.2

Sharing with Family and Friends
When we consider family and friends as the recipient of data, participants are willing to

share ECD with this group more than with an employer or member of their broader social network.
In comparison to healthcare providers, participants were less inclined to share everything with
their family and friends (see Table 3.4). While prior research suggests that individuals are most
comfortable sharing data with friends as a recipient group [118], authors do not provide examples of
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each recipient group, as we did in our procedure. Participants may not have a clear understanding
of the differences between groups if examples are not provided. This study also did not explore
healthcare providers as potential recipients. Results from our experiment illustrate that only four
participants would share everything presented in the scenarios with family and friends. We also find
that nearly half (45%) of participants reported they would not share anything with their family and
friends. While we did not gather specifics of why participants were less willing to share with family
and friends in comparison to a healthcare provider, prior studies suggest that individuals trust their
doctor with health data more than their family and friends [275].
In some cases, individuals may feel obligated to share health data with a healthcare provider
because of a health-related issue[18], as noted above. We do see from Figure 4 that participants
prefer to share positive data over negative data with family and friends. When considering this
recipient group, self-presentation may be a determinant that drives minimal sharing of negatively
valenced data among participants as evidence from prior work [19].

3.5.1.3

Sharing with an Employer
Our study demonstrates that ADs and PADs are significantly less willing to share PHI

with an employer than healthcare providers or family and friends. This result is consistent with
previous research that also investigated sharing behaviors with employers [118, 131]. Prior studies
demonstrate that individuals have concerns sharing personal information with an employer due to
undesirable decisions and inferences that can be made based on the data being shared [65, 116, 131].
For example, qualitative results from [107] reported that participants would not like it if someone
from their job had access to data showing they were up late the night before. This information
could also be synced with other data to compare sleep quality across employees working on different
projects [197], which raises additional privacy concerns about how much information employers
should know about their employees’ behaviors [118]. Employees may also perceive sharing ECD with
an employer as beneficial under certain circumstances (e.g., incentivized health tracking programs)
[64]. If there is a situation where people do choose to share data with their employer, granular
control options are needed where they can selectively share information with this recipient group
and withhold information that may be deemed as more sensitive or private.
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3.5.1.4

Sharing with Broader Social Network
While prior research shows that ADs are motivated to share ECD on social media with

others who share similar goals[81, 110], our results show that among ADs and PADs, sharing ECD
with a member of this group is less likely to occur. Before the experiment, we explicitly define this
recipient group to participants as someone they may be connected with through social media but may
not know personally. We believe this definition made our participants more cautious about whom
this information could be shared and made them less likely to share with this group. Currently, most
wearables only offer general categories (e.g., friends and public) as the potential recipient of shared
data [275]. While the friends’ group could be someone a wearer knows, wearers could be connected
to individuals based on activity from boards or challenges they have completed or activity within the
app community. For example, one Fitbit community member posted on a message board [1] “I have
about 100 friends on my list....and I know 3 of them in my non-digital world.” This implies that 97%
of the individuals this wearer shares their data with are members of their broader social network
(i.e., someone they don’t know. As we see from our results, ADs and PADs are significantly less
likely to share ECD with a member of their broader social network in comparison to someone they
know in a “non-virtual” world. This could be taken as evidence that the term ‘friends’ is misleading
in the sense that a wearer believes they are sharing ECD with someone they are close with, but
in reality, their data is shared with someone they do not even know. This could be considered a
dark pattern in UX [144]in which the design is used to increase wearer engagement to share more of
their ECD, but in reality, this is an undesired behavior. Our results bolster prior research findings
that suggest the need for granular privacy control options over ECD from wearables when data is
shared within broader social networks [145]. Designers should consider control options for wearables
that support granular sharing options when sharing data with members of a broader social network.
These options should allow people to modify privacy settings around their needs and goals and
understand what types of information is being shared and with whom that information is being
shared with, and the option adjust those preferences accordingly [19].
In the context of wearable privacy, previous studies analyzed form factor, type of data
collected, type of sensors used to collect data, perceived risk and concerns toward the type of
data collected, and potential recipient of data[21, 25, 28, 39, 47]. However, we have not found
scientific publications or industrial guidelines that provide adequate support for designers to build
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privacy-preserving controls for wearables. Moreover, prior work has not quantified the levels of user
preference for the type, recipient, and valence of ECD collected by a wearable. Since no similar
models are reported in previous literature, our work is the very first to contribute to quantifying
users’ preferences for sharing by leveraging the privacy behavior model [52]. Such quantification
is valuable to facilitate the implementation of privacy controls for wearables that automate the
configuration process for privacy control matching user needs.

3.6

Limitations
While we designed our recruitment methodology to minimize response bias, our participant

sample was more educated than the general population [47], and the population of fitness tracker
users [343]. This could introduce bias to our sample. While many of the risks associated with the
collection and processing of PHI could affect anyone, potential harms are more likely to affect the
most vulnerable populations in our society, including those with the least education [224].
The recruitment of a participant sample from a specific geographic location and age range of
younger participants may threaten the ecological validity of the study. Therefore, we cannot expect
our results to generalize to other populations. While studies have shown that wearables mostly
appeal to younger adults, the usage among older adults is rising [368]. Hence, future work should
further explore this demographic to understand the extent better and whether the results obtained
can be generalized across the entire population.
Similar to prior work[70, 274], our results show that the recipient of data was an important
factor in the sharing of health data among participants. Nevertheless, we did not explore any specific
circumstances in which the specified recipient would need the participant’s personal information and
what level of granularity would be most beneficial to the recipient. These factors could further affect
the decision to share personal data, further influencing design aspects for privacy-enhanced wearable
technologies.
Lastly, while our study could benefit from a larger sample of participants in a naturalistic
setting, this work sheds light on understanding ADs and PADs willingness to share PHI from a
wearable. We expect these findings to hold broadly for additional types of information generated
from a wearable (e.g., location, breathing patterns, motion, etc.) and additional recipients of data
(e.g., third parties). General privacy settings for all wearable devices may not be feasible, given the
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variety in sharing behaviors among individuals for different types of information and other recipients.
As noted in the results section, participants in our study were highly educated and techsavvy. This tendency toward the sample having highly educated and tech-savvy people could be
due to convenience sampling. This result also could reflect the fact that we targeted adopters and
potential adopters of wearable technologies.

3.7

Chapter Conclusion
While our results are not surprising, it is critical to understand that ECD collected on

consumer wearables lends itself as an emergent medical record [140], posing significant privacy risks
to users if misused.
This scenario-based experiment demonstrates that if people are offered privacy control options over ECD from a wearable, they exhibit granular control preferences over how their data is
handled. Our results show that sharing decisions are primarily contingent on the recipient of the
information and whether that information is positive or negative. We find that participants are
more willing to share ECD with a health care provider or family and friends and are less likely to
share this information with their employer and broader social network. We also find that valence
did not influence sharing with a healthcare provider. However, participants were more willing to
share positively valenced than negatively valenced ECD with other recipients. These results reveal
that privacy-enhanced personalized granular controls are needed for wearables to accommodate the
wearer’s privacy during and beyond the use of the device. The results also suggest that user interface
options are needed so users can execute this type of control. This experiment promotes and protects
user privacy over ECD from wearables to reduce privacy-related risks and threats that could negatively impact ADs and PADs of wearable technologies. Now that we understand that people have
granular control preferences over ECD from a wearable, in the next chapter, I investigate different
interface options for wearables that would be more suitable for people to make granular privacy
decisions.
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Chapter 4

Study 2: An experiment to assess
the impact of location of privacy
controls and decision timing.
4.1

Introduction
In the previous chapter, I investigated user preferences for privacy and sharing extra-clinical

health information generated from a wearable device. Results from this study show that data
recipient and valence of data impact privacy and sharing preferences; participants were more willing
to share extra-clinical data with healthcare providers and family and friends than with their employer
or broader social network. Participants were also less willing to share negatively valenced data (e.g.,
you did not complete your step goal) than positively valenced data (e.g., you achieved your step
goal). Now that we know users have granular sharing preferences over health-related data from a
wearable, it is essential to understand what user-interface mechanisms would allow usable, granular
data sharing on wearables.
While wearables and mobile devices are paired wirelessly through communication protocols,
privacy controls and notice of data practices are decoupled from the wearable (e.g., located on a
separate web portal) and not integrated into the user’s interaction flow due to system constraints
and limited screen space [296]. These constraints make it challenging to design and provide usable
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privacy mechanisms for wearables [69, 297]. It may be helpful to decouple certain privacy notices
and controls that provide information about data practices (e.g., privacy policy documents) from
a wearable due to limited screen space [296]. However, the decoupling of privacy interfaces from
wearables poses disadvantages, as well. Being forced to exert privacy control on a separate device
(e.g., a mobile phone or web portal) presents several usability challenges. For example, Fitbit
requires users to view and manage their Fitbit’s privacy options through a web dashboard [177].
In this case, control is separate from the data-collection device. The user cannot make actionable
privacy choices when data is produced unless they have immediate access to their mobile phone or
computer. If they have access to their phone, it may be a chore to pull out the device every time
they adjust their privacy settings.
Instead, users need context-dependent and in-the-moment privacy controls where they can
actively manage their privacy when the data is produced [68, 163, 259, 296, 297, 299] directly
on the device that is producing the data. In a report on mobile privacy disclosures, the Federal
Trade Commission (FTC) recommends that privacy researchers and developers consider designing
systems that provide disclosures of a specific data practice (e.g., collection of some health data) at the
moment. The FTC also recommends that systems be designed to allow the user to provide affirmative
consent before sharing personal information. Researchers believe this approach will enable users to
make informed choices over their personal information related to the information collected and the
recipient of that information. In a workshop on advertising and privacy disclosure in a digital
world, participants noted the importance of in-the-moment privacy disclosures. Also, they pointed
out that these types of controls should be clear and understandable [68]. In prior works, timing
[33, 103, 129, 163, 258] has been shown to have a significant impact on the effectiveness of privacy
notices. Studies have illustrated that displaying untimely notices may result in users ignoring the
notice [297]. Patrick and Kenny [259] suggest that technologies that leverage just-in-time privacy
disclosures support more appropriate decision-making and control techniques sensitive to human
factors constraints.
Furthermore, Kelley et al. [163] found that a privacy display’s timing could help users
make privacy decisions. Schaub et al. Schaub et al. [297] also note that providing context-specific
notices may help users make privacy decisions aligned with their desired level of privacy and reduce
perceived threats caused by a lack of contextual control. These findings and recommendations from
past research suggest that leveraging both in-the-moment and contextualized control options in the
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design of privacy controls for wearable technologies will produce more effective privacy outcomes for
adopters and potential adopters of wearable health technologies.
Wearable technologies offer increasing opportunities to enhance privacy control because of
the unique set of sensors that are standard on most devices [284]. The same sensors used to detect a
range of physical activities (e.g., accelerometers, gyroscopes) give wearables the potential to integrate
sharing decisions with privacy interfaces and offer control at the moment. For example, several works
have used standard sensors on wearables to sense a myriad of interaction techniques (e.g., tap, swipe,
press, handwave, head nod) as a form of input to a wearable [13, 30, 48, 92, 122, 128, 366, 371, 378]. I
believe these sensors can be leveraged as an input mechanism for integrated, in-the-moment privacy
control for wearables. However, it is essential to consider system interaction opportunities and
constraints to develop proper control mechanisms in the context of privacy [296]. It is also important
to understand what interface mechanisms would be usable for a user to make these decisions. If
enhanced privacy controls are built into a system, but these controls are not perceived as usable
or effective by users, it is unlikely they will be adopted. It is also important to understand what
interface mechanisms would allow a user to make these decisions. If enhanced privacy controls are
built into a system, but these controls are not perceived as usable or effective by users, it is unlikely
they will be adopted. Thus, it is important to understand both what features afford greater privacy
outcomes and how to design these features to promote a positive user experience. In designing
privacy-enhanced controls for wearables, I believe a useful first step is to explore system interface
aspects for wearables, as suggested by Schaub et. al [297] and user perceptions of these aspects in
order to develop usable and effective privacy controls for these devices.
When thinking about interface mechanisms that would allow proper privacy control, it is
important to consider decision timing and location of control. Schaub et al. [297] maps the design
space for effective privacy notices and provides a taxonomy of design features for privacy notices and
controls within the IoT domain [297]. This design space and taxonomy highlight the relevant design
opportunities for privacy notices and controls [297]. As shown in 4.1, the taxonomy identifies four
main dimensions, each with multiple options. These dimensions include: timing (when the notice
is provided), channel (how the notice is delivered), modality (what interaction mode is used), and
control (how choices are provided). This study leverages features of Schaub et al.’s privacy notice
design space [297] and adopts specific dimensions from it to create and explore a design space for
privacy controls on wearables.
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Similar to Schaub et al.[297], I argue that the timing of privacy control dimension (e.g.,
when a privacy control opportunity is presented) is an crucial design dimension to consider; I call
this dimension “decision timing” or the “timing of control” dimension. In this user study, I extracted
and evaluated the timing of control dimension by developing an interface that provides the option
for privacy control as in-the-moment (just-in-time as defined by [297]) and a privacy control option
prior to data collection (similar to at-set-up as defined by [297]). While Schaub et al. consider both
channel and control as important design dimensions for privacy notices, I argue that it is important
to consider what I call the “location of privacy control” or “location” dimension for privacy controls.
Schaub et al. [297] describe a channel of privacy notices as the medium of how notice is delivered,
but this dimension does not cover where control is allowed. When thinking about privacy control,
we need to think about the location or the device (e.g., wearable vs. online privacy dashboard or
mobile phone) the user goes to in order to make a privacy decision.

Figure 4.1. The privacy notice design space developed by [297]. This model is defined by four
main dimensions:timing, channel,modality, and control.
Additionally, when considering the “control” dimension of privacy notices, Schaub et al.
[297] suggests that decoupled notices do not integrate privacy controls into the user’s interaction
flow, which could be inconvenient to users. Drawing on aspects of both channel and control as
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defined by Schaub et al., my proposed “location of control” dimension for privacy controls considers
where privacy decisions can be made regarding data collected by wearables (e.g., on the wearable
device, on a separated device, etc.) In this work, I explore both decoupled and integrated options for
the location of control dimension. Whereas the majority of existing wearable technologies only allow
decoupled options for privacy control, an integrated option would be a design where control over
data sharing decisions are allowed directly on the wearable device where the data is being collected
or processed. While the Apple Watch does have an integrated option for sharing activity data, the
only type of data that can be shared is move data, exercise data, and step data. There is not an
option to share additional types of data such as sleep data, food intake data, and physiological data
(e.g., heart rate). The procedure for setting up sharing preferences is also not very usable. The user
can only share data with people in their contacts and this is sorted by last name, meaning users
have to scroll through all contacts in order to setup sharing options. Data sharing also has to be
done prior to data collection and sharing preferences for sharing activity data is not granular. Users
do not have the option to share specific data points with individual recipients.
Regarding Schaub’s [297] dimensions of timing and control, the current privacy controls for
wearables are limited. For example, many wearable health device manufactures only provide decoupled privacy control options (e.g., privacy control mechanisms, where there is limited control on the
actual wearable device [265]). As a result, data-sharing decisions must occur on a separate device
(e.g, online privacy dashboard or mobile device) at a time separate from data collection/production.
Because this is the only option available on most wearables other than the apple watch, it is unknown whether a user would prefer to control their personal information in-the-moment of data
collection/production and directly on their wearable at that moment. For privacy controls to be
usable and effective, controls should be actionable and provide meaningful options for users of the
given technology [68, 259, 297]. Schaub et al. [297] recommends privacy interfaces that offer integrated control mechanisms and in-the-moment consent management as an improved solution for
users [284] as they are easier to use and flow easier into the user interaction without being overly
disruptive. Schaub et al. [297] also recommends that once a privacy choice option is considered
for development, that notice should be evaluated from an HCI perspective [284]. While these recommendations are helpful for privacy researchers, there are no studies that we know of that have
conducted user-centered evaluations to explore these user groups in making privacy decisions on
wearables. As a result, we suggest an alternative design space for privacy control on wearables
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to accommodate the lack of privacy controls on wearables and interactions that could be used to
express privacy decisions.
To recap, past research suggests location of control and decision timing are important dimensions to consider in order to improve privacy interfaces [68, 69, 79, 259, 296, 297]. Additionally,
current privacy control designs for wearables are limited, and user evaluation of preferences regarding alternative design options for the location and timing of privacy controls is unknown. Therefore,
this research explores the following research question:
Does location of control, timing of control or the combination of the two, impact the user
experience for users of wearable technologies?
Through answering this question, this study will build upon Schaub’s work [297] by exploring
the significance of the location and timing dimensions in the context of the usability of privacy
controls for wearables, and it will contribute to understandings of user-centered privacy control
design. In the following sections I provide an overview of specific hypotheses I tested to answer this
research question.

4.1.1

Hypothesis and Rationale
To explore this research question, I compare four possible privacy control interfaces for

a wearable-sharing system: integrated+synchronous(in-the-moment); integrated+asynchronous (a
priori); decoupled + synchronous (in-the-moment); and decoupled + asynchronous (a priori). The
Integrated+ Synchronous (in-the-moment) condition is where control is exerted directly on a wearable in the moment of privacy disclosure. The Integrated + Asynchronous (a priori) condition is
where control is exerted directly on a wearable, but not at the moment of data collection. Control is
exerted before data collection. In the Decoupled + Synchronous (in-the-moment) condition, control
is exerted on separate mobile device in the moment of data collection. The Decoupled + Asynchronous (a priori) condition is where control is exerted on separate mobile device before the data
is collected. I evaluate the four conditions using the following set of metrics: ease of use, perceived
privacy control, and perceived oversharing threat. This resulted in a 2 x 2 between-subjects experimental design, which tested the impact of location and timing on these three outcome variables.
The rationale for each set of hypotheses and the related metrics is outlined below.
Each set of hypotheses below predicts the impact of location of control, the impact of
decision timing, and the impact of their interaction. For each user experience metric (e.g., ease of
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use, perceived privacy control, and perceived over-sharing threat), it is predicted that synchronous
decision timing will provide a better user experience than asynchronous decision timing (H1a, H2a,
H3a). Empirical studies find that the timing of control significantly impact the effectiveness of a
privacy notice and may impact a user’s ability to act on that privacy notice if the timing is not
ideal [10, 35, 104, 129, 163, 259]. For example Balebako et al. investigated whether the time a user
sees a privacy notice impacts their recall. Researchers used recall as a proxy of the salience of the
notice [34]. Findings show that timing matters for smartphone privacy notices and is a significant
predictor of recall. Research also suggests that users make differing decisions at different points in
time. These decisions are contingent on contextual factors such as what they are engaged in at that
moment and the information provided at that moment [8]. When privacy notices are provided when
a data practice is active (e.g., just-in-time), users can make informed choices about their privacy,
especially when information is sensitive or unexpected and requires consent [68, 297]. For each metric
of user experience, it is also predicted that integrated control will provide a better user experience
than decoupled control (H1b, H2b, H3b). Prior work suggests that users prefer to make privacy
decisions on the same device where interaction the occurs [252, 299] and this integrated control is
a suitable method to deliver privacy control to users [297]. For each metric of user experience, it is
also predicted that there is an interaction between the location and timing of control in such that
the synchronous, integrated privacy control option will provide the best user experience compared
to the other conditions (H1c, H2c, H3c). We see from prior work that these two research streams
influence user privacy, but there are no studies that I know of that have joined these research streams
together toward the design of effective privacy controls for wearables.

4.1.1.1

Ease of use
The first metric used to test the impact of location, timing, and their interaction is ease

of use. Perceived ease of use was chosen as a measure of user experience because we know from
the technology acceptance model that a users attitude toward a system may be influenced by the
perceived ease of use of the system [85]. Prior work also suggests that perceived ease of use of a
system is a determinant on the intention to use the system [87]. Rogers also defines ease of use as
the degree to which an individual perceives a new product or service as better than its substitutes
[289]. More recent work provides evidence of the significant effect of perceived ease of use on usage
intention of a given system [119, 137, 150, 220, 338, 339, 348]. As mentioned previously, studies have
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found timing to impact the effectiveness of a privacy notice [10, 35, 104, 129, 163, 259]. If a system
is effective, that means it is easy to use.
Thus, the first set of hypotheses tested is:
H1a: The perceived ease of use will be higher for privacy interfaces with synchronous privacy
control compared to privacy interfaces with asynchronous privacy control.
H1b: The perceived ease of use will be higher for privacy interfaces with integrated privacy
control compared to privacy interfaces with decoupled privacy control.
H1c: The impact of location and timing will interact in such a way that the integrated+synchronous
condition will have the highest perceived ease of use compared to the other conditions.

4.1.1.2

Perceived Privacy Control
Perceived privacy control is the second metric used to test the impact of the different privacy

control interfaces. Perceived control in the context of privacy is an individual’s belief in a certain
technology’s capacity to allow them to control the release their personal information [369]. The
collection, monitoring, and sharing of personal information can lead to a perception of loss of control
over disseminating a person’s information [210]. Perceived privacy control was chosen as a measure
of user experience because past research has noted that perceived control can impact how individuals
interact with technological systems [229]. Thus, the second set of hypotheses tested is:
H2a: The perceived privacy control will be higher for privacy interfaces with synchronous
privacy control compared to privacy interfaces with asynchronous privacy control.
H2b: The perceived privacy control will be higher for privacy interfaces with integrated
privacy control compared to privacy interfaces with decoupled privacy control.
H2c: The impact of location and timing will interact in such a way that the integrated+synchronous
condition will have the highest perceived privacy control compared to the other conditions

4.1.1.3

Perceived Over-sharing Threat
The third metric used to test the impact of location, timing, and their interaction is perceived

over-sharing threat. Knijnenburg and Kosba define this metric as, “a lack of comfort or confidence
regarding the attained level of sharing, which results in a system-specific concern of unwanted data
collection or loss of control” [173]. Knijnenburg and Kosba also suggest that granular control options
provide a higher level of control, which may possibly decrease perceived over-sharing threat [173].
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Thus, I chose this construct to measure user experience. If a wearable privacy interface is easy to use
because it offers a more effective means to manage personal information, users will be less worried
about breaches to their personal information. Thus, the third set of hypotheses tested is:
H3a: The perceived over-sharing threat will be higher for privacy interfaces with asynchronous privacy control compared to interfaces with synchronous privacy control.
H3b: The perceived over-sharing threat will be higher for privacy interfaces with decoupled
privacy control compared to privacy interfaces with integrated privacy control.
H3c: There will be a significant interaction effect for timing and location on perceived oversharing threat.

4.2

Method
To test the hypotheses, a 2 x 2 between-subjects experiment was designed; the two inde-

pendent variables are location of privacy control (integrated, decoupled) and decision timing (synchronous, asynchronous). Participants were randomly assigned to one of four conditions to interact
with a wearable privacy interface (See Table 4.1). Participants completed a screener questionnaire
to determine eligibility to participate in the study, interacted with a mock-up of a wearable privacy
interface, and evaluated the interface in terms of ease of use, perceived privacy control, and perceived
privacy threat.
Participants also completed a post questionnaire where I collected quantitative data on their
intent to use the interface if it were made available to them I also collected data on participants’
privacy consciousness (adopted from Pew [206]) and demographics (including gender, race, and level
of education).
The study was approved by the Clemson Institutional Review Board.

4.2.1

Pilot
Prior to running the full experiment on the Prolific crowdsourcing platform, I conducted a

pilot study with a group of HCI experts to test any bugs within the prototype. After addressing
concerns, we piloted the study on 14 participants from Prolific. Participants in the pilot took an
average of 6 minutes and 31 seconds to complete the experiment. Based on the timing to complete
the experiment and Prolific’s recommended compensation tool, participants were paid $1.60 for
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completing the study. The amount of remuneration is equivalent to $14.37 per hour which is well
above the federal minimum wage for the U.S, but comparable to some states’ minimum wages (e.g.,
CA’s minimum wage is $14/hr).

4.2.2

Power Analysis
After piloting, we conducted a power analysis to determine the desired sample size. Since we

wanted to detect between a small and medium effect, we ran an a priori power analysis to determine
the needed sample size range (with the alpha set at .05). In order to detect a small effect (f 2 = .02)
at 80% power for a regression with three predictors (e.g., location, timing, and the interaction term),
a sample size of 550 participants was needed. In order to detect a medium effect (f 2 = .15) at 80%
power for regression with three predictors, a sample size of 77 participants was needed. Based on
these numbers and our budget to run the final study, we decided to recruit a total of 305 participants.

4.2.3

Participant Recruitment and Quality Controls
The initial goal was to collect data from 305 participants. After running several iterations

of the study, I decided to collect data from an additional 18 participants to distribute participants
across conditions equally. We recruited a total of 337 participants (14 pilot and 323 in the complete
experiment) through the Prolific sourcing platform. Within the Prolific platform, we used custom
prescreening to recruit participants based on the following filters [262]:
• Age
– Minimum Age: 18, Maximum Age: 100
• Current Country of Residence
– United States
• First Language (English)
– English
• Internet enabled products
– Activity tracker excluding smart watches (e.g. Fitbit, Xiaomi Mi Band, Microsoft band)
– Smart watch (e.g. Apple watch, Samsung gear, Moto 360, Asus ZenWatch)
• Approval Rating
– Minimum Approval Rate: 90, Maximum Approval Rate: 100 (inclusive)

We also screened participants within the survey by asking if they owned any of the wearable
devices from a list. If they selected they did not own a wearable device, they were redirected to
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the end of the survey and thanked for their interest in the study. Because the experiment asked
participants to envision using different wearable interfaces based on an online prototype, it was
important to recruit people who had actual experience with wearables who would be more able to
envision what it would be like to interact with the wearable device in a real-life setting. To ensure
high data quality, we included a quality check and an attention check within the experiment [5, 263].
For the quality check, we asked participants whether they would commit to providing thoughtful
and honest answers to the questions in the survey. If participants indicated they would provide
their best answer, they were included in the sample. For another attention/quality check, we added
a question to ensure participants had completed the full interaction with the assigned prototype
and that they were paying attention to the instructions. After interacting with the mock-up of
the wearable privacy interface, participants were notified they had reached the last screen of the
interaction and were advised to select the letter “A" for the next question in the survey. The next
question asked them to select the letter seen on the last screen of the prototype interaction; the
answer options provided were A, B, C, and “I was not able to make it to the last screen.” Only
participants who answered “A” were included in the final sample.
Participants for the full experiment (N=323) were randomly assigned into four groups using Qualtrics randomly assigned survey logic branch feature. We paid participants $1.60 for their
participation. On average, it took participants 8 minutes and 41 seconds to complete the experiment.

4.2.4

Materials

Questionnaires Prior to the experiment, participants answered questions about their age, knowledge of technology, and wearable device ownership. After interacting with the privacy settings
interface, we asked questions about their evaluation of the overall ease of use, perceived privacy
control, and perceived privacy threat of the assigned interface. Additionally, we asked participants
questions about the likelihood of using the settings interface if it were available to them, what they
liked about the method for sharing health data based on the condition they saw, and what would
they change about the method for sharing data. Lastly, questions were included to assess participants’ views on privacy [206]. We also collected information on participants’ gender, race, and
education. Both the questionnaires and the full experiment were implemented via Qualtrics. All
questions are reproduced in the Appendix B.
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Apparatus Participants received the experimental stimuli randomly via one of four mockups of a
privacy interface. Mock-ups were designed using the Adobe XD prototyping tool. Prior to interacting
with the mock-up, participants were presented with a scenario based on the experimental condition
they received. Each scenario described a randomized instance where participants were advised
to share step data with a health care provider. Following the scenario, participants continued to
interact with their randomly assigned condition via the interface prototype where they could share
or withhold their step data. (see Figure 4.2-4.5)
Experimental Condition
Integrated + Synchronous
(IS)
Integrated + Asynchronous
(IA)
Decoupled + Synchronous
(DS)
Decoupled +Asynchronous
(DA)

Description
operationalized by means of an interface where control is exerted directly on the
primary interface at the same time of disclosure.
operationalized by means of an interface where control is exerted directly on the
interface, but the privacy decision is setprior to data collection. Upon collection of data,
notice of disclosure is provided based on decision made at set up
operationalized by means of an interface where control is exerted on a secondary interface.
The disclosure decision is exerted at the moment of data collection on the secondary interface
operationalized by means of an interface where control is exerted on a secondary interface,
but not at the moment data collection. The disclosure decision is exerted at set up, and notice of
disclosure decision is shown on primary interface after data is collected

Table 4.1. Description of Each Experimental Condition

4.2.5

Experimental Design
We used a 2 x 2 between-subjects experimental design. The independent variables of lo-

cation of control (levels: integrated v. decoupled) and timing of control (levels: asynchronous
v. synchronous) were operationalized through four interface designs, one for each experimental
condition; see Table 4.1. The three dependent variables are overall ease of use, perceived privacy
control, and perceived oversharing threat. More details about the scales used to operationalize these
constructs can be found in the 4.2.7 section below.
Independent Variables and Levels
Location of Privacy Control
Integrated
Decoupled
Timing of Control
Synchronous
Asynchronous
Dependent Variables
System Satisfaction
Ease of Use
Perceived Privacy Control
Perceived Over-sharing Threat

Description
Control is directly on wearable device
Control Separate from wearable (via mobile device)
in-the-moment the data is produced
outside-the-moment the data is produced (prior to data collection)
Description
refers to how satisfied participants are with the user interface [171]
refers to how simple the interface is understand or use [86, 338]
the idea of the privacy interface providing the user control
over the personal information generated by the wearable [59, 146, 172]
refers to the threat associated with more data being shared
than expected via the wearable [171]

Table 4.2. Description of Independent and Dependent Variables

Participants were randomly assigned to one of the four experimental groups (see Table 4.1)
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In the IS group, participants interacted with a prototype that mimics a wearable smartwatch (e.g.,
Apple watch) where they are notified of a completed step goal on the watch interface and asked in
that moment if they would share that information with their health care provider (see Figure 4.2).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.2. Stimuli presented to participants via mock-up for the Integrated Synchronous Condition
Participants interacted with a similar prototype in the IA group, except they were instructed
to set up their step goal sharing preferences before the time of data collection (see Figure 4.3).
In the DS group, participants were notified of the completion of a step goal, but they were
instructed that they needed to make their privacy decision on a separate mobile device. Instead of
making their decision on the watch interface, they were asked to imagine taking their phone out
of their pocket. There was a 5-second delay to simulate the process of removing a phone from the
pocket. Once this simulation was completed, participants were asked to make their privacy decision
using the mobile device interface instead of the wearable (see Figure 4.4).
In the DA condition, participants were prompted on the mock-up of the mobile device
interface to open the mobile app to set up their privacy preferences for that day. Using the mobile
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.3. Stimuli presented to participants via mock-up for the Integrated Asynchronous Condition.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 4.4. Stimuli presented to participants via mock-up for the Decoupled Synchronous Condition.
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device interface, they made their privacy decision prior to data collection (see Figure 4.5).

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Figure 4.5. Stimuli presented to participants via mock-up for the Decoupled Asynchronous Condition.

4.2.6

Scenario Design
In all four conditions, participants are presented with the same scenario (See image a in

Figures 4.2-4.5): their health care provider has asked them to use a wearable and share their step
activity. We held the type of data and recipient of data constant for each scenario, using a positiveneutral framing. Based on prior work, step data is considered a neutral data point that does not
present much of a privacy risk [131, 170, 234, 281]. Also, as identified in the previous chapter,
people are generally more willing to share data with their healthcare provider. The scenario was
designed to be neutral and non-threatening, so users would focus more on their perceptions of
the settings interface versus a potentially risky data-sharing scenario. We adopted a wizard of oz
approach to simulate how the interface for each condition would perform in a real-world scenario. As
noted in prior works, simulating the functionality of a mock-up or a prototype allows researchers to
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explore and evaluate designs to test certain elements a design and improve them before investing the
considerable time, effort, and money in implementing the system [98]. We also had to take certain
precautions due to the current COVID-19 pandemic and could not run the experiment in person
with participants. We decided to conduct an unmoderated online controlled experiment to reach a
larger and more diverse group of less WEIRD (White, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, Democratic)
participants [148, 154, 175, 286] in comparison to laboratory experiments. Using this approach,
participants can take part in experiments anywhere without having to take time to travel to a lab
to participate in a research experiment [154]. In addition to increasing participant reach, running
studies online cuts down on time, effort, and resources needed to recruit participants [17, 154].
We simulated a privacy sharing interface for all four conditions. While we did not collect the
participants’ preferences for sharing (e.g., whether they chose to share or not share their step data),
the participants were presented with additional confirmations based on their preferences for sharing
to simulate a working interface that provides appropriate feedback.
Construct
Perceived Ease of Use
[86, 338]
Ave= 0.754
Sq. (AVE) = 0.863
Perceived
Privacy Control
[59, 146, 172]
Ave= 0.5038
Sq. (AVE) = 0.709
Perceived
Over-sharing
Threat
[171]
Ave= 0.742
Sq. (AVE) = 0.861

Item
1.Using this privacy interface would be easy for me.
2. I find it easy to get this settings interface to do what I want it to do.
3. I find the privacy interface easy to use
4.My interaction with the settings interface was clear and understandable.
5.I find the settings interface easy to use.
1. The settings interface restricted me from my preferred choice of how to
share my data.
2. I had limited control over my personal information using the settings interface.
3. Using the settings interface, I believed I had control over my personal information
collected by the wearable.
4. Compared to how I normally configure my sharing preferences for a wearable,
the settings interface was very limited.
5. I would like to have more control over the settings interface.
1.Using the settings interface, I believe too much of my data will be shared.
2. I am comfortable with the amount of data that could be shared using the
settings interface.
3. Using the settings interface, I believe I am not disclosing too much of my
personal information to anyone.
4.I am afraid that using the settings interface, I will share my data too freely.
5. Using the settings interface, I feel my settings would be spot on; I would not
be disclosing too much to anyone.

Loadings
0.774
0.796
0.806
0.821
0.573
0.523
0.700
0.461
0.433
0.402
0.825
0.735
0.638
0.788
0.724

Table 4.3. Constructs used to measure overall user experience

4.2.7

Measurements
After interacting with the selected interface, participants completed a post-survey.

4.2.7.1

Measure For Dependent Variables
The post-survey asked participants to rate the following based on their interaction with the

privacy interface: overall ease of use, perceived privacy control, and perceived over-sharing threat.
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These constructs were measured using [59, 86, 146, 171, 172, 338] scales. These are 7-point Likert
scales, measured from 1 (‘Strongly disagree’) to 7 (‘Strongly agree’). The items for these scales can
be found in Table 4.3.
4.2.7.2

Measures for Demographic and Contextual Variables
Participants’ reported intentions to use the assigned interface in the future was measured

with the following question:
• On a scale of 1-10, how likely would you be to use the settings interface you interacted with if
it were available to you?
Participants views on privacy were measured using a 5-point Likert scale [206] using the
following questions:
• Privacy means different things to different people today. In thinking about all of your daily
interactions-both online and offline-please tell us how important each of the following are to
you:
– Being in control of who can get information about you
– Being able to share confidential matters with someone you trust
– Not having someone watch or listen to you without your permission
– Controlling what information is collected about you
– Being able to have times when you are completely alone, away from anyone else
– Having individuals in social/work situations not ask you things that are highly personal
– Being able to go around in public without always being identified
– . Not being monitored at work
– Not being disturbed at home
Participants’ demographic information (e.g., age, race, and education) was also collected
using questions from Pew [55].

4.2.8

Procedure and Analysis
Within the Prolific platform, participants were presented with a description of what they

would do in the study (See Appendix B Figure 13). The description indicated that their role would
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be to take part in a survey and interact with a mock-up of a wearable device and provide answers
regarding their experience with the interface. They were told it would take approximately 10 minutes
to complete the study. Once they clicked the study link, they were directed to Qualtrics where the
experiment was hosted. They were asked to input their profile ID at the beginning of the study and
provided with an informed consent briefing of the study.
After providing informed consent, participants were provided with three screener questions
that asked their age, knowledge of technology and wearable device ownership. If participants indicated they were under 18, or did not own a wearable device, or did not commit to providing their
best answers, they were not allowed to participate in the study. The instructions informed participants they would be presented with a scenario and an interactive mock-up of a wearable device.
We informed participants that they would be presented with a method (one of the 4 randomized
conditions) for sharing health information collected from a wrist-worn health-tracking device (similar to a FitBit or Apple Watch). We also informed participants they would move through each
part of the scenario by either clicking a “Next” button or interacting with a device mock-up (e.g.,
clicking on a notification or button on the device). We also asked participants to imagine they own
a wearable device and use it daily. We advised them to pay attention to how the sharing options
were presented to them, as they would be asked questions about their experience of that method.
Next, participants completed the post-survey questions and were redirected back to Prolific. We
reviewed each survey for quality and paid participants for participation.
To test the research hypotheses, a set of linear regressions with interaction terms were used.
The exploratory data was analyzed using linear regression, also. Descriptive statistics and regression
plots were generated for each regression model to ensure the data met the assumptions of regression;
adjustments were made to address any violated assumptions.

4.3

Quality Checks for construct measures
To examine the quality of the individual measures used to measure overall experience with

the provided interface, Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFAs) was performed on all scales. Cronbach’s
α were also obtained to confirm the scales met conventional standards of reliability. The results from
these quality checks are described below.
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4.4

Reliability and validity check for each construct to measure user experience
Prior to the experiment, reliability and construct validity measures were obtained for each

DV to see how well the items for the overall experience held together as a whole. The perceived
ease of use (Cronbach’s α = 0.86), perceived privacy control(Cronbach’s α = 0.78), and perceived
oversharing threat(Cronbach’s α = 0.90) constructs had had high reliability. CFA was also performed
to estimate the validity of the scales. A saturated model comprised of all the items in the scales
was created for each scale. The model had a decent fit as indicated by the fit indices. The CFI and
TLI values were 0.965 and 0.960 respectively. The RMSEA was 0.071 [CI(0.064,0.078),p<0.001].
R-square values and Average Variance Extracted (and its square roots) for all of these constructs
are mentioned in Table 4.3.
N = 296
Gender
Male
Female
Other

168 (55%)
133(43%)
18(1.3%)

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-64
65+
Education
High incomplete or less
High school grad
Some College
Four Year College
Some postgraduate
Postgrad or Professional
Race/Ethnicity
White
African American
Asian
Other
Technology Knowledge
Basic
Intermediate
Advanced
Professional

61 (21%)
133(45%)
71 (24%)
71 (24%)
3 (1%)

Age

2 (1%)
20 (7%)
71 (24%)
110 (37%)
22 (7%)
70 (24%)
218 (74%)
27 (9%)
37 (13%)
12 (4%)
10 (3%)
121 (41%)
133 (45%)
32 (11%)

Table 4.4. Participant Demographics
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4.5

Results
Data for 23 participants were not included in the final analysis because they either failed

the attention check question (n = 18) or reported they were unable to make it to the last screen of
the interface prototype (n = 5). Participants who were not included in the final analysis because
they failed attention check questions indicated that the letter on the last screen of the interaction
scenario was something other than the letter “A", as specified in the interface prototype. The five
participants who indicated they could not make it to the last screen stated they were unsure why
they did not make it to the last screen. We double-checked the prototype to ensure all bugs were
removed. We did not find any bugs in our investigation, so we believe it was a technical issue related
to their internet connection that did not allow them to get through the full prototype. Additionally,
four outliers were removed in the data cleaning process because they were four or more standard
deviations outside of the mean. These outliers also influenced the normal distribution of overall
ease of use. As a result, the final sample size was 296 participants (IS:73, IA:75 DA:71, DS:77).
A post-hoc sensitivity analysis reveals the final sample is adequately powered (β = .80) to detect
between a small and medium effect (f 2 = .037) for a regression with three predictors. This number is
approaching the lower bound of a small effect as defined by Cohen (f 2 = .02 ) [66]. The participant
demographics can be found in Table 4.4. The descriptive data for the dependent variables is listed
in Table 4.6.
Dependent Variables
Perceived Ease of Use
Perceived Privacy Control
Perceived Oversharing Threat

Integrated+Synchronous
(N=75)
Mean
SD
6.46
0.52
4.70
1.03
2.91
1.16

Integrated+Asynchronous
(N=73)
Mean
SD
6.40
0.61
4.52
1.10
3.12
1.19

Decoupled+Synchronous
(N=77)
Mean
SD
6.27
0.63
4.30
1.17
3.14
1.26

Decoupled+Asynchronous
(N=71)
Mean
SD
6.26
0.64
4.51
1.09
2.98
1.16

Table 4.5. Mean and Standard Deviation for all constructs used to measure overall user experience
per condition

4.5.1

Hypothesis Testing
Linear regression was used to test if the location of control and timing of control predicted

participants’ ratings of ease of use, perceived over-sharing threat and perceived privacy control. In
each model, we tested the main effects of location of control and timing of control and the interactions
between them. We conducted the regression analyses in R [324] using the “lm” function from the
“lme4” package with default parameters.
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Dependent variable:
EaseofU

PCtrl

Pthreat

(1)

(2)

(3)

−0.165∗∗
(0.070)
−0.027
(0.070)
0.091
(0.140)
6.354∗∗∗
(0.035)

Location
Timing
Location:Timing
Constant
Observations
R2
Adj R2
RSE (df = 292)
F Statistic (df = 3; 292)

−0.194
(0.128)
−0.186
(0.128)
0.001
(0.256)
4.514∗∗∗
(0.064)

296
0.020
0.010
0.603
2.029**

296
0.015
0.005
1.099
1.508**
∗

Note:

p<0.1;

∗∗

0.039
(0.139)
0.176
(0.139)
−0.048
(0.279)
3.037∗∗∗
(0.070)
296
0.006
-0.004
1.198
0.577**

p<0.05;

∗∗∗

p<0.01

Table 4.6. Regression results from hypothesis testing.
Table 4.6 presents the regression results and shows the effects of the IVs on each dependent
variable. For ease of use (model 1), the regression results indicate that timing and the interaction
effect between the location of control and timing of control are not significant predictors. We do
find a main effect for location, which significantly predicted ease of use (B = 0.165, p < 0.05).
Although model 1 was significant, the R2 value was low only explaining 2% of the variance in ease
of use (R2 = 0.020; F (3, 292) = 2.029, p < 0.05), which is a small effect according to Cohen [66].
For models 2 and 3, none of the independent variables had a significant impact on perceived privacy
control or perceived over-sharing threat. The findings from models 1 through 3 do not support the
research hypotheses H1a,c; H2a,b,c; or H3a,b,c. The results from model 1 do provide support for
H1b, though.
H1b was supported in that location had a significant effect on the overall ease of use (p
< .05). Additionally, as hypothesized, a post-hoc independent t-test revealed that individuals who
received the integrated conditions reported higher ease of use for the settings interfaces than those
who received the decoupled conditions. The t-test results show that the 148 participants who received
the integrated condition demonstrated significantly higher mean scores for overall ease of use (M
= 6.44, SD = 0.55) compared to the 148 participants who received the decoupled condition (M =
6.27, SD = 0.63; t(290) = 2.36, p = 0.01).
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Figure 4.6. Overall Ease of Use for Decoupled Versus Integrated Interfaces

4.5.2

Post-Hoc Exploratory Analysis
A series of prior studies illustrate that privacy concerns affect behavioral intentions like

intent to adopt and use technology [167, 273, 308, 370] As noted in section 4.2.7.2, we asked participants to report their intentions to use the assigned interface in the future if it were available.
While there was not much difference in the scores for intentions to use the provided interface, we
do see from our descriptive statistics that participants in the decoupled + asynchronous condition
gave the highest intention-to-adopt ratings (M = 7.76, SD = 1.98; see table 4.8 for full results). To
further explore insights related to the overarching research question, we performed post-hoc hierarchical regressions to investigate the predictors of participants’ intent to use the assigned settings
interface if it were available to them. Hierarchical regressions were run to examine how much unique
explained variance each predictor adds to the model. Since location of control had a significant effect
on overall ease of use, it was entered in the first step of the regression. Next, each predictor was
entered separately to examine its unique impact starting with timing, then ease of use,then perceived
privacy control, then perceived oversharing threat.
The full results from the hierarchical regressions can be found in Table 4.7. The results from
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Dependent variable:
Likelihood of Adoption
(1)
Location
Timing

(2)

−0.068
(0.249)

Ease of Use

(3)

−0.050
(0.247)
−0.656∗∗∗
(0.247)

Perceived Ctrl

(4)
0.222
(0.223)
−0.523∗∗
(0.222)
0.979∗∗∗
(0.190)
0.575∗∗∗
(0.104)

−0.496
(1.233)

−1.482
(1.189)

Perceived Threat
Constant
Obs
R2
Adj R2
R2 ∆
RSE
F Stat

7.331∗∗∗
(0.125)

7.336∗∗∗
(0.123)

(5)

0.152
(0.234)
−0.623∗∗∗
(0.232)
1.233∗∗∗
(0.193)

0.114
(0.207)
−0.478∗∗
(0.205)
0.662∗∗∗
(0.181)
0.134
(0.114)
−0.771∗∗∗
(0.108)
4.868∗∗∗
(1.414)

296
0.0002
-0.003

296
296
296
296
0.024
0.143
0.224
0.340
0.017
0.134
0.214
0.329
0.0235**
0.1223***
0.0947***
0.1490***
2.145
2.124
1.993
1.899
1.755
F(1,294) = 0.0730 F(2,293) = 3.569∗∗∗ F(3,292) = 16.272∗∗∗ F(4,291) = 21.054∗∗∗ F(5, 290) = 29.886∗∗∗
∗

Note:

p<0.1;

∗∗

p<0.05;

∗∗∗

p<0.01

Table 4.7. Hierarchical Regression Analysis Results for Predictors of Likelihood to Adopt
model 2 show that timing of control significantly predicts intent to use the settings interfaces; the
asynchronous interface predicts higher likelihood of adoption (B = -0.66, p < .01); see Figure 4.7.
Adding timing of control to the model explained an additional 2 percent of the variance in likelihood
to adopt (R2 ∆ = .02, p < .05). Results from model 3 show that the perceived ease of use positively
predicts likelihood of adoption (B = 1.23, p < .01), explaining an additional 12% of the variance
in likelihood to adopt (R2 ∆ = .12, p < .05). Results from model 4 show that perceived control
positively predicts adoption likelihood (B = .58, p < .01) and explains an additional 9% of the
variance (R2 ∆ = .09, p < .05). (Note that perceived control becomes a non-significant predictor
once perceived threat is added in model 5). Results from model 5 show that perceived over-sharing
threat negatively predicts adoption likelihood (B = -0.77, p < .01) and explains an additional 15%
of the variance (R2 ∆ = .15, p < .05). Additionally, the overall model with all 5 predictors explains
34% of the variance in intent to use, which is a large effect (R2 = 0.34; F (5, 290) = 29.886, p <
.001) according to Cohen [66].
Interface Condition
Integrated+Synchronous (N=75)
Integrated+Asynchronous (N=73)
Decoupled+Synchronous (N=77)
Decoupled+Asynchronous (N=71)

Mean
7.59
7.15
6.82
7.76

SD
1.80
1.98
2.59
1.98

Table 4.8. Mean and Standard Deviation for Likelihood of adoption for each interface condition
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Figure 4.7. Overall Ease of Use for Decoupled Versus Integrated Interfaces

4.6

Discussion
We know from the previous chapter that adopters and potential adopters of wearable health

technologies desire more granular control over data from their wearable device. When designing
privacy-enhanced solutions for wearable technologies, it is essential to understand what interface
mechanisms would provide users with adequate control over their personal information. As noted by
the FTC, providing proper privacy interface mechanisms in the context of IoT can be challenging,
especially for wearables due to the lack of displays and user interfaces [69]. Researchers need to
explore alternative privacy interfaces that minimize privacy risks to users. I believe the first step in
doing so is to examine how location and timing impact overall ease of use, perceived privacy control,
and perceived over-sharing threat.
In the context of privacy control for IoT devices, previous studies have noted that for
privacy controls to be usable and effective, controls should be actionable and provide meaningful
control options to users [68, 259, 297]. However, there are no studies that we know of that have
evaluated timing and location of control in combination to provide users with ways to manage their
privacy actively. While Schaub et al. has mapped the design space for effective privacy notices [297]
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by providing a taxonomy of design features for privacy notices and control within the IoT domain
(See Figure 4.1), this study is the first to evaluate user interfaces based on location and timing for
privacy control for wearables in terms of their ease of use, perceived control, and perceived oversharing threat. In the following sections, we discuss the implications of our results and discuss the
broader implications of our results to design privacy-enhanced solutions for wearables.

4.6.1

Location of Control Predicts Overall Ease of use
While we did not find a significant main effect for timing or a significant interaction effect

for location and timing, we found that location of control somewhat influences overall ease of use,
with the integrated privacy control interfaces predicting higher ease of use scores (supporting H1b).
While we do see a statistically significant impact on the ease of use for location of control, the R2
value for the model was low, only explaining 2% of the variance. The low R2 value could be because
this was a simulated experiment and overall ease of use was high for all conditions regardless of
the interface (as shown in Table 4.5). In general, the findings do support Schaub’s suggestion that
an improved solution for designing privacy-enhanced interfaces for wearables could be to design
privacy interfaces that offer integrated control mechanisms [297]. The mean ease of use scores for
the integrated conditions were between 6 and 7, indicating that most participants either "agreed" or
"strongly agreed" that the interfaces were easy to use (see Table 4.5).
Users are increasingly making decisions about accepting and adopting information technologies [338], and it is important to understand the factors which influence these decisions. Although
the mean ease of use scores were high for each condition in this study, we believe if there were a
situation where people interacted with these interfaces in the wild over a more extended period of
time, there would be larger differences between the ease of use scores for each condition. In particular, when privacy controls are decoupled from the user’s interaction flow, this may present a degree
of difficulty that could be inconvenient to users and may also make them less willing to use these
controls. Currently, the only options present for privacy control on wearables are decoupled except
for the Apple watch. The results from this study suggest that integrating privacy control directly
on the wearable could result in an easy-to-use interface, according to users’ evaluations. Future
research should investigate whether users have differing preferences for integrated versus decoupled
privacy controls when regularly interacting with these interfaces for an extended amount of time. In
the next section, I will discuss the implications for the non-supported hypotheses.
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4.6.2

Implications of Non-Supported Hypotheses
Although H1b was supported, the data from this study did not support the remaining

research hypotheses. With the exception of H1b, location, timing, and the interaction between the
two did not significantly impact the reported ease of use, perceived privacy control, or perceived
over-sharing threat. This does not necessarily mean that these variables are not important to
consider when attempting to improve privacy outcomes for users; the results suggest that these
variables did not impact the users’ overall user experience regarding the interfaces in this simulated
experiment. One implication of this is that none of these interface options present unique barriers
to user experience itself (except that decoupled control options may provide lesser ease of use than
integrated options).
In addition to results from the previous chapter, prior literature suggests that users do have
granular preferences for sharing data from a wearable [118, 274]. We also know that when users
have more granular options for privacy sharing, there is more potential to mitigate privacy violations
[50, 107, 118]. Therefore, the non-significant results provide some positive implications for designing
interfaces that protect user privacy that should be further explored by interface designers and privacy
researchers. If the user experience is positive and relatively stable across different interface options
for location and timing of privacy control (as observed in this study), this means designers can focus
on creating interfaces that promote the most positive privacy outcomes without worrying about
compromising user experience. Thus, we recommend designers and researchers attend to the model
proposed in Figure 4.8. Building upon work from Schaub et al. [300], this model outlines a design
space for privacy controls for wearable technologies; this model points to the available opportunities
for privacy controls on wearable technologies that need to be understood and explored by both
researchers and designers.

4.6.3

Perceptions Impact Intention To Use
In a post-hoc analysis, we examined which interface conditions and related evaluations of

those conditions predicted intent to use. We found that timing of control, perceived ease of use
for the interface, and perceived privacy threat from the interface predicted intent to use (See Table
4.7). This suggests that, when deciding whether to adopt a settings interface, people care about
the decision timing options, whether the system is easy to use, and whether there is a perceived
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Figure 4.8. Proposed Design Space For Privacy Control on Wearable Technologies
over-sharing threat. We were surprised to see that timing of control impacted likelihood of adoption
(with not-in-the moment or asynchronous options leading to more likelihood of adoption compared
to in-the-moment/synchronous options) as this variable did not have a significant effect on any of
the other variables we explored. It is possible that people are more familiar with the asynchronous
control option because it is already on existing devices, explaining their higher reported likelihood
to adopt asynchronous interfaces. The result that timing of control impacts intent to use privacy
interfaces further supports the model with modified dimensions (See Figure 4.8) and suggest that
this design space is something we need to attend to.
The findings also show that perceived oversharing threat explains an additional 15% of
the variance for intent to use, which is a medium effect. This result suggests that designers must
attend to people’s perceived oversharing threat of a privacy interface when making design decisions.
Additionally, the full model, which included timing, ease of use, and perceived threat, had an
R2 of .34, which is a large effect according to Cohen [66]. This suggests that it is important to
account for all three of these factors together when trying to understand the likelihood of adoption
for privacy interfaces. The post-hoc analyses also show that perceived privacy control is not a
significant predictor of intent to use when accounting for perceived threat; it is possible that there
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is a mediation or confounding effect occurring. We know from prior work [33, 68, 103, 129, 163, 258]
that granular control options would be more effective and beneficial to reduce privacy related risk.
In other words, proper privacy controls can help mitigate privacy threats. Future work should
further explore the relationships between users’ perceptions of privacy control, privacy threat, and
the related likelihood of technology adoption.

4.7

Limitations
While we can draw valuable insights from our results, there are several limitations that

we must acknowledge. While we are able to access a broad subject population in order to gain
generalizability while staying safe during the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic, our study is limited is that
we had lack of control over many of the experimental conditions. There is also a lack of ecological
validity to the study, in that we simulated a mock-up of a privacy interface, and participants did not
interact with a real wearable. While we were careful to make our prototype as intuitive as possible
and clearly operationalize the differences for each condition, participants may not have felt they
were interacting with an actual phone or wearable and saw the experiment as an interaction with
something on their computer screen. This could be the reason all the ease of use ratings were fairly
high and stable across conditions. We would also expect the effect to be larger if participants used
an actual wearable device and phone combination.
The experiment was also very short. On average, it took participants 7-10 minutes to
complete the study. This means that it participants only interacted with the prototype for 1-2
minutes. This may be the reason we did not see a significant effect of timing. In our initial planning
for this study we discussed having two sessions that were separated in time by a week or so. Due to
the COVID-19 pandemic we were limited in our study design and decided to simulate the study using
crowd-sourced participants instead of conducting the study in the wild. Using our original approach
would have allowed us to get at timing variable more appropriately, which may have allowed us to
see the timing effect emerge. In future work, we will implement our privacy interfaces in a realworld setting where participants can interact with the device over an extended period of time. This
will allow us to further evaluate what privacy interfaces users would prefer when interacting with a
wearable that is really collecting and potentially sharing information with others.
While we did see a significant effect on the location of control, we simulated the study due to
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the COVID-19 pandemic. We expect the effect to be stronger if participants used the actual wearable
device and phone in combination. Overall, we believe if this study would have been conducted in
the wild over an extended period of time, there is good reason to believe we would see a significant
effect for both timing and location. Future research should test the impact of location and timing
in an in-the-wild, longitudinal experiment.
We also ran a between-subjects experiment where participants were not exposed to all the
conditions. We chose to do a between-subjects experiment to minimize fatigue effects. Furthermore,
while we found valence as a significant impact on sharing preferences from study 1, in this study we
used a positive neutral scenario and did not explore valence of data in this study. In this study we
explored a positive neutral framing and that was done intentionally to make the scenario as neutral
as possible to focus as much we could on the settings interface themselves, which may have caused
the non-significant result. More specifically, the perceived oversharing threat construct could be
affected by the sensitivity of the information. In this study, we explored a positive, neutral framing,
which was done intentionally to make the scenario as neutral as possible to focus as much we could
on the settings interface themselves. In a future study, we think it would be useful to explore
if the sensitivity of the information would change the sharing decision and perceived oversharing
threat. In future studies, we can look at this in a more negative or sensitive way to see if this
alters user perception over privacy control and over-sharing threat. One thing we can learn from the
neutral scenario is that it is unlikely to see a significant feeling of oversharing threat. Still, if there
is a difference in perceived oversharing threat within these settings options in a positive, neutral
scenario, it would be interesting to see that the settings themselves affect the perceived sharing
threat in a very neutral positive scenario. In a volatile scenario, it would make more sense to see
differences.

4.8

Chapter Conclusion
In this chapter, I investigated the impact of location of privacy control and decision timing

on three aspects of user experience for wearables. Findings reveal that location of control influences
overall ease of use; participants prefer to have privacy controls that are integrated on a wearable
device. Results also highlight that timing of control, ease of use, and perceived-oversharing threat
influence behavioral intention to use the system if it were available. In the next chapter, I explore
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the potential of integrated interaction techniques that could possibly afford users in-the-moment
privacy control for wearables.
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Chapter 5

Study 3: User-Defined Interactions
for Integrated and and
In-the-Moment Privacy Control on
Wearable Devices
5.1

Introduction
From the last study, I learned that location of control influenced ease of use when interacting

with wearables, suggesting that users may prefer to have privacy controls that are integrated on
their wearable. While there was not much contrast in the differences between the interfaces, we
know that for most wearables, decoupled and not-in-the moment controls are already available on
most wearables. Prior works also suggest that integrated control mechanisms could be an improved
solution for users [297]. Thus, in this study, I explore the design space for integrated controls
where privacy decisions can be made directly on the wearable with user-defined interactions as an
alternative design option. We know from prior works [26, 241, 277, 361] that user-defined gesture
sets are more complete than those defined exclusively by experts.
Wearables collect sensor data, and behavioral information [372], posing significant privacy
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risks to wearers [139]. Developers and designers need to provide practical and effective ways for
wearers to manage their privacy while using wearable technologies [266, 298].
A minimum step in enhancing a wearer’s privacy is to inform them about what type of data
is collected. A further step is to enable control over what information is collected and whether and
with whom that information is shared [296, 354]. However, even on devices with large user interfaces
(e.g., desktop computers, laptops, tablets, and smartphones), providing people with usable privacy
choice mechanisms is challenging [296, 298, 355]. The difficulty of providing privacy controls on
wearables, which have tiny user interfaces in comparison to laptops or smartphones, is exacerbated
because of the limited input space [27, 233, 267, 296] and constrained interaction capabilities on
such devices [298]. To be worn continuously, wearables must be small, lightweight, and comfortable
[234], requirements that are currently in conflict with the large user interface needed for existing
privacy control interfaces.
Instead of putting privacy controls on wearables, designers have relegated privacy controls to
a paired computer or smartphone, which offer a larger user interface. For example, Fitbit requires
users to manage privacy options of the wearable via its paired app [177]. However, we see the
decoupling of privacy interfaces from wearables as a missed opportunity.
Wearable technologies afford new and exciting opportunities for privacy controls. Wearables,
unlike many non-wearable technologies, are available to the user at the time data is collected,
Integrated and In-the-Moment. When heart rate while exercising is captured via a wearable, the
wearer is in the environment where they are exercising. This unique feature of wearables means that
users do not have to make privacy decisions in advance, based on assumptions that may turn out to
be incorrect. Instead, users can make privacy decisions while steeped in the nuance and context of
that individual privacy decision because the wearable device is available at that moment.
Many traditional user interfaces for privacy settings are meant to be set up in advance,
“checked,” or updated from time to time. For example, Facebook recently released an updated
“Privacy Checkup tool” [2], which allows users to review who can see their profile information and
posts. This type of privacy user interface is not designed to be accessed Integrated and In-theMoment. Rather, it is designed to be used during an a priori session dedicated to making privacy
choices in advance of data collection and sharing. Making privacy decisions before a person knows
what data is collected presents difficulties for users [34, 69, 174, 259] and results in privacy concerns,
unanticipated sharing, and regrets about what is shared [140, 257, 310, 347].
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The opportunity we identify is that wearables have the potential to couple
sharing decisions with privacy interfaces to offer Integrated and In-the-Moment privacy
control. However, a challenge is that we do not yet know what user interface mechanisms for
Integrated and In-the-Moment privacy control are usable. We meet this challenge by identifying
a set of user-defined interactions that can provide Integrated and In-the-Moment privacy controls
on wearables. This work also guides researchers toward a more informed understanding of how we
can use human-centered techniques to design interfaces that expand the privacy options available to
users.

5.1.0.1

Research Questions
While the complexity of privacy management is quite nuanced, and managing privacy on

miniaturized devices like wearables is challenging, a holistic understanding of how an individual
manages their privacy Integrated and In-the-Moment requires context-specific studies. As a first
step, we explore how contextualizing privacy decisions into a users’ interaction flow can be useful
for more effective privacy control. In an experiment that simulates realistic privacy decision tasks,
we seek to answer the following research questions:
• What interactions do users propose to communicate privacy decisions about data from a wearable?
• Does social context (e.g., whether people are alone, in the presence of others or in a situation
where they need to be discreet) affect the type of interactions people propose to communicate
privacy decisions?
• Are there differences in the types of interactions people propose for situations requiring privacy
(e.g., when they are around others, but need to be discreet) vs. situations that require less
privacy?

5.1.1

A Focus on Device-Independent Interactions
A primary goal of this work is to find a set of interactions that will not only work across

many devices but can also guide the development of new devices. Indeed, we agree with the humancentered design school of thought that suggests that user needs should lead to the creation of new
technologies, rather than a technology-centered approach where technologies are first created, then,
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hopefully, find a user need to satisfy. To that end, we designed our study and contributions to be
device-independent. We chose NOT to have participants interact with a prototype we developed
and suggest interactions for that single prototype. Instead, we offered participants the opportunity
to generate interactions without constraining them to our prototype’s placement on the body or
sensors. This study design choice means that the set of interactions we identify can be used to guide
the development of privacy controls to enhance existing wearables and potential wearables that are
not yet designed.

5.1.2

Contextualizing Privacy Decisions Allows Surprising Complexity
from Binary Choices
Privacy decisions are notoriously complex, as we discuss extensively in the related work

section on privacy theories. However, we discovered that once we contextualize complex decisions
Integrated and In-the-Moment, these complex questions can be answered with a simple, binary
choice: share vs. withhold. Other variables related to privacy, such as the type of data and the
potential recipient, can be embedded in a question asked to participants Integrated and In-theMoment. For example, a wearable device with audio output capability (e.g., via an earphone)
can identify the content of interest by producing the following audio:“Your stress levels were high
today.” Then, the wearable can ask, “Would you like to share this information with your healthcare
provider?" This identifies the potential recipient and prompts the wearer to respond. The user then
needs only respond with a share or withhold decision, in the context of the moment, with all the
complexity that being in that moment entails.
Contextualizing privacy decisions affords expression of privacy decisions in an explicit, actionable way [266, 296]. While Schaub and colleagues focused on privacy notices in their piece,
Designing Effective Privacy Notices [296], many of the same principles apply to privacy choice interfaces. Privacy choice interfaces should provide relevant, actionable, and understandable information
in the transactional context [296]. Providing information and a decision interface in the transactional context can help “users incorporate privacy considerations into their privacy decision making”
[296]. Decisions made in context also require less interpretation by the user [296]. Notably, these
notices and decisions in context can be incorporated into the user’s interaction flow without being
overly disruptive [296]. Furthermore, we can use the decisions made over time to generate preference
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models that would reduce the need for people to be asked about their privacy preferences over time.
In this study, 32 participants saw or heard a scenario describing a transactional context via
a head-mounted device or wrist-worn device. Next, they received a description of data collected by
a wearable (e.g., sleep goal met, failed to meet step goal). Then, participants responded with one
of two options, share or withhold, to express their sharing choice. We then asked participants to
demonstrate an interaction that they would use to execute their binary sharing preference in that
context. One way we contextualize privacy decisions in this work is by embedding social context
in the scenario. We diverge from Nissenbaum’s notion of “social context”. In the theory of privacy
as contextual integrity (CI), Nissenbaum identifies all “context” as “social context.” Social context,
she says, is “not formally constructed but, discoverable as natural constituents of social life. As
theorized in sociology, social theory, and social philosophy, they have been assigned various labels,
including, social domains, social spheres, fields, or institutions.” In this paper, we use social context
to indicate a much narrower concept: whether people are alone, in the presence of others, or trying
to be discreet.

5.1.3

Overview
In this chapter, I describe results from an open-ended elicitation study [27, 361], where

we elicit intuitive interactions from end-users that imply binary sharing preferences of some data
collected by a wearable (e.g., activity data) with a given recipient (e.g.,social network) across three
social contexts: alone, in the presence of others, and discreet.
Building on the participatory nature of prior end-user elicitation studies, which primarily
investigate gesture-based interactions for a specific device [27, 112, 226, 228, 361], we adapted this
method in two ways. First, we expanded our investigation to include all potential interactions
(e.g., speech), rather than just gestures. Second, we took a device-agnostic approach that informs
our understanding of the types of interactions users produce exclusive of any specific device. It is
critical for the Ubicomp community to have a clear understanding of what types of interactions for
privacy control on wearables are intuitive to users.
To that end, the overall goal of this study is to identify a user-defined set of privacy control
interactions that feel natural and intuitive. The interaction set can inform design decisions and
fabrication of future wearable technologies that enhance the privacy of wearables.
The primary contributions of this work are five-fold:
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• A qualitative and quantitative analysis of user-defined,device-independent input interactions
for wearables that enable usable Integrated and In-the-Moment privacy control.
• A set of 20 user-defined interactions that allow users to imply sharing preferences about information collected by a wearable.
• An exploration of how interactions vary based on social context.
• Establish a taxonomy of interactions for Integrated and In-the-Moment privacy control over
data from wearables.
• Using the taxonomy, we analyze the physical properties of interactions produced, including
interaction modalities.
• Implications for incorporating Integrated and In-the-Moment interactions to enable privacy
control into existing and novel wearables.
Using Caine’s privacy behavioral model [52] in study 1, I focused on participants’ decision
to share or withhold information from a wearable using binary decisions in my experimental design.
Binary decisions, combined with auditory or visual prompts about the content and recipient provide
a rich, nuanced space for privacy decision making. Furthermore, the key innovation and benefit is
that these decisions are naturally contextualized, Integrated and In-the-Moment, with all the nuance
and context that the moment affords. In the next section, I discuss the methods used to explore
what interactions users chose to express these binary decisions.

5.2

Method
We conducted an open-ended interaction elicitation study [226, 361] with 32 participants.

Elicitation studies can inform natural, simple to perform, and easy-to-recall interactions [27, 112,
226, 228, 361]. Building on the participatory nature of these studies, we used this method to identify
a set of user-centered interactions to enable in-the-moment privacy decisions. The within-subjects
scenario-based experimental design asked participants to design corresponding interactions that
could be used to execute the binary response of either share or withhold some type of data with a
given set of recipients.
Prior work has established that elicitation studies are widely used in HCI to successfully
inform the design of a gesture set for a given interactive technology. A gesture is a movement of
part of the body to express an idea, or meaning [45, 218]. In our work, because we are interested
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in identifying a device-independent set of interactions, we are not limited to only gestures as input.
Instead, we are interested in all interactions that could be used to provide input to a wearable
device. Interaction concerns two entities (e.g., an input device or technology and the end-user) that
determine each other’s behavior over time [153]. A gesture is a subset of, or a modality of, an
interaction. However, gestures are not the only form of input that can be provided to a system.
Another form of input that can be provided to a system, for example, is speaking or touching a
device. In our work, we do not want to exclude such non-gestures but instead prefer to collect these
as part of a possible interaction set. Therefore, while we adopt the elicitation method, we extend
the method to include all proposed input elicited from participants. Thus, we re-characterize the
method as interaction elicitation rather than gesture elicitation.
The entire study was approved by the IRB.

5.2.1

Participants
We recruited 32 participants (18 female, 14 male) using flyers posted around the campus of

a large U.S. southeastern university. Flyers briefly described the study, noting that it would include
a one-hour study, noted the remuneration amount (a $20 gift card), and included an email address
where participants could indicate their interest. After expressing interest, potential participants were
scheduled for a study session. Other than expressing interest, there were no inclusion or exclusion
criteria about who could participate in the study.
Participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 35 years old with 63% age 18-24, 31% age 25-34, and
6% aged 35-44. Forty-two percent of participants reported having intermediate technical expertise,
while 32% reported having advanced technical expertise. Fifty-nine percent of participants reported
that they currently own a wearable device.

5.2.2

Referents
The primary referents we used in this study are share and withhold. Prior elicitation studies

describe referents as operations that are executed as commands, and the result or response to execute
that command would be a gesture or an interaction [361]. Each referent was placed in a scenario
that provided the social context, type of information, and potential recipient. We describe this in
the following section below.
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Study Demographics
Male
Female
18-24
Age
25-34
35-44
High School Grad
Some College
Education
Four Year College
Some postgraduate
Postgrad or Professional
White
African-American
Ethnicity
Asian
Other
Basic
Intermediate
Technology Knowledge
Advanced
Professional
Own Wearable
Wrist-worn device
Wearable Device Ownership
Head-mounted device
Both
Gender

14 (44%)
18 (56%)
19 (63%)
11 (31%)
2 (6%)
5 (16%)
6 (19%)
9 (28%)
3 (9%)
9 (28%)
19 (59%)
7 (22%)
5 (16%)
1 (3%)
2 (7%)
13 (42%)
10 (32%)
6 (19%)
19 (59%)
17 (53%)
10 (31%)
8 (25%)

Table 5.1. Demographics of Study Participants

5.2.3

Scenario Design
We designed scenarios to address the nuances of privacy management and the kind of deci-

sions people make about whether or not to share data collected from wearable devices.
Each scenario asked participants to consider multiple privacy-related variables resulting
in a binary answer of either share or withhold (See section 3.3.4). Based on their binary choice,
participants provided an interaction to express that choice. The interaction participants provided
serves as the dependent variable.
The independent variable of interest for this study is social context, which contained three
levels: alone, in the presence of others, and discreet.
In the alone condition, the scenario described a situation where the participant was by
themselves, whereas in the in the presence of others condition the scenario described a situation
where the participant was around other people. In the discreet condition we asked participants
to design an interaction they would use if they wanted to respond in a discreet or private way
without drawing attention to themselves. Within the scenario we also manipulated the type of data
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collected (e.g., “step count goal”) and the potential recipient of the data (e.g., “family and friends”)
to simulate a realistic privacy decision making task.

5.2.4

Setting and Apparatus
We conducted the study in a lab to maintain control over variables such as the social context,

to ensure all participants experience was similar, and so that we could record the session for analysis.
We used two wearable devices - one head-mounted device and one wrist-worn device - to
present prompts to participants (see Figure 5.1). The wrist-worn device was an Apple Watch which
produced visual prompts and the head-mounted device was a pair of bone conduction headphone
which produced auditory prompts. Neither of these devices were intended to sense or recognize any
input (e.g., gestures, speaking) by the users.

(a) Scenario presented via wrist-worn
device.

(b) Scenario presented
mounted device

Figure 5.1. Stimuli Used in Interaction Elicitation
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via

head-

5.2.5

Procedure

5.2.5.1

Pre-Experiment Phase
Upon expressing interest, participants were provided details about the study and information

about informed consent. After providing informed consent, participants completed a 23-item questionnaire. The survey instrument was implemented in Qualtrics (www.qualtrics.com). Qualtrics is an
online survey platform used to create, distribute, collect, and analyze survey data. The questionnaire
contained four sections: six demographic questions including age, race, educational background, and
marital status, one question about knowledge of technology, one internet usage frequency question,
one social network usage frequency question, and two questions about wearable device ownership.
Additionally, we collected participants’ views on privacy and surveillance in everyday life via a second single item questionnaire [206]. Once participants completed the pre-experiment questionnaire,
they were assigned a randomly generated number ranging from 1-32. This number was used as a
participant identification number and was subsequently used to assign each participant to a scenario
set (which varied social and environmental context, for example).

5.2.5.2

Consent and Instructions
Upon arrival to the lab, participants were greeted and seated across from the experimenter.

Prior to beginning the interaction elicitation exercise, we reaffirmed participants’ consent. Next, the
experimenter provided participants with an overview of the wearable devices which served as method
of presentation of the experimental stimuli (described in section 5.2.4;see Figure 5.1). Following the
explanation of the wearable devices, we reminded participants about the purpose of the study and
then described their role. We told participants that they would hear a scenario from the experimenter
and then receive either an auditory (e.g., on a head-mounted device) or visual prompt (e.g., on wristworn device) depending on which wearable they had on at the time. Upon receiving the prompt,
they would propose an interaction that would indicate whether they wanted to share or withhold
information given that scenario.
Furthermore, similar to work by [27, 361]) we sought to remove the gulf of execution [245]
between participants’ current understanding of how wearable technologies detect input by informing
participants that absolutely any interaction they proposed would be recognized by the device and
would be appropriate in the context of this experiment. We did this to avoid having existing gestural
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user interfaces on wearable devices constrain or influence user behavior as participants designed their
preferred method of input.

5.2.5.3

Training to Reduce Legacy Bias
Next, we conducted a short training exercise to ensure participants understood the concept

using some part of their body to express an action or feeling, be it verbal or non-verbal [45, 215] to
reduce legacy bias.
As we described in section 2.3.0.3 in the literature review, legacy bias a primary concern
in end-user elicitation studies is legacy bias [227]. To increase the novelty of interactions among
participants while reducing legacy bias, we adopted the priming and production technique proposed
by Morris et al. [227]. For the priming technique, we asked participants to show us how they
would respond to a given scenario using some part of their body. Using the production technique,
participants could propose up to 12 different interactions based on their sharing preference if they
wished.
The first training example we provided to participants was “Imagine that you are at your
favorite sports team game and they score a touchdown. Show me how you would respond at that
moment” Participants responded by performing a fist pump or clapping to communicate their excitement. The next training example we provided to participants was to “Imagine you are driving
and someone cuts you off in traffic. Show us how you would respond to the driver who cuts you off
to communicate your frustration.” Some participants responded by showing the middle finger, while
others threw their hands up to imply frustration. The results of the training indicated participants
understood the task.

5.2.5.4

Experimental Phase
Following the training exercise, we began the experiment. First, we described a scenario

and asked participants to imagine themselves in that scenario. Next, participants received a prompt
from one of the two devices they were wearing. When the prompt originated from the head-mounted
device, participants received an auditory prompt (e.g., a voice via the bone conduction headphones
said “stress levels indicate you were calm today.”). When the prompt originated on the wrist-worn
device, participants received a visual prompt (e.g., a text image on the Apple Watch showed “stress
levels indicate you were calm today.”). See Figure 5.1 for an example of both types of prompt.
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After receiving the prompt, participants first indicated their preference, then produced an
interaction to either share or withhold the data identified from the recipient in the scenario. Scenarios
were randomly assigned to originate from either the wrist-worn device or the head-mounted device,
half of the scenarios originating from each. We instructed participants to think aloud as they
performed the interaction and repeat the interaction once so that we could be sure we captured
it and all its components as the participant intended. As expected, participants’ responses across
scenarios.
5.2.5.5

Post-Experiment Questionnaire and Debrief
Following the elicitation exercise, we asked participants if they had any questions or com-

ments about the study. After making note of participant comments, they were then provided with
post-study questionnaire.
5.2.5.6

Participant Remuneration
Each experimental session was video recorded with a single participant and took approx-

imately 30 minutes. At the conclusion of the study, participants were remunerated with a $20
Amazon gift card for roughly one hour of total participation.

5.2.6

Data Analysis and Coding
The study produced three types of data: questionnaire responses, video clips of interactions,

and transcriptions of the audio from the think-aloud portion of the study. For the participants who
owned any wearable device, we also asked them about whether they had privacy concerns about
their wearable. We summarized questionnaire data quantitatively and used qualitative coding to
analyze the video clips of the interactions. To analyze the video clips, three researchers viewed each
video clip and classified each interaction along the following dimensions: part of the body used to
perform interaction and modality of interaction.
Similar to previous elicitation studies [58, 92, 270], we grouped interactions that were similar
rather than identical. For example, swiping up with an index finger, was considered equivalent to
swiping up with two or three fingers. We separated interactions according to the relative direction
(e.g., swipe left, swipe right) and if participants did a single tap or double tap, and these were
different when participants indicated their binary sharing preferences.
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Figure 5.2. Proportion of interactions from each dimension of the taxonomy.

5.3

Results
The results from this study include an The results from this study include an interaction

taxonomy for Integrated and In-the-Moment privacy control on wearables, agreement scores for
referents and social context, a user-defined consensus set of device-independent interactions, along
with criteria that were used to develop this set.

5.3.1

Descriptive Information about Data from Elicitation Study
Participants proposed a total of 129 unique interactions across 460 trials. A trial consists

of participants receiving a prompt via a scenario, then providing an interaction suggestion. In
some instances, the same interaction was produced by a single participant multiple times. In other
instances, multiple participants produced the same interaction.

5.3.2

Taxonomy of Interactions For Integrated and In-the-Moment-Privacy
Control on Wearables.
To better understand our participants’ input interaction proposals for Integrated and In-the-

Moment privacy control, we develop a taxonomy that organizes characteristics of the interactions
hierarchically. Several studies (e.g., [27, 27, 92, 293, 335, 361] analyze characteristics of proposed
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interactions by classifying the interactions into categories, referred to as taxonomies. Taxonomies
assist researchers in gaining insights about the mental model of users [162] and provide guidance to
interaction designers to help them better understand what types of interactions are most appropriate
for a given referent. For example, Wobbrock et al.’s proposed taxonomy for surface gestures [361],
Ruiz et al.’s proposed taxonomy of motion gestures for mobile interaction [293], Shimon et al.’s
taxonomy for non-touchscreen gestures for smartwatches [27], Piumsomboon et al. taxonomy for
gestures in augmented reality taxonomy [270] and Dingler et al.’s. proposed taxonomy of gestures
across device types for reading control [94]. In this study, we considered the most appropriate
dimensions of analysis from those taxonomies to serve as a basis for our taxonomy. No prior work
we are aware of has established a taxonomy of interactions for Integrated and In-the-Moment privacy
control over data from wearables.
Interaction Mapping
Nature

Emblematic
Physical
Abstract

Interaction Modality

Micro
Mid-air
Composite

the sound.

Sound-based

Multi

Refers to any interaction that used a combination of either speech, pen,
touch,hand gestures, eye gaze, and head and body movements [250]
Refers to any interaction that directly involves movements of the body
without the use of a device. For example, a head nod, head shake or
foot are interactions that are performed without directly touching a
wearable device
Refers to the user providing direct input through touch to the device
that can be recognized.
Some form of motion is recognized by the device to detect
interaction
A combination of the previously listed modalities of input

Simple
Compound
On-Device
Off-Device

Consists of
Interaction
Interaction
Interaction

Multimodal
Body-based
Input Modality

Interaction conveys a particular meaning expressed by movements of
the body widely recognized within a specific culture.
Interaction physically acts upon an external physical surface, part of
the body, or the interface of the wearable device.
Mapping is binary
A single-handed small interaction that can be performed quickly
without interrupting primary task at hand [29, 56, 207, 233]
Refers to touchless interactions performed freely in 3D space with one
or multiple parts of the human body using non-intrusive
sensors [22, 344]
A single channel of input where the interaction combines two or more
unimodal interactions (e.g. Tap + swipe) to develop a more high-level
interaction [73]
Refers to any interaction that is recognized by a sensor based on

Touch-based
Motion

Physical Characteristics
Complexity
Locale

a single interaction
can be decomposed into simple interactions
occurs directly on the interface of the device
occurs off the device (e.g. mid-air)

Table 5.2. Taxonomy of interactions for Integrated and In-the-Moment privacy decisions for wearables based on 128 unique interactions collected interactions from 460 trials

Similar to Ruiz et al. [293] and Shimon et al. [27] we classified interactions across two
high-level dimensions - interaction mapping and physical characteristics. While these works classify the first dimension as gesture mapping, we classify it as interaction mapping, as some of the
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inputs that participants proposed extended beyond the modality of gestures (e.g., touch, speech)
and were therefore outside the scope of solely gestural interaction. Interaction mapping describes
how interactions are mapped to situational conditions by participants, and they were divided into
nature, interaction modality, and input modality categories. Physical characteristics describe the
characteristics of the interactions themselves and include the part of body used to perform the interaction and the complexity of the interaction. The full interaction taxonomy is listed in Table 5.2.
The nature dimension is at the highest level within the interaction mapping dimension. Similar to
other elicitation studies that utilized this dimension for their proposed taxonomy, this dimension
defines the relationship between the interaction to physical objects (e.g., wearable devices, surfaces,
or nearby platforms) or the intended task and how they relate to each other. The nature dimension
is divided into emblematic,physical and abstract categories. Emblematic interactions are classified
as interactions that impart a specific meaning expressed by movements of the body that are widely
recognized within a specific culture [18, 196, 212]. For example, in the western culture, thumbs up
usually signify approval. Physical interactions are classified as interactions that physically act upon
an external physical surface, part of the body, or the interface of the wearable device. For example,
double tapping on the screen of the device or tapping the hand to activate input for a wearable
worn on the wrist. Abstract interactions are classified as interactions that were arbitrary, as these
interactions did not fit into the aforementioned categories.
The interaction modality dimension refers to the form of input that a human provides to
a system for some desired outcome. Interactions from this dimension are divided into micro,midair,composite, and mutlimodal interactions. Micro interactions are classified as small one-handed
interactions (e.g. tap, press) that can be completed quickly without interrupting primary task at
hand [29, 56, 207]. Mid-air interactions are classified as interactions that involve touchless manipulations based on sensor modalities of body movements and gestures [344]. Composite interactions
involve a combination of two or more interactions decomposed into one interaction. Multimodal
interactions are classified as interactions that use a combination of other input modalities [250].
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Figure 5.3. Proportions of interactions involving each part of the body.

5.3.3

Findings from Classification

5.3.3.1

Taxonomic Breakdown of Interactions From of Data
Figure 6.6 illustrates the breakdown of the 129 unique interactions collected across 460

trials during the study using our taxonomy. Within the five dimension taxonomy, the most common
characteristics of the interactions proposed by participants were simple, off-device,motion-based,
mid-air interactions.
In the nature dimension interactions were mostly abstract (48%), and physical (45%). The
interactions chosen to propose share andwithhold were mostly abstract in nature. In the interaction
modality dimension, most of the interactions were mid-air interactions. As far as input modality,
most interactions were motion based, simple and performed off the device.
5.3.3.2

Use of Body Parts
Figure 5.3 shows the use of body parts participants chose to use for their interactions. Single

hand interactions were the most preferred, followed by interactions using one or more fingers.
Hand interactions were commonly performed in the form of movements such as air swipe,
wave of hand, shaking of the hand. There were no distinctive interactions for the share or withhold
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referent that was used with strictly the hand, but we did notice more distinctive interactions that
used the finger for the share referent. Across both referents, there were an overall diverse set of
interactions using the hand. Finger interactions commonly featured one or more fingers to tap,
wave, swipe, or press to express sharing preferences. Some participants used interactions using the
head as emblematic interactions to express preferences for sharing by either performing a head nod
or head shake to express preferences for sharing.

5.3.4

Criteria For Developing A User-Defined Set
We chose the following metrics as criteria to generate a user-defined set of interactions that

enable Integrated and In-the-Moment privacy control for wearables:
• The medium to highest agreement scores across all interactions considering referent (share vs.
withhold), and social context (alone vs. in the presence of others vs. discreet)
• The individual frequency of unique occurrences of interactions considering referent (threshold
>= 5)
• Interactions that had a symmetrical match.

Figure 5.4. Highest Max-Consensus Ratio for the referents and included social contexts used
during the interaction elicitation exercise. Interactions that had the highest consensus are shown in
the Figure. Agreement rates of less than 10%, between 10% and 30%, and between 30% and 50%
are considered low, moderate, and high agreement respectively [335]. *Note: The referent share
while in the presence of others;discreet, had no max-consensus as none of the 13 interactions were
repeated.
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5.3.5

Comparison of Interactions Elicited to Criteria
Table 5.3 lists all interactions that met at least one criteria. In the table, each interaction

elicited is organized by corresponding referent and social context (in the first two columns). Then,
in the rightmost three columns, there is an indication of whether the interaction met each criterion.
For example, we see that the interaction head nod met all three criteria for the referent share in
the social context in the presence of others. We also see that the interaction column for the social
context discreet is blank. This is because participants proposed 13 unique interactions, none of
which met any criteria.
In the following sections, we provide detailed results for each criterion, starting with consensus, then moving on to frequency of unique occurrence, and symmetric match.

5.3.6

Consensus Among Interactions
First, we organize the consensus results at the interaction level by referent (share vs. with-

hold) and social context (alone vs. in the presence of others vs. discreet). We show both the
max-consensus and consensus distinct ratio in Table 5.4 which separates results by the referent and
context.

5.3.6.1

Formulating Agreement
To assess agreement and identify interactions that are most common among all partic-

ipants, we use Morris’s [226] metric of consensus (max-consensus and consensus-distinct ratio).
Max-consensus is a calculation of the percentage of participants suggesting the most common interaction produced for a given referent See Equation 5.1, where Pr is the set of proposed interactions
for the referent r, and Pi is the subset of identical gestures from Pr .



|Pi |
M ax − Consensus = max ∀Pi ⊆Pr
|Pr |

(5.1)

Previous interaction elicitation studies (e.g.,[27, 56, 58, 92, 293, 335, 365]) use either Wobbrock et al.’s [361] level of agreement metric or Vatavu and Wobbrock’s Agreement rate metric [336]
to assess the degree of consensus among participants. This concept of agreement developed for use
in studies where participants were presented with a targeted number of tasks (referents), broken up
into a targeted number of categories and asked to propose an interaction that would be appropriate
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Referent

Social Context
in the presence of others

Share

Discreet

Alone

in the presence of others

Withhold
Discreet

Alone

Interaction

Frequency

Head Nod
Swipe Up
Thumbs Up
Blink once
Double Foot Tap
Head Tilt Right
Single Nod
Single Tap Device
Thumbs Up
Head Nod
Swipe Up
Double Tap Device
Thumbs Up
Air Swipe Left
Cut it out
Double Tap Device
Ear Tug
Finger Wave
Flick Wrist Once
Hand Wave
Head Shake
Head Tilt Left
Single Tap Device
Head Shake
Single press
Double Tap Device
Finger Swipe Left
Grab Wrist Turn Upward
Hand Wave to the Left
Head Raise Up
Head Tilt Left
Left Shoulder Shrug
Single Nose Tap
Single Nod
Single Tap Device
Thumbs Down
Turn Head to the Right
Turn Wrist Down
Double Wrist Flip
Hand Wave
Head Shake
Hand Shake
Turn Wrist Once
Speak "No"

*
*

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

*

Max
Consensus
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

Symmetric
Match
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Table 5.3. Table showing all interactions that met at least one criterion. Interactions are organized
by corresponding referent and social context along with an indication of whether the interaction met
each of the three criterion. Interactions that meet a given criterion are marked with an *
NOTE: Frequency is the individual frequency of unique occurrence with a minimum of five and max
consensus is medium or high only.
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for the specified task. In these studies, referents were presented to participants via the experimenter,
or through some type of software. After being presented with the referent, participants are asked
to immediately propose a input interaction that would activate the given task. In some cases participants were asked to propose multiple interactions per referent and choose the one they preferred
the most. Additionally, in some studies (e.g. [92, 112] participants are asked to suggest interactions
for a specific task under a specific conditions (e.g. sitting, standing, hands preoccupied). [56, 92].
Referent and Social Context
Share (overall)
in the presence of others
Discreet
Alone
Withhold (overall)
in the presence of others
Discreet
Alone

Interaction With
Highest Consensus
Thumbs Up
Thumbs Up
13 Unique Interactions
(None repeated)
Head Nod
Head Shake
Head Shake
Single Press
Head Shake

MaxConsensus
36%
28%

ConsensusDistinct Ratio
0.472
0.566

0%

1.000

27%
53%
34%
17%
43%

0.596
0.291
0.360
0.651
0.389

Table 5.4. The referent and social context along with the interactions participants produced with
the highest consensus. The overall max-consensus and consensus-distinct ratios are shown for each
referent and included context. The highest scoring referent(s)/context(s) for each metric are shaded
in grey, whereas the lowest scores are indicated in bold.
In our study however, like Morris [226], we used a repeated measures design where participants could propose a variable number of interactions per referent, under different social contexts
making Morris’s method more appropriate for our analysis than Wobbrock et al’s. Table 5.4 displays
the results for both the the max-consensus and consensus-distinct ratios for each referent along with
the social contexts.

5.3.6.2

Consensus Considering Referent and Social Context
Across both referents (share and withhold) and social context (alone, in the presence of

others, and discreet), the max-consensus metric ranged from 0.00 (low agreement, max-consensus
<0.10) to 0.53 (high agreement, 0.30 < max-consensus < 0.50) while the consensus-distinct ratio
ranged from .291 to 1.000. Furthermore, across both referents and social context, we find that
the mean max-consensus was 30% and mean consensus-distinct ratio was .475 (using a consensus
threshold of two).
As displayed in Figure 5.4 and Table 5.4, excluding social context, the thumbs up interaction
had the highest max-consensus for the referent share, while the head shake interaction had the highest
max-consensus for the referent withhold. Considering social context while in the presence of others,
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for the referent share, thumbs up also had the highest max-consensus among interactions. Similarly,
for the referent withhold, in the social context in the presence of others, the head shake interaction
had the highest consensus among interactions. Additionally, for the referent withhold for both the
social contexts in the presence of others and alone, the head shake interaction also had the highest
consensus among interactions. For the referent share in the alone condition the interaction with the
highest consensus was head nod. We did not find consensus for the referent share in the discreet
condition. Participants in this condition produced 13 unique interactions.
For the referent withhold in the discreet condition the interaction single press achieved a
moderately low consensus of 17% in comparison to the other scores, but surprisingly high consensusdistinct ratio. Looking at the interactions with the highest consensus here provides a unique nonconflicting set of interactions for both referents (share/withhold) along with social contexts. To
further extend our interaction vocabulary, we will now examine interactions with medium to high
consensus for the given referent, including social context.
Referent

Social Context
in the presence of others

Share

Discreet
Alone

in the presence of others

Withhold

Discreet

Alone

Interaction
Head Nod
Swipe Up
Thumbs Up
Head Nod
Swipe Up
Thumbs Up
Double Tap
Head Shake*
Single Tap Device
Hand Wave
Double Tap Device
Single Press*
Head Shake
Head Shake*
Speak "No"
Hand Wave
Turn Wrist
Shake Hand

Max-Consensus
20%
12%
28%
27%
18%
23%
18%
34%**
19%
16%
16%
17%
13%
43%**
18%
18%
14%
11%

Table 5.5. Interactions with medium and high max-consensus. Interactions with high max consensus (>0.30) are marked with an *.
Note: None of the interactions from the share; discreet condition achieved high or medium maxconsensus.

5.3.6.3

Interactions With Medium to High Consensus
The next metric we examined was interactions with medium or high consensus. We consid-

ered interactions that had medium (0.10 < Max-Consensus < 0.30) to high (Max-Consensus > 0.30)
consensus for the given referent, including social context. As shown in Table 5.5 there are multiple
interactions with medium to high max-consensus for all referents including social context, except for
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share; discreet. No interactions in the share; discreet referent condition achieved even medium maxconsensus. Also notable is that the interaction double tap device achieved medium max-consensus
in both the share; alone and withhold; in the presence of others referent conditions and is therefore
conflicted. Other interactions were repeated within referent condition not considering context (e.g.,
thumbs up in the share condition) but no others were conflicted in that they occurred in both share
and withhold.
5.3.6.4

Interactions Produced by at Least Five Participants (Individual Frequency).
The next metric we will discuss is the individual frequency of unique occurrences of inter-

actions considering referents (see Table 5.6). Table 5.6 shows all proposed interactions that have
consensus threshold of five or more for referents share and withhold. A consensus threshold of five
means that at least five participants proposed the same interaction.

Referent

Social
Context

in the presence of others
Discreet
Share
Alone

in the presence of others
Withhold

Discreet
Alone

Interaction

Thumbs Up
Head Nod
Head Nod
Thumbs Up
Double Tap Device
Swipe Up
Head Shake
Single Tap Device
Double Tap Device
Hand Wave
Single Press
Head Shake
Head Shake
Hand Wave
Speak "No"

7
5

total # of times
interaction
proposed
across all
trials
(N=460)
9
6

6
5
4
4
11
6
5
5
6
4
12
5
5

7
5
4
6
15
6
7
7
6
4
17
5
8

# of unique
participants
who proposed
interaction
(N=32)

% of
participants
who
proposed
interaction
28%
20%
27%
23%
18%
18%
34%
19%
16%
16%
20%
13%
39%
16%
16%

Table 5.6. Frequency of interactions produced by participants during the interaction elicitation.
Only interactions that met the threshold of five are included. No interactions in the share; discreet
referent condition met the threshold of five.
As Table 5.6 shows there are multiple interactions that meet the threshold of five for both
referents across all social contexts, except for the share; discreet referent condition. No interactions
in the share; discreet referent condition reached the threshold of five. Also notable is that the
interaction double tap met the threshold for both share; alone and withhold; in the presence of
others and is therefore conflicted. Other interactions were repeated within referent condition not
considering social context (e.g., thumbs up in the share condition for both in the presence of others
and alone) but no others were conflicted in that they occurred in both share and withhold.
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Table 5.6 also shows the total number of times each interaction that met the threshold of
five was proposed across all 460 trials. A higher number indicates 1) that more participants proposed
the interaction and/or 2) one or more participants repeated the same interaction across multiple
trials. For example, we see that 12 participants uniquely proposed head shake in the withhold; alone
referent condition, but that it was repeated 17 times across all trials. On the other hand, while six
participants uniquely proposed single tap device in the withhold; in the presence of others referent
condition, none of the six repeated the interaction.

5.3.6.5

Interactions With a Symmetrical Match
A symmetrical match is defined as an interaction that is made up of similar components of

its match but produces an opposite affect. All interactions with a symmetrical match are shown in
Table 5.3 and are marked with a * in the “symmetric match” column. An example of an interaction
with a symmetrical match is head nod for the referent share; alone. The symmetric match for this
interaction would be head shake, for the contextual referent withhold; alone.. We noted interactions
with a symmetrical match, even if that interaction was not produced by participants in our study. For
example, for the referent withhold; alone participants proposed the interaction speak “no”. However,
no participants proposed its symmetrical match, speak “yes”, in any condition. Because speak “no”
has a symmetrical match, we considered speak “no” to have a symmetrical match, and therefore
marked it with an * to Table 5.3.
We then evaluated these 12 interactions to see if there was a symmetrical match for each
(e.g. thumbs up / thumbs down). Of the 12 total interactions six had a symmetrical match (thumbs
up / thumbs down, head nod / head shake, double tap, single tap).
We wanted to have a balanced set of interactions for each referent, so we decided to select
an interaction that had a symmetric match for each of the remaining interactions. Therefore, we
removed the shake hand interaction because this interaction did not have a symmetric match. For
the hand wave interaction for the referent withhold participants did not specify the direction. To
make this interaction reversible, we assigned hand wave to the left for the referent withhold, and
hand wave to the right for the referent share.
This process resulted in the following interactions: Share = double press, hand wave right,
speak “yes”, swipe up, turn wrist twice ; Withhold = single press, hand wave left, speak “no”, swipe
down, turn wrist once.
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5.4

Discussion
Individuals need to be able to communicate their sharing and privacy preferences to wearable

devices and even more important that they can do this Integrated and In-the-Moment for effective
and usable control [296]. In this section we introduce a set of interactions that will enable Integrated
and In-the-Moment privacy control on wearable devices. Then, we discuss the broader implications
of our results for the design of device-independent interactions.

5.4.1

A User-Defined Consensus Set
The set of interactions we identify for Integrated and In-the-Moment privacy control on

wearable devices is graphically presented in a Venn diagram (Figure 5.5). This set combines agreement (max consensus) findings, frequency of unique occurrence, and interactions with a symmetrical
match to create a consensus set. To generate this set, we took all interactions that met two or more
of the criteria (as shown in Table 5.3) and added interactions that had symmetric matches for the
opposing contextual referent condition. This resulted in a set of 20 interactions as shown in Figure
5.5.
The Venn diagram in Figure 5.5 shows a clear, logical relationship between the three social
contexts (alone, in the presence of others, and discreet) and the interaction(s) that met our criteria
for each context. The diagram shows interactions that are exclusive to each social context (e.g.,
press single/double only appear in the discreet condition), as well those that satisfy multiple social
contexts (e.g., head nod/shake is at the intersection of all three social context conditions).
Each interaction shown in Figure 5.5 has a symmetrical match for the opposing command
beside it. The leftmost interaction shown in the symmetrical pair satisfies the referent share, and
the rightmost interaction for the pair satisfies the referent withhold. For example, in the circle
labeled discreet the leftmost interaction is press single, corresponding to withhold and the rightmost
interaction is press double corresponding to share. The venn diagram also clearly shows that only a
single interaction pair met our criteria for the discreet condition.
For the interactions speak and turn wrist, we only include a single image of the interaction
but describe the symmetrical pair below the image. While the speak interaction for the referent
share did not meet our first two criteria, it was a symmetrical match for its opposite command for
the referent withhold, which met our specified criteria.
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Similarly, the turn wrist once interaction met our criteria for withhold in the alone condition,
so we added its symmetric match turn wrist twice for the referent share. While we did find some
promising discreet interactions (e.g. blink once, tap foot) proposed by participants, we only found
one interaction in the discreet condition (press single/double) that met our criteria.
Speak, swipe, and turn wrist are the only interactions that met the criteria for the alone
condition. Furthermore, head tilt, swipe on device, and finger air swipe only met the criteria in the
in the presence of others condition.
The remaining interactions in the Venn diagram met the criteria for both the in the presence
of others and alone conditions. Those interactions are thumbs up/down, double/single tap, hand wave
right/left.

5.4.2

Implications
In this section, we describe the implications of this work including the need for discreet

interactions, the promise of symmetrical interactions and hardware and software needs.

5.4.2.1

A Need for Discreet Interactions
We found notable differences in the types of interactions people produced for situations

requiring privacy vs. those that need less privacy. Notably, participants did not propose any
sound-based interactions or multimodal interactions when instructed to be discreet. Sound-based
interactions – or at least speaking words out loud – may not be suitable for situations when people
need to be discreet in the presence of others (e.g. during a meeting) since other people are likely able
to hear spoken words [78]. Speaking as a modality of interaction may distract others and may not
be suitable in specific social contexts. On the other hand, when people do not need to be discreet
(e.g., in public alone), word-based sound interactions may be suitable.
Participants also did not propose multimodal interactions when asked to be discreet in
the presence of others. Multimodal interactions use a combination of inputs (e.g., speech, touch,
visual). In most instances, those types of interactions involve two or more parts of the body [328]
and therefore may be more likely to be noticeable by an observer [57, 288]. We were surprised that
over half of the interactions produced in the discreet condition were mid-air, and just under a third
were micro-interactions. However, among these mid-air and micro-interactions, participants were
deliberate in creating private interactions that were subtle and therefore may not be easily deemed
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Figure 5.5. The user-defined set of interactions across social context. The leftmost interaction in
the symmetrical pair satisfies the referent share, and the rightmost interaction of the pair satisfies
the referent withhold.
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as an interaction with a wearable by observers. For example, one participant proposed to cough in
their hand, while another proposed to hold their hand by the leg and clench their fist, followed by
tapping their leg twice.
While prior work has begun to explore subtle interactions that are based on implicit movements that are generally considered socially acceptable or unnoticeable [25, 36, 76, 295], it is important to further explore what types of subtle interactions are discoverable, memorable, and easy to
learn [228, 361]. To support Mark Weiser’s vision for Ubiquitous computing – in which technology
is embedded into the background to enhance interaction [352] – it is vital for designers to build
interfaces that enable users to communicate privately with a device even in the presence of others
[25, 288].
We identified two sets of interactions that are uniquely suited for instances when a user
wants to communicate discreetly with a wearable device. Those interactions are: head nod (share)
and its symmetrical match head shake (withhold) and double press (share) and its symmetrical match
single press (withhold). As shown in table 5.3, we see the head shake and single press interaction
had the highest agreement metrics among participants. We also see that these two interactions
had a symmetric match (e.g., head nod and double press). Based on these criteria, we chose these
interactions as suitable for when people need to interact without their wearable without being
noticed. Notably, within the discreet condition, we were not able to identify an interaction for the
referent share that satisfied the agreement metrics. However, there was a very low consensus for the
withhold referent for both head shake and single tap, so we used the symmetrical match for these
interactions.

5.4.2.2

Little Consensus in the Discreet Condition
In the discreet condition, for the referent withhold, one interaction – single press – achieved

medium consensus. However, for the referent share, in the discreet condition, participants all proposed different interactions. Therefore, we did not find any interactions with even a medium maxconsensus. Not surprisingly, the consensus distinct ratio was high. The high consensus distinct ratio
shows that there is diversity among the interactions proposed. The diversity among interactions
generated in the discreet condition could be because people do not have a commonly agreed-upon
vocabulary of interactions to use in situations requiring discretion, in part because these are, by
definition, performed in private and therefore not observed. Alternatively, this result could demon106

strate freedom from social pressure in private situations. People may not feel pressured to use
socially acceptable interactions. The pressure to use socially acceptable interactions may constrain
the space of possible interactions performed in front of others. People may feel free to use a larger,
more diverse set of interactions with no such constraint.
One obvious takeaway from this result is that discreet interactions should be based on
movements that do not disrupt individuals in the immediate environment [75]. Furthermore, these
types of interactions should be - at minimum - socially acceptable [58], or even undetectable or
invisible [58, 75, 204, 287] in social contexts where privacy is a concern. If an observer sees a wearer
performing an obvious interaction (e.g., thumbs up), they may realize that they are interacting with
a wearable when the wearer wishes to remain discreet.
If interactions are designed to be private, they should not be seen or observed by bystanders.
If the interaction is unnoticeable to bystanders, the bystander will not learn when a wearer is
interacting with a wearable.

5.4.2.3

Symmetrical Interactions
We discovered that several of the interactions that met our first two criteria, frequency and

max-consensus, have a symmetrical match for opposite commands. For example, head nod met both
the high frequency and max-consensus criteria and has head shake as a symmetrical match.
An important factor in the success of interaction sets is whether the interactions can be
easily learned and remembered [200, 238]. Symmetry in interactions increases learnability [32, 166]

5.4.2.4

Hardware and Software
We designed our study to be device agnostic. That means our results can inform user

interactions that can be implemented on existing wearables and new wearables that have yet to be
invented. For example, ubicomp researchers are already designing wearables that could, in the near
future, be in the form factor of earrings that track heart rate [126], a wearable earpiece that detects
eating behavior [43], clothing that monitors physiology [223, 251], shoes that track walking patterns,
[375], contact lenses that monitor physiological information within the eye to provide non-invasive
medical diagnostics [253, 374], and telemetry devices that can be implanted, ingested or injected
[62, 90, 138, 192, 203]. Because we used a device-agnostic approach, the results from our study can
inform the development of new software and hardware to enable user interaction for each of these
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emerging form factors.
Many of the interactions we identified can be sensed with hardware already available on
existing commodity devices. For example, some head-mounted devices and wrist-worn devices can
sense presses. Other head-mounted devices can detect taps using microphone sensors [371]. Microphone sensors in commodity wearables (e.g., Apple Watch, Samsung Galaxy, Apple Air Pods,
Samsung Galaxy Buds) also allow voice-based interactions using hot-words such as, “Hey Siri”. Other
wearables can detect taps (e.g., Air Pods) and a limited range of mid-air gestures using integrated
motion sensors (e.g., accelerometer and gyroscopes) [48]. For example, Wen et al. demonstrated the
feasibility of using motion sensors on the Samsung Galaxy Gear to detect fine-grained gestures like
a hand wave. While most commodity head-mounted devices have integrated motion sensors, very
few have software processing capabilities to detect head-based interactions. We only know of one,
the Tic Pods Pro 2 that uses integrated motion sensors for head nod and head shake interactions.
Because these sensors are able to sense the range of motion of a user to identify direction, speed,
and orientation of the movement [13, 230, 366] and are cost-effective in terms of energy consumption
and dollars, they should be able to sense many of the interactions we identify (e.g., thumbs up,
thumbs down, head nod, head shake). A notable implication of our findings are that a subset of the
interactions for privacy control we identify may be implemented on existing commodity wearables
without hardware changes.
On the other hand, many of the interactions we identified will require hardware that is not
currently in most commodity wearables. For example, few commodity wearables contain emerging
miniature radar sensors [195] that perform non-vision- based sensing such as electronic field sensing
and radio frequency sensing to detect mid-air interactions like finger air swipe right and left. While
these types of sensors are not widely available, a demo from the 2016 Google I/O conference [189]
showed how the miniature radar sensor could be used to detect air gestures in a Wear OS smartwatch
to control the interface. Gong et al. [128] also demonstrated how implementing an array of proximity
sensors on a wrist-worn device can be used for interactions that require full wrist motion like the
turn wrist once interaction from our recommended set. Gong and colleagues also explored the use of
a skin-contact piezo sensor. This type of sensor was used as a dedicated delimeter sensor to detect
the start and end of interaction (e.g., finger pinch). The addition of the piezo sensor also led to
significant power conservation, as it allowed the motion sensors only to be turned on when the finger
pinch was detected. This approach could prove promising to detect interactions we identify in this
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chapter.

5.4.2.5

Sensor Placement
All of the interactions included in our recommended set, except three pairs (i.e., head

nod/shake, head tilt left/right, and speaking), involved the users’ hands. This indicates that there
is a rich interaction space for wrist-worn devices to implement privacy controls. Tapping a device
is already available as interaction on many wrist-worn devices (e.g., Apple Watch). On the other
hand, emerging wearable sensors that utilize contact-based inductive sensing (e.g., Tessutivo [127])
and piezo-electric sensors [24, 128] could be used to improve detection of tap interactions on new
wearables that extend the input space on wrist-worn devices beyond the device itself (e.g., to the
skin surrounding the wrist [302]). For wearables that are not already located on the wrist or near
the hands, designers should consider adding sensors that are able to detect hand-based interactions
through the use of classification algorithms no matter the location of the wearable with respect to
the body. Such approaches have shown initial success through a real-time system that leverages the
microphone in commodity wireless earbuds to detect tapping and sliding gestures near the face and
ears [371]. Harrison et al. [20] developed a novel interactive on-body system using a ceiling-mounted
infrared camera that can track a myriad of arm and hand gestures. Cooaco et al. also introduced a
low-power 3D sensor for short-range gestural control of a head-mounted device through the use of
the hand. These sensors provide low-power time of flight sensing for 3D hand-motion tracking using
an RGB image-based vision computer algorithm [67].
Many interactions we identified also involve the head. For these interactions, designers
should consider including inertial sensors (e.g., accelerometers) and nine-axis attitude sensors [30]
that detect interactions such as a head nod or a head tilt, as well as sensors (e.g., piezo-electric) that
can detect near- or on-head touch-based interactions. Furthermore, similar to our recommendation
about sensing hand-based interaction no matter the location of the wearable, designers should consider including sensors that are able to detect head-based interactions no matter the location of the
sensor on the body (similar to the notion of body-are networks) [151].
Finally, one pair of interactions we identified involved sound. In contrast, voice-based interfaces are common on some home-based devices (e.g., Amazon Echo, Google Home, and Apple
Home), smartphones, and some wrist-worn devices. There are not many wearable devices that support voice-based interactions. Our results suggest that designers should consider adding voice-based
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user interface capabilities to wearable devices so users can use their voice to manage privacy on
wearables.

5.4.2.6

The Power of Integrated and In-the-Moment Binary Privacy Controls
Now that we have discovered a set of interactions that have the potential to allow people

to express complex, nuanced privacy decisions on wearable devices, with limited space for user
interfaces is an important development for privacy in ubiquitous computing. Privacy concerns in
ubiquitous computing go back to the dawn of the field, with Weiser, noting that privacy was one of
the key issues yet to be solved in his vision of the future [351].
The simplicity of Integrated and In-the-Moment binary privacy controls has important implications for many other ubiquitous computing systems where privacy control remains challenging
to implement effectively. For example, the approach we introduce in this chapter could be applied
to smartphones. Smartphones could occasionally check in with users to see whether they wanted to
share location data with all the apps and services that were currently collecting it. Machine learning,
or human-centered approaches, could use data generated from these check-ups to learn about what
kinds of data people wanted to share with which recipients under what conditions, all with users
only being asked to provide binary responses.

5.5

Limitation and Future Work
One difference between our study and many other gesture elicitation studies is the narrow

referent set (share and withhold). In most prior elicitation studies, a set of referents about an
available system is provided to participants. The majority of these studies follow Wobbrock et
al.’s [360] protocol where participants are presented with multiple referents (actions or tasks) that
represent basic functions (e.g., for a TV turn on/off, next/previous channel, volume up/down/mute),
or generic functions (e.g., select single choice, select multiple-choice, select a date). Participants are
then asked to suggest a gesture to execute that specific task. In a recent systematic review of 216
gesture elicitation studies [340], authors note the average number of referents from these studies was
20, with a wide variance (SD=5.23). The large variance indicates that the number of referents varies
from few (N=1) [278] to many (N=70) [364].
Unlike most published work on gesture elicitation, we prioritized the context of the potential
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interaction because context is essential for privacy. Therefore, we let participants choose the referent (share/withhold) based on the context provided by the independent variable (e.g., health care
provider, family, and friends, etc.). Because we chose to prioritize context over the execution of an
action or task for a primary function, we did not follow the most frequently reported metric “level of
agreement” [361]. Instead, we considered several metrics (e.g., max-consensus, individual frequency
of interaction, and interactions with a symmetrical match) to identify a user-defined consensus set.
It’s possible that the small referent set may limit our interaction set. We could hypothesize that
increasing the number and variety of referents beyond just share/withhold could produce different
interactions. However, this initial study was only concerned with examining interactions for binary
sharing preferences, allowing us to propose a consensus set of usable and private user-defined interactions to express Integrated and In-the-Moment preferences. This study could serve for further
experiments that look at more explicit contexts. We could also explore how participants would respond to a notification informing them that some data is being collected and how they would handle
this accordingly.
Another notable difference in our work in contrast to many elicitation studies is that we did
not elicit a subjective assessment of the proposed interactions. As a result, some of the interactions
from our set may not be a users’ favorite or the most suitable [61]. We did not elicit a subjective
assessment of the interactions participants proposed because of the narrow referent set. In some
cases, participants suggested the same interaction for the referent share and the same for the referent
withhold. We believe it would not have been methodologically sound to have participants rate their
interaction if this was the case. In future work, it may be useful to conduct a follow-up choicebased elicitation study [60, 93] and show a separate group of participants the interactions from our
recommended user-defined set and require them to subjectively evaluate each interaction based on
the referent share or withhold. This process would allow us to narrow down our referent set using
an additional metric.
Lastly, participant selection in elicitation exercises is a concern that should also be considered
[213]. The results from all elicitation studies are dependent on the participants in the study. Whether
the results generalize to other domains, groups of people, or cultures remains open. For example,
we see that most of the interactions that participants proposed are emblematic in nature (See Table
5.2). Would these emblematic interactions be recognized across other cultures? While this is worth
exploring, we did not have the resources to travel around the country to examine gesture preferences
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among more diverse cultures. Furthermore, the participants in our study mainly consisted of younger
people living in the U.S. who have intermediate technology experience and who own or previously
owned a wearable device. This was by design since these are the most likely users of wearable
technologies [368], and thus those who may most immediately require Integrated and In-the-Moment
privacy control. While the results may not fully generalize to larger populations of potential adopters
of wearable technologies [368], our data does reflect the experiences of the general U.S. population
of individuals who own wearables [214]. Nevertheless, we hope additional studies will be conducted
to generalize our results from a cross-cultural aspect further.
Given the diversity of wearable technologies, this interaction elicitation study only scratches
the surface of the opportunities to provide individuals with control over personal information from
a wearable. However, our methods and results can be tailored to inform various interactions that
allow users to express privacy decisions Integrated and In-the-Moment.

5.6

Conclusion
Using an interaction elicitation study with a group of 32-participants who produced 460

mid-air, micro, sound-based, multimodal, and composite interactions, we identified a set of userdefined, device-independent interactions for privacy control on wearables. We found differences in
the types of interactions people produced for situations requiring discretion vs. those that require
less discretion, such as when people are alone. This set of interactions may be helpful to researchers
who wish to study privacy preferences on wearables and developers wanting to build interfaces that
enable Integrated and In-the-Moment privacy control on wearables.
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Chapter 6

Study 4: Invisible Input for
Invisible Devices
6.1

Introduction
One of the most salient aspects of IoT Devices like wearables is their invisibility. As noted in

Chapter 5, there is a need for discreet interactions for wearables. As Marc Weiser pointed out in his
earlier work, these technologies are not invisible to the eye but hidden in terms of context and use
[350]. As these technologies continue to proliferate, there is an ongoing need to enhance the human
experience with wearables by developing new modes of interaction. New methods of interaction that
are not only seamless but invisible where users can provide input and receive output more subtly or
invisibly without being observed or disrupting others nearby [25].
While we were able to develop a user-defined set of interactions for privacy control on
wearables in Chapter 5, we sought to further explore the noticeability of some of the interactions we
collected from this study to develop a set of interactions that could be used in situations where a
user desires to be discreet while in the presence of others. This study explores a set of user-defined
interactions that could be adopted for use on wearables that allow a wearer to provide input to
a wearable without being observed or disrupting social interaction when around others [25, 261].
We consider real-life scenarios in which a user may need to be discrete in their interaction with a
wearable and explore which input mechanisms allow a user to do so. If an individual is in public,
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either with friends at dinner or in a meeting at work, and wants to interact with their device in a
way that is hidden or unobservable from the perspective of others [272] - how could they do that?
Indeed, speaking to the device would draw attention to themselves, just as taking time to physically
input the information to the device directly would draw their attention away. What if the wearer
could provide input to their wearable without letting their interaction interrupt others around them?
This is the problem we face, and we attempt to address it by evaluating various gestures on their
discreteness. A subtle approach to user interaction ensures more privacy and discretion to users
[231].
Subtle interactions for wearable technologies have historically focused on actions that require reduced cognitive loads for users so the interaction with the device can be completed without
observers noticing them [25]. For example, Jing et al. introduced a finger ring-shaped input device
to detect subtle interactions [160] using inertial sensors as a hands-free input method. However,
this study focused on technical evaluations of interactions with an input device. Motionless gestures
sensed through electromyographic (EMG) signals have also been shown to allow subtle or discreet
input to a wearable device when fastened on the upper arm, in a mobile context [77]. In this study,
observers watched a video recording of these gestures and found it challenging to identify if an input
to the wearable device took place [77]. This study also evaluated the usability of these gestures.
Despite the promising results of this work, the results are limited because they involve assessing
the usability and subtlety of interactions or gestures that were not sourced from users. In addition,
these interactions consisted of only those that are detectable by EMG signals. Researchers should
consider how this method can be levered for use on any wearable technology regardless of its form
factor.
Principles of magic have also been adopted to improve the subtlety of interactions with
devices and have succeeded in creating interactions that remain discreet or inconspicuous to an
observers’ eyes [25]. While the results of this work seem promising, this work also suffers from the
limitation of neglecting human factors as a source of interaction, and researchers only factored in
humans as a tool to evaluate subtlety and leveraged magic as means to design illusory and discreet
interactions.
One study that used a participatory design approach to collect subtle interactions was Kim
et al.’s study on M. Gesture. In this study, researchers ran an elicitation study based on a formative
study that looked to understand how users perceived and define interactions with mobile devices.
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Results from the elicitation study show that most of the gestures collected were subtle; however,
researchers did not further explore their gesture set with additional participants to determine the
subtlety of the proposed interactions.
While prior works have explored subtle interactions that are based on movements that
are not consciously recognized and are generally considered socially acceptable or unnoticeable
[25, 76, 295], it is critical that members of the HCI community further explore what types of subtle
interactions would be appropriate for emerging technologies like wearables. Many wearable technologies require interaction between the user and the device[101]. Drawing from this school of thought,
we choose to evaluate the subtlety of a pool of inputs interactions from Chapter 5.
The goal of this study is to extract some of the interactions that were elicited in Chapter 5
and evaluate how noticeable/unobservable these interactions are based on evaluation from another
set of participants. To accomplish this goal, we conducted a study where we recruited a group of
participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk to evaluate if the interaction they saw in a video was
indeed an action and if that action was deemed as interaction with some technology. In this study,
We seek to answer the following RQs.
Given a set of user-defined interactions:
• Which interactions proposed under a discreet social context are perceived as: an action, an
interaction with some technology, invisible to the naked eye, and deemed as subtle when viewed
by a second group of participants?
Building from existing privacy literature, research on wearable devices and mobile communication needs, this work makes the following contributions.
• An evaluation of the subtlety of a set of user-defined interactions that could be used with any
wearable device.
• A set of interactions that are subtle enough that could be used by any wearable device
• A set of interactions that would be appropriate for use with invisible wearable devices.
In the next section, we discuss the methods used to answer our proposed RQs.

6.2

Methods
The objective of this experiment was to determine the noticeability of interactions and

degree of subtlety based on a video of an actor performing the interactions we gathered during from
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the study in Chapter 5. The meet our objective, we evaluated the observability of 49 of the 129
interactions we collected in the study from chapter 5, in addition to one interaction where the actor
is not doing anything (which is used as control)which resulted in a total of N=50 interactions.
To extract a subset of interactions from the 129 collected in chapter 5, two researchers
evaluated the list of interactions based on social context (e.g., alone, while in the presence of others, with others while private), as well as areas of the body used to perform the interactions and
classified the interactions based on personal judgments of similarity for each social context. After
this evaluation, the researchers selected a final list of sufficiently different interactions for each social
context, which resulted in 36 interactions from the “in the presence of others while private” social
context, 11 interactions from the “in the presence of others” social context, and one interaction from
the “alone” social context. All of the interactions include at least two or more interactions from the
following areas of the body: head, torso, arms, fingers, leg, and foot.
After formulating this list of interactions, the primary investigator and an independent rater
categorized each interaction as either subtle or obvious and had two additional raters review all the
interactions and provide a binary rating for each interaction as subtle or obvious to establish interrater reliability. This resulted in interactions across three categories: 15 obvious interactions, 34
subtle interactions, and one no interaction at all (See Table 6.1).
To evaluate the interactions in terms of their subtlety, we conducted a study on Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk(MTurk), where we had participants attempt to identify if an action in the video
took place and if that action was an interaction with some form of technology from several video clips.
The content of each video clip belonged to one of three broad categories, namely, ’Video Clips With
Subtle Interactions’, ’Video Clips with Obvious’, and ’Video Clips with No Interactions at all.’ Each
participant viewed 5 randomized blocks of interactions. Using the qualtrics randomization feature,
interactions were randomly sorted in different orders within each block, where in four of the blocks
participants saw seven subtle interactions, 3 obvious interactions, two interactions where participants
did not move (which we classify as control), and two attention check videos that displayed as a glitch
to ensure participants were paying attention. In the remaining block, participants were shown six
subtle interactions, three obvious and the same control and glitch videos as mentioned previously.
Each block of interactions were counterbalanced across five groups of 15 participants.
The entire study was IRB approved. Additionally, informed consent was obtained at the
beginning of the each study and the pilot.
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Interaction
Adjust Sleeve
Arm Rub
Blink Eye
Chest Pound
Circular Head Nod
Cough
Cover Mouth
Cross Leg
Ear Tug
Eyebrow Swipe
Finger Cascade
Finger Wave
Foot Scratch
Foot Tap
Hand behind back
Hand in pocket
Hand Squeeze
Head Nod
Head Tilt
Leg Pat
LegRub
Money Gesture
Neck Roll
Nose Tap
Rub Behind Ear
Single Head Nod
Single Shoulder Shrug
Speak
Strech
Swipe Across Body
Teeth Click
Thigh Scratch
Touch Behind Ear
Turn Wrist Down
Double Tap Ear
Double Tap Wrist
Finger Pinch
Fist Swipe
Grab wrist, make fist, twist hand
Hand Side Knock
Hand Swipe Forward Twice
Knock
Two Finger Palm Tap by Leg
ShakeWrist
Finger Swipe Forward
Swipe on wrist
Temple Swipe Backward
Wrist Twist
Ziplips
Control

Category
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Obvious
Obvious
Obvious
Obvious
Obvious
Obvious
Obvious
Obvious
Obvious
Obvious
Obvious
Obvious
Obvious
Obvious
Obvious
No Interaction at all

Table 6.1. Researcher Classification of Interactions

6.2.1

Pilot Testing
We conducted two rounds of pilot testing to validate, refine and assess the reliability of our

survey instrument. The first round of piloting was with 25 participants (13 males, 11 females, 1
undisclosed) aged between 25 and 55. Using a between-subjects design, five groups of participants
were randomly assigned to one of five groups of videos of an actor performing interactions. Four
groups of interactions consisted of seven videos of subtle interactions, three videos of obvious interactions, and two videos where the actor did not move, which we classify as control. Additionally,
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two attention check videos displayed as a glitch to ensure participants were paying attention. The
last group of interactions consisted of videos of six subtle interactions, three obvious interactions,
two control, and two glitch videos. After reviewing the video, participants were asked to indicate
if there was an issue with the video, and if so, to describe the issue; provide a binary response of
‘yes’ or ‘no’ to if the person in the video took any action and rate their confidence of the response
on a 7-point Likert scale (completely unconfident - completely confident); provide a binary response
of ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to if the person in the video interacted with any technology/devices and rate their
confidence of that response on a 7-point Likert scale (completely unconfident - completely confident).
For interactions where participants indicated there was an interaction with technology, they were
asked to indicate which part of the body was used to perform the interaction based on an image
of a body map and provide an open response to describe what they observed and what kind of
technology the person in the video was interacting with. It took each participant 30 minutes on
average to complete the pilot, and they were paid $5.00 for participation. Based on the results from
this pilot were able to reclassify interactions into categories such as very subtle, subtle, obvious, and
very obvious based on these results (See Table 6.2).
We looked at what percentage of participants considered a particular interaction as interaction with technology and their confidence score to classify interactions. To classify very subtle
interactions, we looked to those where none of the participants indicated these as interactions with
technology. They were very confident in their response (M =6.44, SD =0.53). Interactions classified
as subtle were those where only 20% of participants indicated an interaction occurred with technology. Interactions classified as obvious were those where 40% of participants indicated an interaction
with technology took place, and interactions classified as very obvious were those where 50% or more
of participants indicated an interaction with technology occurred.
We find differences in the interactions we classified as subtle/obvious compared to the interactions that were reclassified as subtle/obvious in participant evaluation (See Table 6.2. For
example, 10 of the interactions we initially classified as subtle were reclassified as obvious or very
obvious based on participant evaluations, while 7 of the interactions were originally classified as
subtle or very subtle.
The next round of piloting was with 13 participants (8 Females, 5 Males) aged between
25 and 55 years old. In this pilot, we employed a within-subjects design where each participant
was shown all interactions. Instead of asking participants to provide a binary response of ‘yes’ or
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Interactions
Double Tap Ear**
Ear Tug
Finger Cascade
Finger Pinch**
Foot Scratch
Foot Tap
Hand Squeeze
Leg Pat
Leg Rub
Nose Tap
Single Shoulder Shrug
Swipe Across Body
Swipe on wrist**
Temple Swipe Backward**
Thigh Scratch
Touch Behind Ear
Turn Wrist Down
Arm Rub
Blink
Circular Head Nod
Cough
Cover Mouth
Cross Leg
Fist Swipe**
Money Gesture
Neck Roll
Shake Wrist**
Single Head Nod
Stretch
teeth click
Zip Lips**
Adjust Sleeve *
Chest Pound*
Eyebrow Swipe*
Finger Wave *
Hand Behind Back*
Hand In Pocket*
Hand Side Knock
Hand Swipe Forward
Head Nod*
Head Tilt*
Two Finger Palm Tap by Leg
Double Wrist Tap
Grab wrist, make fist, twist hand
Knock
Rub Behind Ear*
Speak
Finger Swipe Forward
Wrist Twist
No Action

Category
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Subtle
Very Subtle
Very Subtle
Very Subtle
Very Subtle
Very Subtle
Very Subtle
Very Subtle
Very Subtle
Very Subtle
Very Subtle
Very Subtle
Very Subtle
Very Subtle
Very Subtle
Obvious
Obvious
Obvious
Obvious
Obvious
Obvious
Obvious
Obvious
Obvious
Obvious
Obvious
Very Obvious
Very Obvious
Very Obvious
Very Obvious
Very Obvious
Very Obvious
Very Obvious
Control

Table 6.2. Reclassification of Interactions From Pilot Testing. Note: Interactions with a * were
originally classified as subte. Interactions with a ** were originally classified as obvious
‘no’ to if the person in the video took any action, and if the person in the video interacted with
technology and/or devices, we asked them to provide their response based on a 7-point Likert scale
from 1-Strongly agree-7 Strongly Disagree. Following the perceived action and perceived interaction
questions, participants were still asked to rate the confidence of their response on a 7-point Likert
scale (completely unconfident - completely confident). For the perceived interaction with technology
question, if participants answered on the higher-end of the scale (5-7) they were asked follow-up
questions at the end of the experiment to indicate which part of the body was used to perform the
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interaction based on an image of a body map and provide an open response to describe what they
observed and what kind of technology was used. It took participants approximately 90 minutes on
average to complete the pilot, and we compensated them $15.00 for their participation. At the end
of the experiment, we also asked participants two questions about the fairness of the compensation
and their experience completing the experiment.
We excluded data from two participants as we suspected bots based on the results. This
resulted in a total of 11 participants. We used the data from the pilot to determine the number of
participants we would need for the full study and how much we would compensate participants for
their participation in the study.

6.2.2

Participants

6.2.2.1

Sample Size
To determine the number of participants needed for the experiment, we conducted a power

analysis based on data from the pilot. The power analysis revealed that we would need 56 participants to find an effect at the 0.85 power level.[194]
We used the same recruitment strategy as we did in the pilot by recruiting participants via
MTurk. To ensure the data quality, we set restrictions to only include MTurk workers with a high
reputation (above 95% approval ratings) and with the number of approved HITs approved greater
than 1000 [264]. The HIT for the full experiment was advertised at a rate of $ 11.00 USD, and
participation was voluntary.
To account for complete counterbalancing across all conditions, we recruited a final sample of
60 participants (37 Females, 23 Male). Seven percent ranged in age from 18 to 24; forty-two percent
ranged from 25 to 34; twenty-five percent ranged from 35 to 44; eighteen percent ranged from 45 to 54;
eight percent were 55+. Thirty-seven percent of participants reported having intermediate knowledge
of technology, while forty-two percent reported having advanced technical expertise. Surprisingly,
eighty-three percent of participants reported owning a wearable device.
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N = 296
Gender
Male
Female

23 (38%)
37(62%)

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55+

4 (7%)
25(42%)
15 (25%)
11 (18%)
5 (8%)

High incomplete or less
High school grad
Some College
Four Year College
Some postgraduate
Postgrad or Professional

2 (3%)
6 (10%)
17 (28%)
26 (43%)
2 (3%)
7 (12%)

White
African American
Asian
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
Other
Technology Knowledge
Basic
Intermediate
Advanced
Professional
Wearable Device Ownership
Own Wearable
Did not own wearable
Did not own wearable, but interested in using one

39 (65%)
12 (20%)
5 (8%)
1 (2%)
1 (2%)

Age

Education

Ethnicity

6 (10%)
22 (37%)
25 (42%)
7 (12%)
50 (83%)
10 (53%)
3 (30%)

Table 6.3. Participant Demographics

6.2.3

Experimental Design

6.2.3.1

Independent Variables
Because our study focused on evaluating the subtlety of interactions with a wearable device,

the recorded video clips (N=50) of an actor performing an action formed the independent variable.
The videos included 15 obvious interactions, 34 subtle interactions, and 1 video where the actor did
not moved. We used the data from pilot testing to create classifications for each type of interaction
performed in the video clips. Those interactions feel into four categories: ’Very Subtle (N=14)’,
’Subtle (N=17)’,’Obvious (N=11)’, ’Very Obvious (N=7)’ and ’Control (N=1)’. The control was
a video of an actor not doing anything. These categories formed the levels for the independent
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variable.

6.2.4

Dependent Variables
To evaluate the perceived noticeability of and action and perceived interaction with tech-

nology of what participants saw in the video clips, we measured identification of an action on a
7-point Likert scale (1 Strongly Disagree to 7 Strongly Agree); confidence of the response on a 7point Likert scale (1-Completely Unconfident to 7-Completely Confident); identification of an action
with technology on a 7-point Likert scale (1-Strongly Disagree to 7-Strongly Agree) and confidence
of that response on a 7-point Likert scale (1-Completely Unconfident to 7-Completely confident).
These factors formulated the dependent variable in our study.

6.2.5

Procedure
The full experiment was identical to the second-round pilot testing, with a larger sample

size. Participants accessed our experiment via a website hosted by Qualtrics via the link posted on
MTurk. After providing informed consent, participants answered six demographic and one knowledge
of technology question. In addition, we collected participants’ views on privacy and surveillance in
everyday life via a single-item questionnaire [206]. After completing the pre-survey, participants
were redirected to a web page explaining the task that they had to perform for the study. They saw
four training video clips, which were identical to the experimental trials, except, if they responded
incorrectly, we provided additional information (e.g., please review the video and try again). Two
of the training clips showed participants examples of actions, one clip demonstrated the actor not
doing anything, which served as the control, and one showed participants to the glitch clip. Once
the participants completed the training successfully, they could begin the task of identifying whether
an interaction took place in each of the video clips they were shown.
Each participant viewed a total of 69 video clips across five blocks wherein four of the
blocks they saw seven interactions that were either subtle and/or very subtle, three interactions
that were obvious and/or very obvious, two interactions where the actor did not move, and two
attention check videos that displayed as a glitch to ensure participants were paying attention. In
the remaining blocks, participants saw six videos of either subtle and/or very subtle interactions,
three obvious and/or very obvious interactions, and the same control and glitch video as mentioned
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previously. To account for order effects, we used a standard 5 x 5 orthogonal Latin square for
complete counterbalancing. There were a total of five counterbalanced batches, where we assigned
15 participants to the first two batches and 10 participants to the remaining three batches.
After viewing all 69 clips, participants were redirected to a block where they were shown
videos where they indicated that the actor interacted with some form of interactive technology. For
each video they were asked to identify which part of the body the interaction primarily involved,
describe the interaction they observed, and indicate what type of interactive technology the person in
the video interacted with. In the final block, participants were asked to complete two questions about
compensation and their experience in completing the experiment. The first question ask them to rate
the fairness of the tasks on a 7-point Likert scale (Strongly Disagree- Strongly agree) and provide
a qualitative response based on their answer. Most participants believe that the compensation was
fair for the amount of time spent completing the task.

6.3
6.3.1

Results
Overall means for action, confidence of action, interaction and confidence of interaction
Four measures were captured to analyze how noticeable/unobservable videos of an actor

performing a set of input interactions collected from the experiment mentioned in Chapter 5: if
an action took place, the confidence of that response, if that action was an interaction with some
wearable technology, and the confidence of that response. Each participant provided their response to
the questionnaire on a 7-point Likert scale. Figure 6.1 shows the mean action score and confidence
of response, and Figure 6.2 shows the mean interaction score and confidence of that response for
the five categories of interactions. For the control category when the actor did not do anything, we
can see that the overall sample believed an action did not take place (M= 1.48, SE = 0.08 ) and
participants were confident in their response (M= 6.76, SE = 0.01 ). For interactions classified as
very subtle (M= 6.43, SE = 0.28 ), subtle (M= 6.83, SE = 0.01 ),obvious (M= 6.84, SE = 0.01 ),
and very obvious (M= 6.77, SE = 0.07 ), we see that the sample of participants believe an action
took place and were mostly confident in their response.
In terms of an interaction with technology, for the control condition (See Figure 6.2), par-
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(a) Mean Action Score.

(b) Confidence of Action Response

Figure 6.1. Mean Action and Confidence of Response Across All Categories

(a) Mean Interaction Score.

(b) Confidence of Interaction Response

Figure 6.2. Mean Interaction and Confidence of Response Across All Categories
ticipants did not believe an interaction with technology took place (M= 1.49, SE = 0.10 ), and
were mostly confident in their response (M= 6.62, SE = 0.02 ). For interactions we categorized
as very subtle, we can see that the overall sample of participants did not believe what they saw in
the video clip was an interaction with technology (M= 3.03, SE =0.27 ), and were very confident
in their response (M= 5.87, SE = 0.09 ). For the interactions we classified as subtle participants
were not very sure if an interaction with technology took place a (M= 3.66, SE = 0.24 ) and were
moderately confident in their response (M= 5.69, SE = 0.08 ). The result was nearly the same for
the interactions we classified as obvious (M= 4.08, SE = 0.36 ) and the confidence rating was fairly
high (M= 5.67, SE = 0.13 ). For interactions we classified as very obvious participants were mostly
sure an interaction with technology took place (M= 4.65, SE = 0.22 ) and were confident in their
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response (M= 5.70, SE = 0.13 )

Figure 6.3. Interactions Perceived As Actions and Corresponding Interaction Score

6.3.2

Interactions perceived as an action
Figure 6.3 shows all the interactions that participants perceived as an action. Of the 50

interactions participants viewed, they considered 47 of those interactions to be an action, with an
action score greater than or equal to five and the confidence greater than or equal to five. For the
interactions participants considered to be actions the overall mean is (M= 6.70, SE = 0.08 ) and
the confidence of that response is (M= 6.75, SE = 0.08 ).
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6.3.3

Interactions perceived as Subtle
Figure 6.4 shows the interactions that participants perceived as subtle. Of the 50 videos

participants viewed, there were 27 that had an interaction score below four. The overall mean
interaction score for the interactions perceived as subtle, (M= 2.98, SE = 0.25 ) and the confidence
of that response is (M= 5.73, SE = 0.18 )

Figure 6.4. Interactions Perceived as Subtle and corresponding interaction score

6.3.4

Interactions Perceived As Interactions With Technology
Figure 6.5 shows all the interactions that participants perceived as an interaction with some

technology. Of the 50 interactions participants viewed, they considered 10 of the video clips to be
interactions with technology, with an interaction score greater than or equal to five and the confidence
greater than or equal to five. For the interactions participants considered to be interactions the
overall mean is (M= 5.38, SE = 0.21 ) and the confidence of that response is (M= 5.95, SE = 0.15 )

6.3.5

Interactions perceived as invisible
All of the interactions in our set, teeth click is the only interaction perceived as invisible

with a mean action score of (M= 3.48, SE = 0.31 ) and a mean confidence score of (M= 5.96, SE
= 0.20 ). In terms of interaction with technology the mean interaction score was (M= 2.3, SE =
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Figure 6.5. Perceived As Interactions With Technology
0.22 ) and a mean confidence score of (M= 5.96, SE = 0.20 ). Overall, participants were confident
in their response (M= 5.90, SE = 0.20 )

6.4

Discussion
Researchers and designers within the HCI community need to design and build interfaces

that enable users to communicate privately with a device even while in the presence of others
[25, 44, 272, 285, 288]. There may be situations where interaction with a wearable may not be
socially acceptable, or a situation where there is a desire for privacy [44, 208, 272]. Hence subtle
interactions allow users to continue to interact with their device under both circumstances [272].
As devices become more invisible, it is vital to consider novel methods that allow users to interact
with them in a subtle or invisible way. While researchers within the HCI community have explored
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Figure 6.6. Interaction Perceived as Invisible
the concept of invisible interfaces [142, 153] and have also empirically explored ways for people with
interact with devices where subtlety may be required[77, 142, 168, 247, 287], very few works that we
know of have identified a set of interactions that could be used on wearables for discreet interaction.
In this chapter, we conducted a study where we evaluated a set of user-defined input interactions in terms of their subtlety while interacting with technology. We used an iterative approach
to classify the interactions collected from the study in chapter 5. We first predefined categories
utilizing a team of research experts but then expanded our evaluation of these categories using
crowd-sourced participants. We did find some mismatch between what we identified as subtle or obvious in comparison to what participants viewed as subtle or obvious (See Table 6.2. This mismatch
between user rating and participant rating supports the idea that designers may not share the same
conceptual models as end-users [241]. Interestingly, when another set of participants further evaluated interactions in the full study, we find a slight mismatch between what was classified as obvious
in comparison to what was classified as subtle in the final evaluation (See Table 6.4. The results
suggest that careful empirical evaluations of interactions by participants are needed to determine
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subtle interactions when interacting with wearables.
Based on our evaluations, we introduce 24 interactions that are subtle enough to allow a
user to interact with their device without being noticed or disrupting others around them. The
set of interactions we identify for subtle interactions is shown in Table 6.4. The set combines one
completely invisible interaction (e.g., teeth click) and others that were subtle enough not to be
noticed as interaction with technology. Table 6.4 also includes the original classification for each
interaction. As the table shows, the majority of the interactions we identified as subtle or very subtle
in our original classification based on results from the pilot also were identified as subtle There were
six interactions we classified as obvious that were identified as subtle based on the full experiment.
While some of the interactions we identified as subtle could be used for emerging wearables
technologies, it is essential to note that designers should consider sensors that can sense these types
of interactions with any wearable interface. As of right now, there is no standardized way for building
subtle interactions systems [272], but through more participatory design, we can see what types of
interactions users prefer to use subtly. As noted in a systematic investigation into subtle interaction
in the HCI literature [272], there need to be more empirical approaches for the subtlety of one’s
own interaction, as we did in this study. We see from prior works; there is also no lack of direct
measure for subtlety. This is the first study we know of that has evaluated the subtlety of a set of
interactions that users prefer in situations requiring subtlety. More work is needed to further explore
this phenomenon by HCI researchers. There should be a collaborative effort with systems designers
to see what hardware would be needed for these interactions to be deployed on wearables.
The results from this study could inform the development of new hardware for emerging
wearables that allow for subtle interactions.

6.4.1

Limitations
There were several limitations from this study that we make note of in this section. The first

limitation is that in the study from Chapter 5, we only elicited interactions for binary responses. In
the majority of elicitation studies, researchers present participants with a set of referents about a
known system and are asked to propose a gesture to execute that tasks [112, 293, 306, 309, 335, 337?
]There could be other referents and context worth exploring to see what types of interactions users
produce to interact with wearables discretely.
Another limitation worth noting is that the actor in the video did not have on a wearable
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Interactions

Original Classification

Arm Rub
Circular Head Nod
Cough
Cover Mouth
Cross Leg
Eyebrow Swipe
Finger Wave
Foot Scratch
Foot Tap
Hand Behind Back
Hand In Pocket
Hand Squeeze
Head Nod
Head Tilt
Leg Pat
Leg Rub
Money Gesture
Neck Roll
Nose Tap
Single Head Nod
Single Shoulder Shrug
Stretch
teeth click
Thigh Scratch

Very Subtle
Very Subtle
Very Subtle
Very Subtle
Very Subtle
Obvious
Obvious
Subtle
Subtle
Obvious
Obvious
Subtle
Obvious
Obvious
Subtle
Subtle
Very Subtle
Very Subtle
Subtle
Very Subtle
Subtle
Very Subtle
Very Subtle
Subtle

Mean Interaction
Score
2.45
3.30
2.55
2.95
2.03
3.43
3.35
1.88
3.03
3.13
3.45
3.38
3.42
2.73
2.67
2.62
2.52
2.23
3.13
2.98
2.60
2.57
2.27
3.38

Standard Error
0.24
0.27
0.23
0.26
0.21
0.27
0.26
0.21
0.25
0.26
0.26
0.24
0.28
0.25
0.25
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.26
0.26
0.22
0.26
0.22
0.27

Confidence of
No Interaction
5.90
5.57
5.75
5.67
6.12
5.68
6.83
6.20
5.48
5.32
5.43
5.18
5.45
5.83
5.75
5.77
5.87
6.18
5.60
5.55
5.65
5.95
5.90
5.73

Standard Error
0.17
0.19
0.18
0.19
0.18
0.17
0.08
0.17
0.21
0.22
0.21
0.22
0.20
0.18
0.17
0.21
0.18
0.13
0.18
0.21
0.20
0.18
0.20
0.18

Table 6.4. Interaction Identified as Subtle Along With Original Classification
device in this experiment. While we designed this study using a device-agnostic approach to designing subtle interactions for any wearable, participants may get confused when they are asked
to decide if an interaction with technology took place if they don’t see one. While this approach
introduces a limitation, it does allow us to first come up with a set of subtle enough interactions
and then explore what software and hardware would be needed to implement these interactions on
emerging wearables.
Another limitation worth noting is the research approach to evaluate the interactions. Although the video approach is convenient and repeatable in contrast with an in-person studies, it
is still artificial. Participants are actively monitoring for deceptive behaviors and anomalies in the
participant’s actions and movements.

6.5

Conclusion
Using results from an interaction elicitation study conducted in 5, we present a set of user-

defined input interactions to participants and asked them to evaluate if what they see the actor
doing in a set of videos is an action and if that action is an interaction with technology. As a result,
we were able to come up with a set of interactions that are subtle enough to be used by a wearable
device for discrete interaction.
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Chapter 7

Discussion of all Four Studies of
the Dissertation
The four studies presented in this dissertation provide unique insight to help researchers and
designers understand users’ privacy needs and preferences regarding wearable technologies. When
brought together, they work synergistically to paint a bigger picture of users’ current needs and
how researchers and designers can address these needs and improve privacy outcomes. We know
that privacy is a key concern for wearables due to the mass collection of personal information[20,
118, 190, 232, 234, 266, 274]. Furthermore, wearables are not primarily designed to address these
concerns [379] which exposes users to threats to their privacy [118, 202]. In addition, current privacy
controls on wearables are ineffective at affording users control over their personal information due to
constrained interaction capabilities [297]. As a result, I argue that when users have more granular
sharing options over data from a wearable in terms of data recipient and valence of data, and when
control interface mechanisms allow integrated, context-dependent, usable, granular control, it may
reduce privacy related threats that could have a negative impact on the user [173] during and beyond
the use of the device. The good news is that sensors are already available on commodity wearables
that can be leveraged as input mechanisms that provide control to alleviate privacy concerns without
any hardware changes. Still, designers need to explore further system interaction opportunities and
constraints to develop proper mechanisms that would be usable for users to make privacy decisions.
To review, we see from study 1 (Chapter 3) that if people are offered privacy control options
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over data from wearables, they exhibit granular preferences for control, and those preferences are
contingent on the recipient of data and valence of data. We suggest the need for new interface
options that allow users to exert this type of granular control and accommodate user preferences.
However, it is unknown what types of interface options would best provide usable granular control
over data from wearables. Hence, study 2 (Chapter 4) builds upon these findings to explore the user
preferences and experiences of four settings interfaces that provide different privacy control options.
The study results show that when privacy control interfaces are integrated on wearables, users report
these interfaces as more straightforward to use than interfaces decoupled from the device. While
differing options for the timing of privacy control did not impact evaluations of user experience as
expected, the timing of control, ease of use of the control, and the perceived threat posed by using
a control option did impact users’ reported intent to use the wearable interface in the future, as
shown in our exploratory analysis. These findings, along with the knowledge from prior works that
suggest that integrated controls have the potential to enhance privacy outcomes for users [297], beg
the question: how do we design interfaces that have integrated privacy controls? One solution is
user-defined input interactions that can be integrated into wearables. Study 3 (Chapter 5) explores
this solution. The study identified a set of user-defined interactions to exert granular control, but
results show differences in the types of interactions people produce for situations requiring discretion
vs. those that require less discretion, such as when people are alone. Study 4 (Chapter 6) expands
on the findings of study 3 by evaluating what interactions would allow discreet privacy control
engagement with the wearable, which resulted in a set of interactions that could be subtle enough
not to be noticed as interaction with technology.

7.1

Contributions
This dissertation consists of four user studies: 1) understanding user preferences for sharing

data from a wearable when recipient, type, and valence of data is considered; 2) investigating the
user experience afforded by different privacy interfaces for wearable technologies; 3) identifying a set
of interactions that allow in-the-moment privacy control over data from wearables, and 4) evaluating
a set of interactions for wearables that are subtle enough that they cannot be recognized by others.
In the following paragraphs, I discuss the contributions of each study.
First, I identified that adopters and potential adopters of wearable health technologies have
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granular sharing preferences over personal health information from wearables. By quantifying user
preference levels based on data type, recipient, and valence, we discover that adopters’ and potential
adopters’ sharing behaviors fall within the avoidance category from the behavioral privacy model.
Users have selective sharing preferences, and those preferences are mainly contingent on the recipient of the information and whether or not that information is positive or negative. These results
reveal that privacy-enhanced, personalized granular controls are needed for wearables to address the
wearer’s privacy needs during and beyond the use of the device. Results also suggest that novel
interface options are needed to accommodate granular control over wearables.
Second, knowing that users have granular sharing preferences, we evaluated a set of interfaces
with different control options for this type of control. We find that the location of privacy control for
wearables marginally influences the overall ease of use. This suggests that when privacy controls are
integrated and allowed on the same device that collects the data, it may be easier for users to manage
their privacy. We also find that the available decision timing options for a wearable interface, the
interface’s ease of use, and the interface’s perceived oversharing threat influence behavioral intent
to use privacy interfaces. Taking these two results into consideration, we recommend a modified
taxonomy of design features (See Figure 4.8) that researchers should further explore when designing
privacy interfaces for wearables that allow granular control options over data. We also recommend
that researchers and designers further educate users on the importance of privacy interface options
and provide tools to help users connect with the idea of privacy threats associated with wearables.
We know that wearable technologies already have sensors that can be leveraged to integrate
sharing decisions with privacy interfaces and offer control in-the-moment. Using this knowledge, we
explore the design space for integrated privacy controls on wearables, where privacy decisions can
be made directly on the wearable using user-defined interaction techniques. Using an interactionelicitation study where participants propose interactions that could be used that allow integrated
in the moment privacy control, in chapter 5 we identified a set of interactions that users most
commonly proposed. I believe merging privacy control into the user’s interaction flow would be
a more effective way to control personal information. In addition, this study also shows notable
differences in the types of interactions people propose for situations requiring privacy in contrast to
those that require less privacy. Hence, we further explored interactions collected from this study to
identify a set of interactions that could be used for moments when a user needs to interact with their
wearable discretely. Study 4 further evaluated these interactions in terms of their noticeability and
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identified a potential set of interactions that could be used to allow integrated and in-the-moment
control through subtle, discreet, and non-disruptive interactions.
To summarize, the contributions of this dissertation are:
• Leveraging the behavioral privacy model [52], to explore potential factors that may influence
sharing behaviors based on type, recipient, and valence of data by quantifying preference level
for these factors and examining them in combination in the context of wearable privacy.
– Investigating adopters and potential adopters’ preferences for privacy and sharing of extra
clinical health information from a wearable device
– Learning what types of data users are more willing to share
– Learning what potential recipients users are more willing their data with.
– Learning users’ sharing preferences based on valence of data
– Examining privacy control interfaces that allow users to manage their personal data from
a wearable actively
• Creating a set of device-independent user-defined interactions that allow in-the-moment control
over personal data from a wearable based on the knowledge gained from the two studies above
– A set of user-defined interactions
– Evaluating these interactions in terms of their noticeability and subtlety

7.2

Impact on Privacy Research
Privacy is one of the most persistent social issues connected to information technology [243]

and is an intricate concept that can take on several definitions in different contexts [300]; in the
scientific [376], industrial domains [188] and standardization bodies [72]. No privacy consensus
exists [187], as users perceive it differently, due to personal [52, 240] or cultural [331] aspects.
Sharing information can be critical or trivial depending on individual perceptions and involving
circumstances. In the context of this work, we explore privacy as it relates to the content and
recipient of information [52] and explore ways to give users more control over their data and with
whom that data is shared with through user-defined interactions. We also explore what types of
interactions would be suitable when users would need to express privacy decisions discretely. Within
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the HCI community, we know of several works that have examined participants concerns within the
context of wearables regarding the type of device, type of sensors used to collect data, type of
data collected, perceived risk, and concerns toward the type of data collected [202, 234, 274, 275],
but none of these studies use the behavioral privacy model to quantify levels of user preference
based on type, recipient, and valence in combination. In this dissertation, I address this gap by
leveraging the behavioral privacy model and discover that users have varying sharing behaviors that
mostly fall within the avoidance category from the behavioral privacy model. We also know over
the past 20 years, privacy interfaces have gained traction within the HCI community, exploring
a wide range of context and application domains including, but not limited to: peer-to-peer filesharing systems [130], interfaces for online social networks [173, 193, 198], and website privacy
policies [80]. As far as we know, there are no works that have empirically evaluated user experience
for privacy interfaces with wearables based on location and timing of privacy interface, which we
adopt from the privacy design space [297]. There also are not any works that we know of that have
explored novel interactions for wearables that allow users to express privacy decisions over data
from a wearable, nor any works that explore how users can subtly express these privacy decisions.
This dissertation encourages privacy researchers to create scientific literature, industrial guidelines,
and solutions to provide adequate support for designers to build privacy-preserving solutions for
wearable technologies.

7.3

Impact of the Future Design of Wearables
While it is interesting that users do not automatically select the thing that gives them the

most control, as we see from study 2 (Chapter 4), control does not change their intent to use. We
know from study 1 (Chapter 3) that users desire control over their personal information, but we
see from study 2 (Chapter 4) there is a disconnect between their understanding and appreciating
interfaces that allow this type of control. The good thing is this did not lessen their interest in
adopting technologies that will enable more control. From a design perspective, the interface that
gives less control are just as easy to use and have the same user evaluations as interfaces that
offer more control. This means that designers should design interfaces that allow more personalized
control without negatively impacting their user experience with the interface. Designers should also
come up with ways to show the usefulness of this type of control. The desire is already there, but
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we need to help users draw out the value or need for the technology to give them control. It is
the responsibility of researchers and designers to bridge this gap. While all of the hypothesis in
study 2 (Chapter 4) were not supported in terms of location and control, as for being practical and
meaningful this study is beneficial because it shows that users see this type of design as equally
valuable. We know from prior work the benefits of integrated in-the-moment control [259, 297], and
we know that users desire some type of granular control [118, 202, 274], so it shows these types of
designs would potentially be accepted by users. As researchers, we need to help users understand
the disconnect that they desire the granular control and they want to avoid threats, but in doing
so more, granular control options are needed. These issues need to be addressed from a design
perspective and from a user educational standpoint. This calls for the need to bridge the world of
design and education. From a design standpoint, creating systems that create better outcomes for
privacy may be useful, but awareness and education should inform users of ways to control their
data [118]. Designers should create educational campaigns that show that threat is not external,
but the threat is also based on their decisions on using their technology and what features they use.
I believe getting users to understand their responsibilities in mitigating threats instead of threats
as being something that happens to them. Previous research posits that users’ understanding is
accentuated when information intended to educate them about the privacy implications associated
with the collection of their data is visualized [15, 281, 333].
The results from the four studies have several implications for designing privacy controls
for wearables. As illustrated in Study 1 (Chapter 3), users desire control over their personal information, but the results from Study 2 (Chapter 4)surprisingly illustrate a disconnect where users do
not necessarily show a preference for interfaces which would afford them a higher level of privacy
control, which is not what we expected. For example, the integrated+synchronous interface design
did not receive significantly different scores on ease of use, perceived privacy control, perceived oversharing threat, or intent-to-use compared to the other three interfaces. While we hypothesized that
integrated+synchronous interfaces would be better, a positive takeaway from this unexpected result
is that arguably, users may not be deterred from adopting privacy interfaces that allow integrated
and in-the-moment control, even though they may not be motivated to adopt them, either.
Building upon the findings of Study 2, we suggest that designers also introduce ways to
show the usefulness of this type of integrated, synchronous control. The desire for granular sharing
options is already there, but there is a pressing need to assist users in understanding the value that
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integrated and synchronous privacy controls provide regarding promoting positive privacy outcomes.
From a design perspective and as a privacy scholar, I know that a user’s main task should not be
managing their own privacy [34, 79]. It is the responsibility of researchers and designers to bridge
this gap [79]. We know from prior work the benefits of integrated in-the-moment control [259, 297]
and when privacy controls are more granular, users are more comfortable using them [323]. The
literature illustrates, and the findings of my work posit that granular control options allow users
the affordance to actively manage their privacy. This also shows that as these designs emerge,
they will be accepted by users. From a design standpoint, creating systems that create better
outcomes for privacy is useful, but education should inform users of ways to control their data
and incentivize them to adopt interfaces that allow them greater privacy control [118]. If users
had a better understanding of how they can improve or hinder their privacy outcomes through the
choices they make on what privacy features and interfaces to adopt (versus viewing privacy threats
as solely external), it could encourage users to take more control of their privacy outcomes. Previous
research posits that users’ understanding is accentuated when information intended to educate them
about the privacy implications associated with the collection of their data is known or somehow
visualized [15, 281, 333]. Designers should explore ways to visualize the privacy implications of
using or declining different privacy control options.
When we combine the results from Study 3 (Chapter 5) and Study 4 (Chapter 6), we see that
users are able to design certain interactions that allow integrated and in-the-moment control, but
there may be a need for an additional set of interactions they can use in situations where others do not
notice them. One implication from this work is that designers should consider building interfaces that
enable users to not only allow integrated in-the-moment control, but also interfaces that allow users
to make those decisions without being noticed. Inherent functions of existing wearables present key
implications for the design and fabrication of emerging and invisible wearables. As we shift toward
a new generation of wearables that are more flexible and unnoticeable, designers should prioritize
subtle interaction capabilities for these emerging devices. [92, 100, 242, 256].

7.4

Broader Implications of this work
When we combine the findings from Study 1(chapter 3) and Study 2 (chapter 4), we find

that, while people do desire granular control, they do not necessarily view interfaces that offer
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integrated and synchronous privacy controls as more or less usable. The good news from this result
is that it will likely be just as easy for users to adopt privacy interfaces that we consider as more
useful from a privacy standpoint, as it would be useful to adopt those that are not as useful from a
privacy standpoint. It seems like what people care about most is if the system is easy to use and if
it provides a low perceived threat to their privacy. The perceived control over data afforded by the
interface does not seem to factor into whether users intend to use the system or not. This result
could explain why there were no differences between conditions of timing and location from study
2 (chapter 4). One future direction worth exploring is, how do we get users to connect the idea
of control with the idea of the threat. If users are unable to make this connection, there will be
issues with users adopting the technology. When we combine the results from Study 1 (chapter 3)
and Study 3 (chapter 5) we see that users desire more granular control, and we discover what types
of gestures could be used to express that granular control. A notable implication of our findings
is that a subset of the interactions for privacy control we identify may be implemented on existing
commodity wearables without hardware changes.
The outcome of this research will directly impact the field of wearable IoT by demonstrating
novel approaches to understanding and designing privacy-enhanced technologies for emerging wearables. This work will also support scientists, designers, and researchers developing education tools
to minimize privacy risks. The tools may be shared widely within the research community to enable broader experimentation around educating individuals about their privacy related to emerging
wearable technologies. Furthermore, this work will advance scientific knowledge through the design
and development of novel interaction mechanisms that are well-integrated into a system’s interaction
design [297] that allow privacy control over information produced by emerging medical devices.

7.5

Recommendations For Future Work
Using a human-centered approach, researchers should explore objective privacy risk [11]

and concerns posed by the adoption of wearable and a new class of wearables. More specifically,
research should focus on marginalized groups that are more at risk of privacy-related threats. I
believe exploring the perceptions and behaviors of these groups in greater depth will lead toward
the development of practical privacy-enhancing tools and techniques to protect these populations
against potential threats and concerns when using wearable health technologies. As a long-term
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vision for wearable IoT, it is also essential to understand what factors prohibit individuals from
marginalized populations’ privacy control. Computer Scientists, social scientists, HCI researchers,
and Privacy Experts should all work together on this topic to inform the design of effective privacy
controls for novel and emerging wearable devices. In doing so, we empower individuals populations
who may be more vulnerable to privacy-related threats and educate them on ways to make informed
decisions, gain better control over their personal data, and maintain better privacy practices.

7.6

Summary
Increasing concerns and threats to privacy in the context of wearable health technologies

pose a significant risk to users. People need solutions to reduce these risk when using wearables
that continuously collect personal information. Researchers have explored different approaches to
understanding user concerns as it relates to wearable privacy and has even proposed frameworks to
address these concerns [297]. For privacy to have any meaning in the context of wearables, granular
control options are needed, as we noted in chapter 3. Our work informs the need for practical and
theoretical frameworks to be developed to allow users more granular control over their data and
ways to manage their privacy actively. This dissertation focused on understanding user preferences
to share data from wearables and offer more privacy-enhanced solutions that align with user needs.
This work aims to contribute toward the design of usable and effective privacy control mechanisms
for wearables that allow adopter’s and potential adopter’s integrated and in-the-moment granular
control over personal information.
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Appendix A

Study 1 Materials

How would you interact with a Wearable?

What: Spend time interacting with a wearable device.
When: During flexible business hours. Get in touch for a schedule.
Why: We are investigating how people interact with wearable devices and we need
your help.
Where: McAdams Hall
How much: $20 gift card
Would you like to participate in a gesture elicitation study? We are conducting a
study to elicit gestures in order to implement granular privacy control on wristworn and head-mounted wearable devices. Your insight and feedback is valuable as
we look to design methods to extend input space on wrist-worn wearables to give
users control over their privacy!
The study consists of a gesture elicitation study that will take approximately one
hour to complete. All information collected is confidential, and you will receive a US
$20 gift card incentive for your participation.

Figure 1. Recruitment Flyer For Study 1
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If you are interested, please contact us by email (clemsonhatlab@gmail.com).

Information about Being in a Research Study
Clemson University
Gesture Elicitation Study
Description of the Study and Your Part in It
Byron Lowens, Kelly Caine and Jacob Sorber are inviting you to take part in a research
study. The purpose of this research is to elicit gestures for users to implement granular
privacy control on wrist-worn devices
Your part in this study will be to participate in a gesture elicitation study. We will begin
the study by asking you some exploratory questions to gather your demographic
information and experience with using wrist-worn devices. The next phase of the study
will involve you interacting with a wrist-worn device (e.g. Fitbit, Apple Watch, etc.)
and/or a head-mounted device (blue-tooth earbuds, wireless bone conduction
headphones). You will be asked to come up with and perform input gestures you feel
would match certain tasks. During this study, we will verbally describe the action carried
out by the wrist-worn and/or head-mounted device and ask you to perform the input
gesture and repeat the gesture. We will also record additional information such as verbal
responses, and movements during interaction as well as classify and label each
interaction mechanism to identify common themes. The study will be audio and video
recorded, and photos will be taken during the session for documentation and analysis.
It will take you about one hour to be in this study.
Risks and Discomforts
We do not know of any risks or discomforts to you in this research study.
Possible Benefits
This research may help us to understand user need for granular privacy control on Wrist
Worn and Head-Mounted Devices.
Incentives
You will receive a $20 gift card for your participation.
Protection of Privacy and Confidentiality
With your permission, photos, audio, and video recordings will be used to record
important information. They will be stored on a secure server, and only the project
researchers will have access to the data. All audio, video and photography files will be
destroyed not later than seven years after their recording date. No information will be
shared outside the research team without your permission.

IRB Number: IRB2015-143
Approved: 6/15/2017
Expiration: 6/14/2018
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Gesture Elicitation Study Script
Introduction: Hello! My name is ________and I will be conducting the study today with you. Thank
you for your participation. Let’s begin
Explanation of Goal: As we mentioned previously, the goal of this study is understand your preferred
input gestures to exert granular privacy control on wearable devices based on a series of tasks. This
session will last about 1 hour. Once you have answered some survey questions we will begin the
study. Please let me know once you have completed the survey questions.
Let’s begin with some tasks.
Explanation of Tasks: Your task in this study will be to interact with a wrist-worn and/or headmounted device, perform a set of pre-defined tasks, come up with input gesture to perform task,
provide feedback, opinions and perspectives about the task and input gesture. First we will provide
you with a basic scenario and then verbally describe the task to be performed based on that scenario.
We will then ask you to produce an input gesture that would activate the device action. Please focus
on how you design the gesture and assume all gestures that you preform will be recognized by the
wrist-worn device and head-mounted device. You can also repeat a gesture for the given task if you
feel the need to. Please feel free to think aloud as you perform the tasks and repeat your gesture one
additional time. Once you complete the tasks we will provide you with a post-task questionnaire
before proceeding to the next task. Let’s begin! Here is the wearable that you will be using. Take a
moment to get comfortable with the device and we will begin the set of tasks that you need to
perform.
The wearable device you will be used strictly as a reference and will not provide any visual elements
specific to the task you will be performing. Let’s start off with the first scenario and task that you need
to perform.
Example Scenario
Scenario 1
DEVICE: HMD
Investigator: Imagine that you are at home alone and you get the following prompt on your device.
Participant: Stress level indicates you were anxious today
Investigator: Would you share this information with your Employer?
Participant:
• Yes
• No
Investigator: You indicated that you _______________________ this information with your
Employer. Can you please show me a gesture based on your decision to ____________ this
information with your Employer if you got this prompt on the device while you are at home alone
Scenario 2
DEVICE: HMD
Investigator: In the following scenario you will imagine that you are at work alone and you get the
following prompt on your device.
Participant: Today you exceeded your calorie intake goal
Investigator: Would you share this information with your Broader Social Network.
Participant:

Figure 3. Study Script For Study 1 (page 1)
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• Yes
• No
Investigator: You indicated that you _______________________ this information with your Broader
Social Network. Can you please show me a gesture based on your decision to ____________ this
information with your Broader Social Network? if you got this prompt on the device while at work
alone.

*Please notice that this script is indicative, comprehending all activities and questions planned for the
study. Despite being complete, this study script may be subject to minor changes, as is common in
qualitative research. These minor changes include for instance the order of the questions, their
wording, details or phrasing, aiming at better clarifying the activity for participants whenever
necessary.

Figure 4. Study Script For Study 1 (page 2)
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Gesture Elicitation Study
Profile Survey
What is your gender?
o Male
o Female
o Other
o I prefer not to answer
What is your age?
o 18-24 years old
o 25-34 years old
o 35-44 years old
o 45-54 years old
o 55+
What is your ethnicity?
o White
o Hispanic or Latino
o Black or African American
o Native American or American Indian
o Asian / Pacific Islander
o Other
Which of the following best describes your current employer?
o Government
o Educational institution
o Business or industry
o Non-profit organization
o Other
What is the highest level of school you have completed or the highest degree you have received?
o High school incomplete or less
o High school graduate or GED (includes technical/vocational training that doesn’t count
towards college credit)
o Some college (some community college, associate’s degree)
o Four year college degree/bachelor’s degree
o Some postgraduate or professional schooling, no postgraduate degree
o Postgraduate or professional degree, including master’s, doctorate, medical or law degree
o I prefer not to answer
Which of these best describes you?
o Married
o Living with a partner
o Divorced
o Separated
o Widowed
o Never been married
o I prefer not to answer

Figure 5. Pre-Survey Demographic Questionnaire For Study 1 (page 1)
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Which of the following best describes your technology knowledge?
o Basic
o Intermediate
o Advanced
o Professional
o None
About how often do you use Internet either on a computer or on a mobile device like a smartphone or
a tablet?
o Most of the day
o Several times a day
o About once a day
o A few times a week
o A few times a month
o A few times a year
o Never
o I prefer not to answer
About how often do you visit social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter or LinkedIn?
o Most of the day
o Several times a day
o About once a day
o A few times a week
o A few times a month
o A few times a year
o Never
o I prefer not to answer
Do you own a wrist-worn wearable device (e.g., Fitbit, Apple Watch, etc.)?
o Yes
o No
Do you have interest in using wrist-worn wearable device (e.g., Fitbit, Apple Watch, etc.)?
o Yes
o No
Do you own a head-mounted wearable device (blue-tooth earbuds, wireless bone conduction
headphones.)?
o Yes
o No
Do you have interest in using a head-mounted wearable device (blue-tooth earbuds, wireless bone
conduction headphones.)?
o Yes
o No

Figure 6. Pre-Survey Demographic Questionnaire For Study 1 (page 2)
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Privacy means different things to different people today. In thinking about all of your daily
interactions - both online and offline - please tell us how important each of the following are to
you:
Being in control of who can get information about you.
o Not at all important
o Not very important
o Somewhat important
o Very important
o Don't know
Being able to share confidential matters with someone you trust.
o Not at all important
o Not very important
o Somewhat important
o Very important
o Don't know
Not having someone watch you or listen to you without your permission.
o Not at all important
o Not very important
o Somewhat important
o Very important
o Don't know
Controlling what information is collected about you.
o Not at all important
o Not very important
o Somewhat important
o Very important
o Don't know
Not being disturbed at home.
o Not at all important
o Not very important
o Somewhat important
o Very important
o Don't know
Being able to have times when you are completely alone, away from anyone else.
o Not at all important
o Not very important
o Somewhat important
o Very important
o Don't know
Having individuals in social / work situations not ask you things that are highly personal.
o Not at all important
o Not very important
o Somewhat important
o Very important
o Don't know

Figure 7. Pre-Survey Demographic Questionnaire For Study 1 (page 3)
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Being able to go around in public without always being identified.
o Not at all important
o Not very important
o Somewhat important
o Very important
o Don't know
Being in control of who can get information about you.
o Not at all important
o Not very important
o Somewhat important
o Very important
o Don't know
Not being monitored at work.
o Not at all important
o Not very important
o Somewhat important
o Very important
o Don't know

Figure 8. Pre-Survey Demographic Questionnaire For Study 1 (page 4)
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Please indicate how sensitive you consider the given information
Very
Sensitive

Somewhat
Sensitive

Not too
sensitive

Not at all
sensitive

I prefer not to
answer

You met your step
goal for today

o

o

o

o

o

You did not meet
your step goal for
today

o

o

o

o

o

During your last
workout you spent
over 45 minutes in
the Fat Burn Zone

o

o

o

o

o

During your last
workout you burned
less calories than
average

o

o

o

o

o

You met your sleep
quality goal

o

o

o

o

o

You did not meet
your sleep quality
goal

o

o

o

o

o

Sleep goal met for
the week

o

o

o

o

o

Sleep goal not met
for the week

o

o

o

o

o

Stress levels indicate
you were calm today

o

o

o

o

o

Stress levels indicate
you were anxious
today

o

o

o

o

o

Your blood pressure
was normal this week

o

o

o

o

o

Your blood pressure
was high this week

o

o

o

o

o

Today you met your
calorie intake goal

o

o

o

o

o

Figure 9. Post-Survey Questionnaire For Study 1 (page 1)
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Today you exceeded
your calorie intake
goal

o

o

o

o

o

Today you met your
healthy eating goal

o

o

o

o

o

Today you did not
meet your healthy
eating goal

o

o

o

o

o

Figure 10. Post-Survey Questionnaire For Study 1(page 2)
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Please indicate your rating of the following information

Very Negative
1

2

Neutral
3

4

Very
Positive
5

You met your step goal
for today

o

o

o

o

o

You did not meet your
step goal for today

o

o

o

o

o

During your last
workout you spent over
45 minutes in the Fat
Burn Zone

o

o

o

o

o

During your last
workout you burned
less calories than
average

o

o

o

o

o

You met your sleep
quality goal

o

o

o

o

o

You did not meet your
sleep quality goal

o

o

o

o

o

Sleep goal met for the
week

o

o

o

o

o

Sleep goal not met for
the week

o

o

o

o

o

Stress levels indicate
you were calm today

o

o

o

o

o

Stress levels indicate
you were anxious today

o

o

o

o

o

Your blood pressure
was normal this week

o

o

o

o

o

Your blood pressure
was high this week

o

o

o

o

o

Figure 11. Post-Survey Questionnaire For Study 1 (page 3)
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Today you met your
calorie intake goal

o

o

o

o

o

Today you exceeded
your calorie intake goal

o

o

o

o

o

Today you met your
healthy eating goal

o

o

o

o

o

Today you did not meet
your healthy eating goal

o

o

o

o

o

Figure 12. Post-Survey Questionnaire For Study 1 (page 4)
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Appendix B

Study 2 Materials

Figure 13. Recruitment Flyer used on Prolific For Study 2
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Start Before you start, please switch off phone/email/music so that you can focus on this study.
Thank you!
Please note, in order to receive your compensation for this study, you need to enter your Prolific
ID below. Once you finish the full survey, your Completion Code will be captured automatically,
and you will be redirected back to the Prolific App.
Please enter your Prolific ID here:
________________________________________________________________

Page 1 of 50

Figure 14. Page to record participants unique Prolific ID For Study 2
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Information about Being in a Research Study
Clemson University is inviting you to take part in a research study. The purpose of this study is to
gather information about interface controls for wearable technologies.
Your part in the study will be to take a survey where you will interact with a mock-up of a screen (i.e.,
an interface) for a wearable technology. Following the interaction, you will provide answers regarding
your experience with the interface. It will take approximately 10 minutes to complete this study.
Possible Risks and Discomforts
We do not know of any risks or discomforts to you in this research study.
Possible Benefits
While you may not benefit directly from taking part in the study, it is possible you will learn about the
different interface mechanisms that could be implemented for wearable technologies. Additionally,
this research may help us enable new interfaces for wearable devices.
Incentives
After completing the survey, you will be compensated $1.60 for your participation.
Protection of Privacy and Confidentiality
We will not tell anyone outside of the research team of your participation in this study or
what information we collect about you in particular. No sensitive information will be requested and
information collected will be securely stored. The National Science Foundation (NSF), as the founder
of this project, might have access to the study data and conclusive results of this research. Your
identity will not be revealed in any publication or presentation that might result from this study.
Choosing to Be in the Study
You do not have to participate in this study. You may choose not to take part and you may choose to
stop taking part at any time. You will not be punished in any way if you decide not to be in the study
or to stop taking part in the study.
Contact Information
If you have any questions or concerns about this study or if any problems arise, please contact
Clemson University Hatlab at clemsonhatlab@gmail.com or the Clemson University Office of
Research Compliance (ORC) at irb@clemson.edu.
Clicking on the "agree" button indicates that: • You have read the above information • You
voluntarily agree to participate • You are at least 18 years of age

o I agree and I would like to participate in this study
o I disagree and I would not like to participate in this study
Page 2 of 50

Figure 15. Informed Consent For Study 2
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Q2 Which of the following best describes your technology knowledge?

o Basic
o Intermediate
o Advanced
o Professional
o None
Q3 Which of the following wearable technologies do you own, if any? (Select all that apply.)

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Fitbit
Apple Watch
Xiaomi
Samsung Galaxy Watch
Huawei
Jabra Sport Pulse Wireless Bluetooth Stereo Earbuds
Other wearable health technology, smart watch, or activity tracker

⊗I do not own a wearable device

Page 3 of 50

Figure 16. Screener Questionnaire For Study 2 (page 1)
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Q1 We care about the quality of our survey data and hope to receive the most accurate
measure of your opinions, so it is important to us that you thoughtfully provide your best answer
to each question in the survey. Do you commit to providing your thoughtful and honest answers
to the questions in this survey?

o I will provide my best answers
o I will not provide my best answers
o I can't promise either way
Page Break

Page 4 of 50

Figure 17. Screener Questionnaire For Study 2 (page 2)
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For the next part of this survey, we are going to present you with a scenario and an interactive
mock-up of a wearable device. You'll be presented with a method for sharing health information
collected from a wrist-worn health-tracking device (similar to a FitBit or Apple Watch). You will
move through each part of the scenario by either clicking a "Next" button or interacting with
a device mock-up (e.g., clicking on a notification or button on the device).
Imagine that you actually own the wearable device and use it daily. Please pay attention
to how the sharing options are being presented to you, as you will be asked questions
about your experience of that method.
End of Block: Instructions
Start of Block: Integrated Synchronous
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Figure 18. Experimental Condition For IS Interface
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IS1.1 Please select the letter indicated in the last screen of the interactive scenario above.

oA
oB
oC
o I was not able to make it to the last screen
Page Break
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Figure 19. Attention Check question used to to check if participants were attentive during the IS
Conditions
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IS2 In the scenario you just completed, the settings interface (i.e. the method for sharing your
step goal) allowed you to share your data in-the-moment from the wearable device. Please think
about your experience interacting with the wearable in the scenario as you answer the following
questions.

IS2.1 Using this settings interface would be easy for me.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
IS2.2 I find it easy to get this settings interface to do what I want it to do.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Page 7 of 50

Figure 20. Interface Evaluation for the IS Condition (Perceived Ease of Use page 1)
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IS2.3 My interaction with the settings interface was clear and understandable.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
IS2.4 I find the settings interface easy to use.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree

Page 8 of 50

Figure 21. Interface Evaluation for the IS Condition (Perceived Ease of Use page 2)
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IS2.5 Managing my sharing preferences using the settings interface was convenient.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Page Break
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Figure 22. Interface Evaluation for the IS Condition (Perceived Ease of Use page 3)
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IS3 In the scenario you just completed, the settings interface (i.e. the method for sharing your
step goal) allowed you to share your data in-the-moment from the wearable device. Please think
about your experience interacting with the wearable in the scenario as you answer the following
questions.

IS3.1 The settings interface restricted me from my preferred choice of how to share my data.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
IS3.2 I had limited control over my personal information using the settings interface.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Page 10 of 50

Figure 23. Interface Evaluation for the IS Condition (Perceived Privacy Control page 1)
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IS3.3 Using the settings interface, I believed I had control over my personal information
collected by the wearable.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
IS3.4 Compared to how I normally configure my sharing preferences for a wearable, the settings
interface was very limited.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree

Page 11 of 50

Figure 24. Interface Evaluation for the IS Condition (Perceived Privacy Control page 2)
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IS3.5 I would like to have more control over the settings interface.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree

Page 12 of 50

Figure 25. Interface Evaluation for the IS Condition (Perceived Privacy Control page 3)
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IS4 In the scenario you just completed, the settings interface (i.e. the method for sharing your
step goal) allowed you to share your data in-the-moment from the wearable device. Please think
about your experience interacting with the wearable in the scenario as you answer the following
questions.

IS4.1 Using the settings interface, I believe too much of my data will be shared.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
IS4.2 I am comfortable with the amount of data that could be shared using the settings interface.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Page 13 of 50

Figure 26. Interface Evaluation for the IS Condition (Perceived Oversharing Threat page 1)
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IS4.3 Using the settings interface, I believe I am not disclosing too much of my personal
information to anyone.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
IS4.4 I am afraid that using the settings interface, I will share my data too freely.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree

Page 14 of 50

Figure 27. Interface Evaluation for the IS Condition (Perceived Oversharing Threat page 2)
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IS4.5 Using the settings interface, I feel my settings would be spot on; I would not be disclosing
too much to anyone.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree

Page 15 of 50

Figure 28. Interface Evaluation for the IS Condition (Perceived Oversharing Threat page 3)
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IA1.1 Please select the letter indicated in the last screen of the interactive scenario above.

oA
oB
oC
o I was not able to make it to the last screen
Page Break
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Figure 29. Experimental Condition For IA Interface + Attention Check question used to to check
if participants were attentive
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IA2 In the scenario you just completed, the settings interface (i.e. the method for sharing your
step goal) allowed you to use the wearable device to make a choice about sharing your step
goal data before you completed your goal for the day. Please think about your experience
interacting with the wearable in the scenario as you answer the following questions.

IA2.1 Using this settings interface would be easy for me.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
IA2.2 I find it easy to get this settings interface to do what I want it to do.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Page 17 of 50

Figure 30. Interface Evaluation for the IA Condition (Perceived Ease of Use page 1)
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IA2.3 My interaction with the settings interface was clear and understandable.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
IA2.4 I find the settings interface easy to use.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree

Page 18 of 50

Figure 31. Interface Evaluation for the IA Condition (Perceived Ease of Use page 2)
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IA2.5 Managing my sharing preferences using the settings interface was convenient.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Page Break
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Figure 32. Interface Evaluation for the IA Condition (Perceived Ease of Use page 3)
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IA3 In the scenario you just completed, the settings interface (i.e. the method for sharing
your step goal) allowed you to use the wearable device to make a choice about sharing
your step goal data before you completed your goal for the day. Please think about your
experience interacting with the wearable in the scenario as you answer the following questions.

IA3.1 The settings interface restricted me from my preferred choice of how to share my data.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
IA3.2 I had limited control over my personal information using the settings interface.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Page 20 of 50

Figure 33. Interface Evaluation for the IA Condition (Perceived Privacy Control page 1)
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IA3.3 Using the settings interface , I believed I had control over my personal information
collected by the wearable.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
IA3.4 Compared to how I normally configure my sharing preferences for a wearable, the settings
interface was very limited.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
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Figure 34. Interface Evaluation for the IA Condition (Perceived Privacy Control page 2)
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IA3.5 I would like to have more control over the settings interface.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Page Break
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Figure 35. Interface Evaluation for the IA Condition (Perceived Privacy Control page 3)
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IA4 In the scenario you just completed, the settings interface (i.e. the method for sharing
your step goal) allowed you to use the wearable device to make a choice about sharing
your step goal data before you completed your goal for the day. Please think about your
experience interacting with the wearable in the scenario as you answer the following questions.

IA4.1 Using the settings interface, I believe too much of my data will be shared.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
IA4.2 I am comfortable with the amount of data that could be shared using the settings interface.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Page 23 of 50

Figure 36. Interface Evaluation for the IA Condition (Perceived Oversharing Threat page 1)
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IA4.3 Using the settings interface, I believe I am not disclosing too much of my personal
information to anyone.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
IA4.4 I am afraid that using the settings interface, I will share my data too freely.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree

Page 24 of 50

Figure 37. Interface Evaluation for the IS Condition (Perceived Oversharing Threat page 2)
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IA4.5 Using settings interface, I feel my settings would be spot on; I would not be disclosing too
much to anyone.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
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Figure 38. Interface Evaluation for the IA Condition (Perceived Oversharing Threat page 3)
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Start of Block: Decoupled Synchronous

DS1.1 Please select the letter indicated in the last screen of the interactive scenario above.

oA
oB
oC
o I was not able to make it to the last screen
Page Break
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Figure 39. Experimental Condition For DS Interface + Attention Check question used to to check
if participants were attentive
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DS2 In the scenario you just completed, the settings interface (i.e. the method for sharing
your step goal) notified you of your step goal in-the-moment via the wearable and
allowed you to make a sharing decision from a mobile device. Please think about your
experience interacting with the wearable and the mobile device in the scenario as you answer
the following questions.

DS2.1 Using this settings interface would be easy for me.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
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Figure 40. Interface Evaluation for the DS Condition (Perceived Ease of Use page 1)
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DS2.2 I find it easy to get this settings interface to do what I want it to do.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
DS2.3 My interaction with the settings interface was clear and understandable.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
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Figure 41. Interface Evaluation for the DS Condition (Perceived Ease of Use page 2)
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DS2.4 I find the settings interface easy to use.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
DS2.5 Managing my sharing preferences using the settings interface was convenient.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Page Break
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Figure 42. Interface Evaluation for the DS Condition (Perceived Ease of Use page 3)
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DS3 In the scenario you just completed, the settings interface (i.e. the method for sharing your
step goal) notified you of your step goal in-the-moment via the wearable and allowed you to
make a sharing decision from a mobile device. Please think about your experience interacting
with the wearable and the mobile device in the scenario as you answer the following questions.

DS3.1 The settings interface restricted me from my preferred choice of how to share my data.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
DS3.2 I had limited control over my personal information using the settings interface.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Page 30 of 50

Figure 43. Interface Evaluation for the DS Condition (Perceived Privacy Control page 1)
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DS3.3 Using the settings interface, I believed I had control over my personal information
collected by the wearable.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
DS3.4 Compared to how I normally configure my sharing preferences for a wearable, the
settings interface was very limited.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
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Figure 44. Interface Evaluation for the DS Condition (Perceived Privacy Control page 2)
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DS3.5 I would like to have more control over the settings interface.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Page Break
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Figure 45. Interface Evaluation for the DS Condition (Perceived Privacy Control page 3)
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Q133 In the scenario you just completed, the settings interface (i.e. the method for sharing your
step goal) notified you of your step goal in-the-moment via the wearable and allowed you to
make a sharing decision from a mobile device. Please think about your experience interacting
with the wearable and the mobile device in the scenario as you answer the following questions.

Q134 Using the settings interface, I believe too much of my data will be shared.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Q135 I am comfortable with the amount of data that could be shared using the settings
interface.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
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Figure 46. Interface Evaluation for the DS Condition (Perceived Oversharing Threat page 1)
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Q136 Using the settings interface, I believe I am not disclosing too much of my personal
information to anyone.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Q137 I am afraid that using the settings interface, I will share my data too freely.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
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Figure 47. Interface Evaluation for the DS Condition (Perceived Oversharing Threat page 2)
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Q138 Using settings interface, I feel my settings would be spot on; I would not be disclosing too
much to anyone.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
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Figure 48. Interface Evaluation for the DS Condition (Perceived Oversharing Threat page 3)
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Start of Block: Decoupled Asynchronous
DA1

DA1.1 Please select the letter indicated in the last screen of the interactive scenario above.

oA
oB
oC
o I was not able to make it to the last screen
Page Break
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Figure 49. Experimental Condition For DA Interface + Attention Check question used to to check
if participants were attentive
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DA2 In the scenario you just completed, the settings interface (i.e. the method for sharing
your step goal) allowed you to use your mobile device to make a choice about sharing
your step goal data before you completed your goal for the day. Please think about your
experience interacting with the wearable and the mobile device in the scenario as you answer
the following questions.

DA2.1 Using this settings interface would be easy for me.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
DA2.2 I find it easy to get this settings interface to do what I want it to do.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
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Figure 50. Interface Evaluation for the DA Condition (Perceived Ease of Use page 1)
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DA2.3 My interaction with the settings interface was clear and understandable.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
DA2.4 I find the settings interface easy to use.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
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Figure 51. Interface Evaluation for the DA Condition (Perceived Ease of Use page 2)
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DA2.5 Managing my sharing preferences using the settings interface was convenient.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Page Break
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Figure 52. Interface Evaluation for the DA Condition (Perceived Ease of Use page 3)
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DA3 In the scenario you just completed, the settings interface (i.e. the method for sharing
your step goal) allowed you to use your mobile device to make a choice about sharing
your step goal data before you completed your goal for the day. Please think about your
experience interacting with the wearable and the mobile device in the scenario as you answer
the following questions.

DA3.1 The settings interface restricted me from my preferred choice of how to share my data.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
DA3.2 I had limited control over my personal information using the settings interface.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
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Figure 53. Interface Evaluation for the DA Condition (Perceived Privacy Control page 1)
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DA3.5 I would like to have more control over the settings interface.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Page Break
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Figure 54. Interface Evaluation for the DA Condition (Perceived Privacy Control page 2)
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DA4 In the scenario you just completed, the settings interface (i.e. the method for sharing
your step goal) allowed you to use your mobile device to make a choice about sharing
your step goal data before you completed your goal for the day. Please think about your
experience interacting with the wearable and the mobile device in the scenario as you answer
the following questions.

DA4.1 Using the settings interface, I believe too much of my data will be shared.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
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Figure 55. Interface Evaluation for the DA Condition (Perceived Oversharing Threat page 1)
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DA4.2 I am comfortable with the amount of data that could be shared using the settings
interface.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
DA4.3 Using the settings interface, I believe I am not disclosing too much of my personal
information to anyone.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
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Figure 56. Interface Evaluation for the DA Condition (Perceived Oversharing Threat page 2)
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DA4.4 I am afraid that using the settings interface, I will share my data too freely.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
DA4.5 Using settings interface, I feel my settings would be spot on; I would not be disclosing
too much to anyone.

o Strongly disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
End of Block: Decoupled Asynchronous
Start of Block: Demographics
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Figure 57. Interface Evaluation for the DA Condition (Perceived Oversharing Threat page 3)
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Q31 Privacy means different things to different people today. In thinking about all of your daily
interactions-both online and offline-please tell us how important each of the following are to
you:
Not at all
Not very
Somewhat
Very
I do not know
Important
Important
Important
Important
Being in
control of
who can get
information
about you
Being able to
share
confidential
matters with
someone you
trust
Not having
someone
watch or
listen to you
without your
permission
Controlling
what
information is
collected
about you
Being able to
have times
when you are
completely
alone, away
from anyone
else
Having
individuals in
social/work
situations not
ask you
things that
are highly
personal
Being able to
go around in
public without

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Figure 58. Post-Survey Questionnaire For Study 2 (page 1)
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always being
identified
Not being
monitored at
work

o

o

o

o

o

Not being
disturbed at
home

o

o

o

o

o

Page Break
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Figure 59. Post-Survey Questionnaire For Study 2 (page 2)
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D1 What is your gender?

o Male
o Female
o Other
o I prefer not to answer
D2 What is your race/ethnicity?

o White
o Black or African American
o American Indian or Alaska Native
o Asian
o Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
o Other
o I prefer not to answer
Page Break
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Figure 60. Post-Survey Questionnaire For Study 2 (page 3)
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Q25 Which of the following categories best describes your employment status?

o Student
o Employed (working 40 or more hours per week)
o Employed (working 1-39 hours per week)
o Not employed (looking for work)
o Not employed (not looking for work)
o Retired
o Disabled
o I prefer not to answer
Page Break
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Figure 61. Post-Survey Questionnaire For Study 2 (page 4)
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Appendix C

Study 4 Materials

Figure 62. Recruitment Flyer Used On Amazon Mechanical Turk For Study 4
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Information about Being in a Research Study
Clemson University
Title of Study: Evaluating the Subtlety of Human-Device Interactions
Description of the Study and Your Part in It
Clemson University and Dartmouth College are inviting you to take part in a research study. The
purpose of this study is to gather information about the subtlety of actions/gestures used in
human-device interactions.
Your part in the study will be to identify whether or not an individual in a video interacted with
any technologies or devices (e.g., wearable such as smart watch or google glasses, cell phone,
smart speaker such as Alexa) and rate how confident you are of your response.
It will take approximately 90 minutes to complete this study.
Risks and Discomforts
We do not know of any risks or discomforts to you in this research study.
Possible Benefits
While you may not benefit directly from taking part in the study, it is possible you will learn about
the subtlety of actions performed in communicating with a wearable device. Additionally, this
research may help us enable private and discrete communication in human-device interactions.
Incentives
After completing the experiment, you will be compensated $11.00 for your participation via the
MTurk website, according to the reward per assignment listed on the MTurk website. Note that
credit for taking the survey won't be given if you do not complete all 6 sections in the experiment
or if you fail more two or more attention check questions.
After the questionnaire is completed you will see a code on the last page of the survey, which is
a valid proof-of-work. You will need to submit the code on Mechanical Turk to receive $11.00.
Protection of Privacy and Confidentiality
We will not tell anyone outside of the research team of your participation in this study or
what information we collect about you in particular. No sensitive information will be requested
and information collected will be securely stored. The National Science Foundation (NSF), as
the founder of this project, might have access to the study data and conclusive results of this
research. Your identity will not be revealed in any publication or presentation that might result
from this study.
Choosing to Be in the Study You do not have to be in this study. You may choose not to take
part and you may choose to stop taking part at any time. You will not be punished in any way if
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Figure 63. Informed Consent For Study 4 (page 1)
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you decide not to be in the study or to stop taking part in the study. Contact Information If
you have any questions or concerns about this study or if any problems arise, please contact
Clemson University Hatlab at clemsonhatlab@gmail.com or the Clemson University Office of
Research Compliance (ORC) at irb@clemson.edu.
Clicking on the "agree" button indicates that:
• You have read the above information
• You voluntarily agree to participate
• You are at least 18 years of age

o I agree and I would like to participate in this study
o I disagree and I would not like to participate in this study
Skip To: End of Survey If Information about Being in a Research Study Clemson University Title of
Study: Evaluating the... = I disagree and I would not like to participate in this study

Start of Block: Sub Profile Survey
What is your gender?

o Male
o Female
o Other
o I prefer not to answer
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Figure 64. Informed Consent For Study 4 (page 2)
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What is your age?

o 18-24
o 25-34
o 35-44
o 45-54
o 55+
What is your ethnicity?

o White
o Black or African American
o American Indian or Alaska Native
o Asian
o Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
o Other
Which of the following best describes your current employer

o Government
o Educational Institution
o Business or industry
o Non-profit organization
o Other
Page 3 of 16

Figure 65. Pre-Survey Demographic Questionnaire For Study 4 (page 2)
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What is the highest level of school you have completed or the highest degree you have
received?

o High school incomplete or less
o
High school graduate or GED (includes technical/vocational training that doesn't count
towards college credit)
o Some college (some community college, associate's degree)
o Four year college degree/bachelor's degree
o Some postgraduate or professional schooling, no postgraduate degree
o
Postgraduate or professional degree, including master's doctorate, medical or law
degree
o I prefer not to answer
Which of the following best describes you?

o Married
o Living with a partner
o Divorced
o Seperated
o Widowed
o Never been married
o I prefer not to answer
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Figure 66. Pre-Survey Demographic Questionnaire For Study 4 (page 3)
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Which of the following best describes your technology knowledge?

o Basic
o Intermediate
o Advanced
o Professional
o None
Do you own a wearable device (Fitbit, Apple Watch, blue-tooth enabled earbuds, wireless bone
conduction headphones)?

o Yes
o No
Display This Question:
If Do you own a wearable device (Fitbit, Apple Watch, blue-tooth enabled earbuds, wireless bone
cond... = No

Do you have an interest in using a head-mounted wearable device (Fitbit, Apple Watch, bluetooth earbuds, wireless bone conduction headphones.)?

o Yes
o No
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Figure 67. Pre-Survey Demographic Questionnaire For Study 4 (page 4)
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Privacy means different things to different people today. In thinking about all of your daily
interactions-both online and offline-please tell us how important each of the following are to
you:
Not at all
Not very
Somewhat
Very
I do not know
Important
Important
Important
Important
Being in
control of
who can get
information
about you.
Being able to
share
confidential
matters with
someone you
trust
Not having
someone
watch or
listen to you
without your
permission
Controlling
what
information is
collected
about you
Being able to
have times
when you are
completely
alone, away
from anyone
else.
Having
individuals in
social/work
situations not
ask you
things that
are highly
personal
Being able to
go around in
public without

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Figure 68. Pre-Survey Demographic Questionnaire For Study 4 (page 5)
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always being
identified
Not being
monitored at
work.

o

o

o

o

o

Not being
disturbed at
home

o

o

o

o

o

Instructions
First, please watch each video clip. Play the video clip by clicking the play button. You may
watch the video clip again as many times as you want.
If the video does not automatically play, please click the play button.

(This image shows what the video player looks like. To play the video, press the play button)
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Figure 69. Pre-Survey Demographic Questionnaire For Study 4 (page 6) + Training Instructions
(page 1)
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Next, answer the questions about the video clip.
Instructions
You should also indicate whether there were any issues with the video. Indicate “yes” if you
notice an issue with the video, such as a missing portion or some malfunction with the video or
“no” if there is not an issue with the video.

Instructions
You may re-read these instructions at any time by clicking the "Instructions" button in the
questionnaire.
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Figure 70. Training Instructions For Study 4 (page 2)
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Instructions
Now, let’s do some training to make sure you understand the task. This part of the study will
take about 4-5 minutes.

Start of Block: Training 1 Block
Was there an issue with video?

o Yes
o No
Did the person in the video take any action?

o Yes
o No
How confident are you about your response

o Completely unconfident 1
o2
o3
o4
o5
o6
o Completely confident 7

Page 9 of 16

Figure 71. Training For Study 4 (page 1)
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You are correct. The person in the video did a thumbs down action. Good Job!

Page Break
Describe the issue you experienced with the video?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Skip To: End of Block If Condition: Describe the issue you expe... Is Not Empty. Skip To: End of Block.

End of Block: Training 1 Block
Start of Block: Training 2 Block
Was there an issue with video?

o Yes
o No
Did the person in the video take any action?

o Yes
o No

Page 10 of 16

Figure 72. Training For Study 4 (page 2)
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How confident are you about your response

o Completely unconfident 1
o2
o3
o4
o5
o6
o Completely confident 7
You are correct. The person in the video did an thumbs up action. Great Job!

Describe the issue you experienced with the video.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
End of Block: Training 2 Block
Start of Block: Traing 2 CTRL Blocker

Was there an issue with video?

o Yes
o No
Page 11 of 16

Figure 73. Training For Study 4 (page 3)
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Skip To: Q24 If Instructions Instructions Was there an issue with video? = Yes

Please describe the issue with the video
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Page Break
Instructions

Did the person in the video take any action?

o Yes
o No

Page 12 of 16

Figure 74. Training For Study 4 (page 4)
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How confident are you about your response

o Completely unconfident 1
o2
o3
o4
o5
o6
o Completely confident 7
Page Break
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Figure 75. Training For Study 4 (page 5)
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You are correct. The person in the video did not take any action. Good Job!
Skip To: End of Block If You are correct. The person in the video did not take any action. Good Job! Is
Displayed

Page Break
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Figure 76. Training For Study 4 (page 6)
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End of Block: Traing 2 CTRL Blocker
Start of Block: Training Glitch Block
Was there an issue with the video?

o Yes
o No

Good Job! There was an issue with this video.
You are correct!. There was a issue with this video. Good job.

Please describe the issue with the video
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
How confident are you about your response

o Completely unconfident 1
o2
o3
o4
o5
o6
o Completely confident 7
Page 15 of 16

Figure 77. Training For Study 4 (page 7)
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You have successfully completed the training portion of the study.
Please proceed to the next section of the study, where you will see the next series of videos,
and answer similar questions as you did during training. There are a total of 6 sections, and a
short questionnaire at the end that will ask you about the compensation for this study. After
completing the the final questionnaire please make note of the confirmation code at the end.

o Click to proceed
End of Block: EOF Tblock
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Figure 78. Training For Study 4 (page 8)
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Instructions
First, please watch each video clip. Play the video clip by clicking the play button. You may
watch the video clip again as many times as you want.
Next, answer the questions about the video clip.
Your task is to provide your opinion about whether the person in the video takes any action, as
well as whether they are interacting with any technologies or devices (e.g., wearable such as
smart watch or google glasses, cell phone, smart speaker such as Alexa).
Please note that the person in the video may be interacting with a technology or device, even if
you do not see the technology or device.
You should also indicate whether there were any issues with the video. Indicate “yes” if you
notice an issue with the video, such as a missing portion or some malfunction with the video or
“no” if there is not an issue with the video.

Page 1 of 5

Figure 79. Instructions For Study 4
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Was there an issue with the video?

o Yes
o No
Skip To: BLKGlitch If Instructions First, please watch each video clip. Play the video clip by clicking the
play button... = Yes
Display This Question:
If Instructions First, please watch each video clip. Play the video clip by clicking the play button... =
Yes

Please describe the issue with the video.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Page 2 of 5

Figure 80. Study 4 Experimental Stimuli(Issue With Video Question)
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The person in the video took an action.

o Strongly Disagree 1
o2
o3
o4
o5
o6
o Strongly Agree 7

Page 3 of 5

Figure 81. Study 4 Experimental Stimuli(Action Question)
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How confident are you about your response?

o Completely unconfident 1
o2
o3
o4
o5
o6
o Completely confident 7

Page 4 of 5

Figure 82. Study 4 Experimental Stimuli(Confidence of Action Question)
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The person in the video interacted with technology and/or devices.

o Strongly Disagree 1
o2
o3
o4
o5
o6
o Strongly Agree 7

Page 5 of 5

Figure 83. Study 4 Experimental Stimuli(Interaction Question)
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Thank you for completing the first part of the study. The next part of the study should take
approximately 10-15 minutes.

o Click to proceed
In this section, you will be shown videos where you indicated that the person interacted with a
technology/device. Please click to watch each video again.

Your task is to identify which part of the body the interaction primarily involved and describe the
interaction.

Page 1 of 5

Figure 84. Study 4 Experimental Stimuli(Part 2 Page 1)
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You reported that the person in the video interaction with a technology/device

=

Page 2 of 5

Figure 85. Study 4 Experimental Stimuli(Part 2 Page 2)
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Which part of the body did the interaction primarily involve? (please click the area to make your
selection)

Page Break
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Figure 86. Study 4 Experimental Stimuli(Part 2 Page 3)
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Please describe the interaction you observed.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Page Break
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Figure 87. Study 4 Experimental Stimuli(Part 2 Page 4)
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What kind of device/technology was the person in the video interacting with?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Page 5 of 5

Figure 88. Study 4 Experimental Stimuli(Part 2 Page 5)
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Congratulations! You have completed the final section of the experiment. Please proceed
to answer two questions about compensation and your experience completing this
experiment.
End of Block: Block 1
Start of Block: Compensation
The compensation for this task was fair.

o Strongly Disagree
o Disagree
o Somewhat disagree
o Neither agree nor disagree
o Somewhat agree
o Agree
o Strongly agree
Was the compensation for this task fair? Please briefly explain why or why not?
________________________________________________________________

Page 1 of 1

Figure 89. Study 4 Compensation Question
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